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I 
:\ PREFACE 

Just a short time ago, professional legal assistance for prison 
inmates was almost totally nonexistent. But legal problems were 
nonetheless prevalent, and because of that, inmates sought to fend 
for themselves in the world of law or to turn over their cases to 
nonprofessional jailhouse lawyers. Sometimes, assistance wa.s sought 
from social workers connected with correctional institutions. Recent
ly, however, there has been a marked tendency for lawyers and par
ticularly for law students under faculty supervision to become involved 
in the representation of prison inmates. Today, there is still much 
jaHhouse lawyering, but legal assistance to prison inmates is now 
rather widely provided by law school clinics and occasionally by, bar 
association groups and legal aid and defend(~r organizations. 

The following mateiials explore the nature of typical inmate legal 
claims and trace the increasing involvement of the legal profession in 
the assertion of those claims. They also discuss the important ques
tion, too often ignored in law school education and by lawyers and con
victed clients alike, of the legal risks that occasionally accompany 
the overturning of a crim inal conviction. 

It is hoped that these materials will prove useful not olny to in
mates and the lawyers and law students who represent them, but also 
to members of the correctional field and of the public who wish to keep 
abreast of an area of great concern to prison populations. 

One final word: Because of the inevitable time lag between the 
, preparation of these materials and their printing and dissemination, 

one important Supreme Court decision, Colten v. Kentucky.L 92 S. Ct. 
1953 (1972), was announced and inserted after the principal manuscript 
had already been pTepared. Colten deals with one dsk of seeking relief 
from a criminal conviction and has been inserted as an "additional 
case" at the end of Chapter 3, which deals with the overall problem of 
risk. Chapter 3 should accordingly be read in conjunction with the re-
cent developments wrought by Colten. : 

DAVID B. WEXLER 
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CHAPTER 1 

:! 
i THE TRADITIONAL PICTURE OF INMATE LEGAL ASSlSTANCE: ,I 

. SELF-HELP AND JAIL HOUSE LAWYERS 

"A Prisoner Looks at Writ-Writing"--Charles Larsen. 
56 .9alifornia Law Review 343, 344-56 (1968). Copyright 
(c) 1968, California Law ReView, Inc., Reprinted by 
Permission. 

If the term "writ-writer" were to be defined in a dictionary of 
American-English usage, the following definitions would possibly be 
included: 

WRIT-WRITER (rit-rit er) n. (1) an indigent person confined in a 
prison or jail under judgment of a court of law who prepares and 
files with a court those pleadings he believes will void such judg
mlant. (2) a person who acts as his own lawyer while in prison. 
(3) Colloq. a person who repeatedly files frivolous legal actions in 
a court of law to harass his jailers. (4) a "'jailhouse lawyer" is a 
writ-writer who does legal work for other prisoners for a fee. 

These four definitions encompass most of the prisoners litigating 
their cases in propria persona. Despite the fact that the majority of 
writ-writers possess intrinsic faith in the merits of their individual 
cases, they believe that prison' officials 'i1.ave adopted the third defini
tion. Prison authorities, they feel, have suspicioned writ-writing as a 
subterfuge through which inmates Seek to shirk responsibility for the 
acts which brought them to prison, to escape punishment, and to rattle 
the cage in doing so. The breech between the two is exacerbated by the 
writ-writers' common belief that prison officials deliberately coined 
the phrase "writ-writer" to degrade them. This attitude is at odds with 
the writ-writers' conception of themselves and causes ill feeling, hos
tility, and a brea1tdown of communication between them and prison 
offiCials. 

Normally, a two-valued orientation exists with the prison; prisoners 
are either good or bad, good parole risks or bad parole risks, model 
prisoners or recalcitrants. However, because prison offiCials have 
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adopted the third definition of writ-writers, this two-valued orientation 
breaks down in the case of prisoners who act as their own counsel. The 
writ-writers feel that prison officials entertain a single value judgment 
about them: There are no good writ-writers or 'bad writ-writers; writ
writers are simply writ-writers. 

I 

PRISONERS' MOTIVES IN WRITING WRITS 

Why do men in prison write writs jf their objective is simply to 
"escape from prison? One misconception should be clarified. The old 
saying that "typewriters have replaced the hacksaw" for breaking out of 
prison creates a prejudicial conception about writ-writers-more men 
still escape from prison than gain freedom through writs of habeas 
corpus! Litigating one's case is certainly much more time consuming 
than sawing out a heavy steel bar in a prison window and fleeing into 
the night. 

Lawyers generally require at least a fifty dollar fee to travel to the 
prisons to consult with a prisoner. The ones not able to pay this sum 
must resort to the next best course of action-act as their own lawyers. 
The disadvantages to the prisoner are obvious. A lawyer, after exam
ining the prisoner's transcripts or conducting an independent investiga
tion of the facts, could immediately advise him on a course of action. 
Lacking the money to hire a lawyer, the prisoner must spend consider
able time researching the law, preparing the required legal documents, 
and filing them. Sometimes years pass before the prisoner discovers 
what a lawyer could have told him in several weeks-that his case either 
has or lacks merit. The prisoners who have militantly prosecuted frivo
lous actions have wasted time they could have devoted to preparing them
selves for release from prison. The state, by shouldering these indigent 
prisoners with the responsibility of acting as their own counsel, has 
diSSipated the taxpayers' money in wasted manpower and court costs. 

If an analysis were to be made of the reasons prisoners elect to 
litigate their cases in pro per against seemingly insurmountable odds, 
the results would astound judges and lawyers. It is not the rash of deci
sions such as People v. Dorado, Escobedo v. IllinoiS, and Gideon v. 
Wainwright that send countless writ-writers to read barren case law in 
the prisons' scanty law libraries and to hover for hours over their type
writers. Three inlportant factors are contributing to the ever-increasing 
flood of legal actions emanating from the state prisons. They fall into 
the following loose categories: legal, psychological, and economic. 
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A. Legal Factors 

A large percentage of writ-writers are not satisfied that they re
ceived due process of law when arrested, tried, and convicted. One 
common complaint is that they were represented by inadequate counsel. 
Many were impoverished, living at a bare subSistence level at the time 
of their arrest. Not having the money to employ private counsel they 
were required to accept the services of a court-appointed publid defend
er: Others, not re?resented by a public defender, employed inexpensive 
prIvate counsel. FmallYt some unsuccessfully defended themselves. 1n 
any of the above Situations, the state is almost certain to obtain a con
viction. 

Because a large number of inmates have been represented by a 
public defender, prisoners have a very low regard for this type'of 
counsel. They believe that the appointment of a public defender is but 
token compliance with the constitutional right to counsel. The indigent 
defendant for whom the court appoints a public defender is convinced 
from the beginning he will not receive a fair and impartial trial. For 
example, a defendant having but several hundred dollars in the jail'S 
booking office was arraigned in the San Francisco superior court on a 
robbe~y charge. When the .court assigned the public defender to repre
sent hIm, the defendant obJected to the appointment. He explained to the 
court that confined in jail awaiting trial on felony charges were approxi
mately forty men who were also to be represented by the same public 
defender. It was impOSSible, he told the court, for one lawyer adequately 
to defend all forty defendants. The defendant, therefore, asked to be al
lowed to represent himself and petitioned the court for an order author
izing him to purchase and maintain in the county jail a typewriter, law 

, books, and the necessary supplies. The judge refused his request on the 
ground that the orderly functioning of the county jail could not be dis
turbed because one defendant wished to handle his own defense. The 
court then appointed the public defender to act in the capacity of "legal 
advisor" to the defendant. 

After a trial the defendant was found guilty, and the court sentenced 
him to the state prison. Nearly five years later this defendant refuses 
to believe that he was accorded his right to appear and defend in person 
as guaranteed by the California Constitution. Despite the record sup
po~ting his contention, state and federal courts have conSistently refused 
to Issue a writ of habeas corpus in his favor. Cases like this contribute 
to the unrest in the state prisons. One prisoner quite succinctly summed 
up his view of the problem by referring to the famed Washington lawyer 
Edward Bennett Williams. "For a hundred grand" said the cynical writ
writer, "Williams will guarantee that you don't ~o to the joint. If you're 
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going to do wrong, make a bundle and buy justice like you would a 
hundred grand loaf of bread. " 

For everyone that challenges the adequacy of the court-appointed 
counsel, there are ten or more writ-writers contesting the infringe
ment of their constitutional and statutory rights. Prisoners today are 
more literate than their counterparts of twenty or thirty years ago. 
Today, prisoners have a keener awareness of their rights under the 
law and any variance during the criminal proceedings with what they 
thidk to be their rights will impel them to seek relief in the courts. 
Possessing a better fundamental education, the prisoners have been 
able to penetrate the heretofore impregnable fabric of the law. They 
have mastered legal semantics and simplified it to their own needs. 
The law has become the panzer movement they use to strike out toward 
their elusive goals-to redress the deprivation of their rights. 

. It is not unusual, then, in a subculture created by the criminal law, 
wtlerein prisoners exist as creatures of the law, that they should use 
the law to try to reclaim their previously enjoyed status in society. 
The upheavals occurring in the American social structure are reflected 
within the prison environment. Prisoners, having real or imag~ned 
grievances, cannot demonstrate in protest against them. The rIght 
peaceably to assemble is denied to them. The only avenue open to 
prisoners is taking their case to court. Prison writ-writers would 
compare themselves to the dissenters outside prison, with one excep
tion-their grievances are real or they imagine they are real. They are 
personally involved. 

B. Psychological Factors 

There are two obvious psychological motives for prosecuting legal 
actions from prison. The first is an outgrowth of the prison's social en
vironment. Sentenced to serve a term in the state prison under what is 
termed the "Indeterminate Sentence Law, " the prisoner is caught in a 
dilemma which causes him considerable frustration and despair. He 
does not know when his sentence will terminate, and must therefore 
choose between taking his case to court or waiting for the Adult Au
thority5 to fix his term of imprisonment. If he chooses to write writs, 
it is only because the remote possibility of winning his c~se off~r~ 
him better odds than waiting for the Adult Authority to sel: a defImte 

5 Cal. Pen. Code §3020 (West 1956) expressly confers upon the Adult 
Authority the function of determining and redetermining the length of time 
a prisoner is to be confined in the state prison. 
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sentence. On the other hand, he may fear that the authorities would 
disfavor anyone who denies his guilt by continuing to litigate his case. 
If the prisoner does not write writs, he may never get out; if he does 
write writs, he may never receive parole. 

Many writ-writers have said that they would be able to make posi
tive plans for the future if they knew when their' sentences would end. 
They seem to feel that they are living in a vacuum where their fates 
are determined arbitrarily rather than by rule of law. One writ-writer 
very aptly summed up the majority's view with these words: ''When I 
arrived at the prison and discovered that no one, including the prison 
officials, knew how long my sentence was, I had to resort to fighting 
my case to keep my sanity." This writ-writer, after twenty years in 
prison for the offense of robbery, still does not know how much time 
he will b~ required to serve. Psychologically, the writ-writer, ,in 
seeking l~elief from the courts, is pursuing a course of action which 
relieves the tensions and anxieties created by the sentence system. 

The second psychological type is the prisoner who writes writs 
to be "in." He is introduced to writ-writing by acquaintances who are 
writ-writers. Men falling into this category are not the perennial 
writ-writers whose names continually appear on documents streaming 
into the courts. Usually, after a few unsuccessful forays into the legal 
realm, they stable their white chargers, hang their lances on the wall, 
and go about the business of serving their sentences. 

C. E conom ic Factors 

The last type of writ-writer to be discussed writes writs for eco
nomic gain. This group is comprised of a few unscrupulous manipulators 
who are interested only in acquiring from other prisoners money, cigar
ettes, or merchandise purchased in the inmate C!anteen. Once they have 
a "client's" interest aroused and determine his ability to pay, they must 
keep him on the "hook." This is commonly done by deliberately mis
stating the facts of his case so that it appears, at least on the surface, 
that the inmate is entitled to relief. The documents drafted for the 
client cast the writ-writer in the role of a sympathetic protagonist. 
After reading them, the inmate is elated that he has found someone 
able to present his case favorably. He is willing to pay to maintain the 
lil~ that has been created for him. Mter years of futilely applying to 
the court for various writs,. he will leave prison certain that he has not 
be6\n accorded justice. On the other hand, when a prisoner turns his 
caSl9 over to a writ-writer he is left free to devote his time to serving 
his sentence. Prisoners who do this maintain an objective outlook. 
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They do not become so emotionally involved with prosecuting their 
cases that they are unable to take advantage of the prison T s sel£
betterment programs. 

* * * * 

II 

COMMON PROBLE:MS CONFRONTING WRIT-WRITERS 

A.. The Subjective Point of View 

When 3, prisoner first attempts to utilize post- conviction remedies 
to attack his conviction, he views his case subjectively. In many in
stances, this prevents him from bringing his case to a successful con
clusion. The subjective viewpoint distorts the prisoner's conception 
of the pertinent facts; he is unable to identify the facts that are required 
to establish a prima facie violation of his rights. With such a se1f
centered orientation, the prisoner invariably confuses his notion of the 
rights and limitations defined by constitutional law with those rights and 
limitations actually secured by the Constitution. The subjective inmate is 
the first to resentfully proclaim that his constitutional "rights" have 
been violated. If aSked to relate the substance of the infringement, he 
will elaborate at great lengths on a number of grievances. However, a 
close scrutiny of the notice writ-writer's complaints reveal that few of 
them come under the protection of either the state or federal consUtu
tion. Unable to distinguish between grievances and constitutionally pro
tected rights, the prisoner is unable to make a showing whieh would 
warrant a court to intervene in the execution of his sentence" The 
tragedy is that many futile pleadings which wind up on court dockets 
have no merit. Over the years, if the writ-writer is perSistent, he 
will acquire both an objective overview and a working knowledge of law 
and will eventually abandon his legalistic pursuits when he is able to 
measure the conduct of his trial against valid constitutional provisions. 
In the event a denial of due process has occurred during his trial, he 
is then better equipped to present the issues fairly. 

B. Inadequate Education 

Another major stumbling block encountered by many prisoners de
siring to assault their convictions is the lack of adequate education. The 
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uneducated writ-writer is not capable of intelligently analyzing the 
function of law in our society or of interpreting the court decisions 
c?nstruing the law. He commonly makes the mistake of selecting 
dIctum from a deciSion and interpreting it as the absolute rule of the 
case .. Many writ-writers spend long hours in the prison law library 
h?vermg over the well-thumbed tomes. They may copy quite exten
slvely.from a number of deciSions and emerge from the library 
clutchmg a handful of notes and citations which they believe will 
support their al~~gations of denials of constitutional rights. Ask 
one at r~nd~m: What are the facts of People v. Doakes? Is there 
any s,im ilarlty between the facts of your case and the Doakes case?" 
He ;v ill look at you with a puzzled expression and reply: "Hell, I 
don t know, but this is what the court said. If 

. .T,he ~econd aspect of this problem is the novice writ-writer"s. 
ma'~)ll,lty to understand what is required to present a prima faCie case 
entltlmg him to the relief he seeks. Few prisoners realize that the 
burden of proof, is on them" and the complexities of this requirement 
pre,sent a !ormldable preClpice few writ-writers ever scale. It re
mams an msurmountable problem to the writ-writer until he has sev
eral years exp,erlence behind him. Many writ·· writers turn to others 
for help, seekmg, perhaps, another writ-writer's copy of a habeas 
corp?s pe~ition. If the copy received is itself faulty, the copier's 
petltlo~ Will also lack the essentials to state a cause of action. Armed 
w~th thIS inadequate tool, the newly indoctrinated writ-writer filled 
WIth enthusiasm at having been pel"mitted a glimpse into the hereto"' 
fore inaccessible legal realm, prepares his "writ" and files it. When 
not~ie? b~ the cle7'k of the court that his petition has been denied, his 

, bellef In hIS case IS reinforced. It is not long before he becomes con
vinced that a conspiracy is afoot·to keep him in prison. A common 
reference among ;~rit~writ~rs is that "judges are all slopping out of 
the same trough. ThIS athtude defeats the prisoner because as he 
doggedly pursues his writ-writing career each writ that is denied 
reaffirms his belief that he was never d~stined to be afforded his 
constitutional rights-such "rights" become abstractions only the 
wealthy can afford. It is impossible to calculate the social harm gen
era!ed by prisoners' lack of respect for the law stemming from being 
denIed the assis~ance of counsel while litigating their cases in prison. 

While some courts appear to recognize the problems writ-writers 
~.ncounter in ,dOing their own legal work, none have yet made a defini
tlve ?eclarahon ~egarding the assistance of counsel for prisoners 
seekmg extraordmary writs. It was not until 1963 that the United 
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States Supre~e Court finally made definitive declaration of the right 
to counsel for crim inal defendants on appeal. Having found, in that 
year, that indigent crim,inal defendants are entitled to counsel on 
appeal, the Court should now consider the rights of indigents to 
counsel in seeking postconviction relief from prison. 

Several years ago, a federal judge, in lieu of appointing counsel 
to a habeas corpus petitioner, took a step which he thought would help 
writ-writers. He rendered an opinion setting forth Specifically, step
by-step, the requirements that he expecte<:l of writ-writers in submit
ting petitions for the writ to his court. The decision was received with 
two reactions at the state prison at Folsom where the action origi
nated. The petitioner in the case felt insulted that the court would be 
so presumptuous as to tell him how to write a "writ." The other writ
writers gleefully looked upon the opinion as an unprecedented windfall
here at last was the key to the front gate~ Their revised petitions 
swelled the postal stream to the court only to be denied as rapidly as 
their preceding applications. Chaos reigned in the prison's legal 
world. Here was a federal judge who spelled out the requirements he 
expected in a petition for a writ of habeas corpus, yet not one of the 
subsequent petitioners was able to meet the court's criterlli.. That 
prison's legal-eagles ultimately looked upon the decision as a de
liberate su.bterfuge to encourage the filing of worthless petitions. 

C. Inadequate Legal Source Materials 

The prison law libraries are a constant source of discontent 
among writ-writers. Like newly landed immigrants who do not speak 
the language, they must use law libraries to become conversant .with 
law. Antiquated law books and insufficient tim e allocated for legal 
research ill prepares prisoners to handle their own cases. The 
ancient law books obstruct rather than assist them in their research. 
Without other legal reference sources, prisoners with no money 
must dig out decisions to use as citations. Unknown to them, many of 
the citations they collect have been overruled or modified by later 
decisions. 
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In San ~uentin prisoners are admitted to the law library for a 
limited perlOd each week. However, legal volumes available in the 
library are severely limited. 24 

D. Prisoners' Attempts to Defeat the System 

Because of the impediments outlined above, few writ-writers are 
able to communicate effectively their grievances by making out a prima 
facie case. To do this it is necessary to allege Ultimate facts; and

1 
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is preferable, though not necessary, to cite authorities supporting their 
contentions. Since the prison law library is not a very fertile source 
of relevant Citations, writ-writers have for many years purchased in
divi~ual printed deciSions from the West Publishing Company. For a 
nommal fee that company makes available any printed decision it has 
i~ stock. Because prison restrictions on some types of legal pubUdt
hons have recenU.f been relaxed, prisoners with funds can now sub
Scribe to several legal periodicals: the Sacrarn ento Legal Press and 
the Advanced California Reports. Writ-writers coming into possession 
of these.publications are able to keep their fingers on the pulse of the 
law. QUIte a number of them zealously read them awaiting an opinion 
they can use. Another source yielding good dividends is the daily 
newspapers. When a news item appears about an important decision 
containing a hint of its applicability, writ-writers dash off letters 
seeking complimentary copies of it from the clerk·of the court. 

Legal documents filed by an attorney representing an imp;isoned 
client u.sually provide a bonanza of legal nuggets. Fortunate is the 
writ-writer who discovers another prisoner with a sim ilar case who 
is represented b~. counsel. fIe simply presents his case the w~y the 
lawyer has done It for the other prisoner. Yet, the Sources of law 
available to the writ-writer do not actually help him prepare his case. 
Absent ~re current !exts. on pl~ading and procedure. McKinney's Digest 
(1st serIes) and Califorma JurIsprudence (1st series), while on the 

24 The San Quentin Pri~on Library is grossly inadequate for the compr~~ 
hensive legal research needed to prepare legal actions adequately. For ex
ample, the California Appellate Reports and the California Supreme Court 
Reports terminate at 1955; California Jurisprudence, McKinney's California 
Digest, and Corpus Juris have not been replaced by their respective second 
series; Shepards Citations terminate at 1954; and there are no United States 
Supreme Court Reports. 
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shelves of the law library at San Quentin, are shunned by most writ
writers. They have been "burned" too often in using authorities cited 
in these volumes, because many cases in both sets have been modi
fied or overruled by subsequent decisions. 

When decisions do not help a writ-writer, he may employ a hand
ful of tricks which damage his image in the state courts. Some of the 
not too subtle subterfuges used by a small minority of writ-writers 
would tax the credulity of any lawyer. One writ-writer made up his 
own legal citations when he ran short of actual ones. In one action 
against the California Adult Authority involving the application of 
adm inistrative law, one writ-writer used the following' citations: 
Aesop v. Fables, First Baptist Church v. Sally Stanford, Doda v. 
One Forty-four Inch Chest, and Dogood v. The Planet Earth. The ref~ 
erences to the volumes and page numbers of the 1'ionexistent publica
tions were equally fantastic, such as 901 Penal Review, page 17, 240. 
To accompany each case, he composed an eloquent deciSion which, if 
good law, would make selected acts of the Adult Authority unconsti
tutional. In time the "deciSions" freely circulated am ong other writ
writers, and several gullible ones began citing them also. 

Sometimes the knavery employed by writ-wI-iters becomes an 
administrative problem which, must be unraveled by the prison offi
cials. Once a prisoner is paroled, he acts under the threat of being 
returned to prison for violating the conditions of his parole. When a 
parolee is returned to prison by the Division of Adult Paroles, he is 
entitled to a hearing before the Adult Authority which has the power 
either to revoke the parole or to'reinstate it. During the hearing the 

.. parolee is denied counsel and the right to present witnesses and evi
dence in his behalf. The revocation procedure presents a sore spot to 
most of the hundreds of parolees returned to prison each year. They 
like to believe that the consUtutional guarantee to counsel and the 
right to present evidence in their behalf applies during this adminis
trative hearing. One writ-writer composed a fictitious decision which 
held that a parolee is entitled to counsel when appearing before the 
Adult Authority on charges olE violating his parole. The decision de
clared that failure to observEl this requirement amounted to a denial 
of due process of law which invalidated the action taken by the Adult 
Authority. The "decision" ran like spilled mercury around the prison 
yard. Prisoners swamped thE~ prison officials with hopeful inquiries 
regarding when the Adult Authority was going to reschedule their 
cases for hearing in light of the "decision." The associate warden of 
the prison finally had to address the prisoners over the prison radio. 
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He explained that the state's attorne 
gation and found no evidence of suchYa gener~l ~d conducted an investi-
Of course, the prisoners refused to ac~:;~ th~sn~i~e~id~d by the courts. 
was nearly six months before the furor died down. 0 a verse news. It 

* * * * 
CASE: Johnson v. Avery, 393 U. S. 483 (1969). 

Mr. Justice Fortas delivered the opinion of the C t . our. 

I 

Petitioner is serving a life sent ' 
tentiary. In February 1965 he t ence m the Tennessee State Peni-
ity building in the prison for Vi~~ti:an~ferreid to the m~imum secur-
provides: n 0 a pr son regulahon which 

to ai.~~~~~~te e7t~el adV:It'she, aS~ist or otherwise contract 
" . r WI ,or WIthout a fee to p 

:Vrits or other legal matters. It is not inte~ded t~~a:: 
mnocent man be punished. When a man believes he is 
unla~ully held or illegally conVicted, he should . . 
a1't btrIhe~ °lr state his complaint in letter form' and ~~~~:~: 

o IS awyer or a J'udge A f I W . to ' h' . orma rit IS not necessary 
receIve ~ earmg. False charges or untrue com laints 

may be pun7s.hed. Inmates are forbidden to set th P I 
up as practIboners for the purpose of promoting ~~se, ves 
ness of writing Writs. " USI-

~i~~! ~~:;l~te~ti;~~efs~~~·~ ,~he ~nit~d States District Court for the 
in which he sought relief from hi~~ 1O~ or law,bo~ks and a typewriter," 
building. The District Court treatedO~~nemett m tile max~um security 
of habeas corpus and aft ,IS m~ IOn ~s a petitIon for a writ 
ciplinary confinement ande~e~t~ea~I~g, ordered hIm released from dis
The District Court held that the r:e ~ i~~ status of an ordinaryprisoner. 
barred illiterate prisoners from a~ a .1.~n ;~ void because it in effect 
conflicted with 28 u. S. C. § 22421 25~s;. ~U;p~r~3~abeas corpus and 

1 
28 U, s. c, § 2242 provides i t. lIA l' , 

shall be in writing Signed and ve n.fa~ b t~P lCatlOn for a writ of habeas corpus 
tended or by someone acting in h~~ ~ehaif. I,e person for whose relief it is in-
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By the time the District Court Order was entered, petitioner had 
been transferred from the maximum security buildtng, but he had been 
put in a discipllnllry cell block in which he was entitled to fewer privi
leges than were given ordinary prisoners. Only when he promised to 
refrain from assistance to other inmates was he restored to regular 
prison conditions and privileges. At a second hearing, held in March 
1966, the District Court explored these issues concerning the compli
ance of the prison officials with its initial order. After the hearing, 

it reaffirmed its earlier order. 

The state appealed. The Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit 
reversed~ concluding that the regulation did not unlawfully conflict 
with the federal right of habeas corpus. According to the Smh Dis
trict, the interest of the State in preserving prison discipline and in 
lim iting the practice of law to licensed attorneys justified whatever 
burden the regulation might place on acceSS to Federal habeas cor-

pus. 382 F. 2d 353. 

II: 

This Court has constantly emphasized the fundamental impor
tance of the writ of habeas corpus in our constit:utlonal scheme, and 
the CongreSS has demonstrated its solicitude for the vigor of the 
Grea.t Writ. The Court has steadfastly insisted that "there is no 
higher duty than to maintain it unimpaired." Bowen v. Johnston, 

306 U. S. 19.26 (1939). 

Since the basic purpose of the writ is to enable those unlawfully 
incarcerated to obtain their freedom, it is fundamental that accesS 
of prisoners to the courts for the purpose of presenting their com
plaints may not be denied or obstructed. For example, the Court has 
held that a State may not validly make the writ available only to priS
oners who could pay a $4 filing fee. Smith v. Bennett, 365 U. S. 708 
(1961). And it has insisted that, for the indigent as well as for the 
affluent prisoner, post-conviction proceedings must be more than a 
formality. For instance, the State is obligated to furnish prisoners 
not otherwise able to obtain it, with a transcript or equivalent 
recordation of prior habeas hearings for use in further proceedings. 
Long v. District Court, 385 U.S. 192 (1966). Cf. Griffin v. Illinois, 

351 U.S. 12 (1956). 
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Tennessee urges however that th 
case is justified as a ~art of th~ Stat ' ed~ontested regulation in this 
the prisons. There is no doubt that d~ s , IsciPlinar

y 
administration of 

state detention facilities ~;"re state fu IS~,IP ine and adrn inistration of 
eral authority only wherc-:,' paramount nc IOns. They are subject to fed
rights supervene. It is clear howev fed~ral ~o~stitutional or statutory 
r~~latlons applicable to lnm~tes of er~ that ID. ~tances where state 
rIghts, the regulations may be invalfct~~~~~ facIlItIes conflict with such 

For exa;mple, in Lee v Washi gt 3 
practice of racial segregation of ~ on, 90 U. S. 333 (1968), the 
as necessary to maintain good or~~~soners, w~s ~ustified by the State 
ever, that the practice was constituti~~d dlSClpl1,n~. We held, how
we:e careful to point out that the ord ally pro~Iblt,ed, although we 
affIrmed, made allowance for "th er of ,t~e DIstrIct Court, wHich we 
discipline. "Id. at 334 And' E,e neceSSItIes of prison security and 
this Court invaiidated a· state ~~ ~ ~~rte H~ll, 312 U. S. 546 (1941), 
corpus petitions first be subm ittgu a IOn :whICh required that habeas 
proved by the Illegal inveStigator~Idt~Ot~rlson authorities and then ap
drawn" before being transm itted t tt e parole board as "properly 
urged that tha requirement was 0 1e court. Here again, the State 
cipline. But this Court held th t ~~cessary t? maintain prison dis-
that "the state and its offi a e regula~lOn violated the principle 
right to apply to a federal c:::rtmty not a?rldge or impair petitioner's 
U. S~, at 549. Cf. Cochran Ka or a wrIt of habeas corpus. II 312 

v. nsas, 31c6 U. S. 255, 257 (1942). 

There can be no doubt that Tenness 
ad?pt and enforce a rule forbiddin 'lrt ee COUld. not constitutionally 

'. prIsoners to file habeas corpus 1'~' 1 erate or poorly educated 
ed a rule which, in the absence ~~ 1 Ions. Here Tennessee has adopt-
such prisoners, effectively does ~ a~~~ther sour?e of assistance for 
eluded that "For all practical . u~us at. The District Court con
h~ve the assistance of a ' 'ai p poses, ~ suc,h prisoners canpot 
shtutional claims will ne~erl~~u~e la;yer theIr possibly valid con-
at 784. The record supports this ~~~Cl~~~~:' court. " 2,52 F. Supp., 

Jails and penit~ntiaries in I d percentage of persons who a cue am ong their inm ates a high 
whose educational attainm tre totall~ or func~ionally illiterate 
li 't d on s are slIght and wh 't ' mi e . This appears to be 11 t' ose In elligence is 
facilities. equa y rue of Tennessee's prison 
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. . the ractice to appoint couns~l i? 
In most federal courts, It IS P t'Uon for post-convlcbon 

Post-conviction proceedings onlY
1 
aftt~rnaa~~ {he court has determined 

. T 1 iudidal eva ua 10 . E G relief passes mIla J • f an evidentiary hearmg. · . 
that issues are presented ca~~n1~7 °rc A 4th Cir. 1964), United ) 
Taylor v. Pegelow, 335 F .. ' 3'38'F 2d 40,:\ (C.A. 2d Cir. 1964. 
States ex rel. Marshall v. WIlk~~ dbook of Federal Habeas Corpus 
See 28 U. S. C. § 1915 (d) Sokol, an 
71-7 (1965). 

. s an eneral obligation of the 
It has not been held that ther~ : cou~s:l for prisoners who indi

courts, state or federal, to ap~~I~ t~ seek post-conviction relief. 
cate, without more, that ~he~~ SF 2d 594 (C. A. (lth Cir, 1964~. ~c
See e. g., Barker v. OhIO, . 'n a claim: to post-convIctIon 
cordinglY, the initial burden ?f lr:~~~;i:oner himself with such help 
relief usually rest~ u?on the 1~;~ walls or the prison system. In the 
as he can obtain withm the pr able to help themselves-usua~lY ~ 
case of all except those,who are' fted risoners-the prisoner IS, In 
few old hands or exceptIOnally gl t nless such help is available, 
effect, denied access to the cour s u 

, "writ writers" like petitioner are 
It is indisputable that ~rlso~. ci line and that their petitions are 

sometimes a menace to prIson ~ P the courts which receive t~em. 
often so unskillful as to be a bUrt e~ o~l supra in declaring invalId 
But, as the Court hel~ in Ex, par e u~ed that p~isoners' legal plead
a state prison regulatIon whl~h: req 
. gs be screened by state offlClals. 
m ,) 

ted (the regulation s 
"The considerations that pr?:~ t the state and its 

formulation are not v:ithout ~e~~ir p~titioner' s right to 
officers may not abrld~ef or :rit of habeas corpuS. It 312 
apply to a federal cour or 
U. S., at 549. . 

. an available alternative to the asslSt-
Tennessee does not prOVIde rden of the prison in which 

ance provided by ot.her intm:t~~hai~~ew;rison provided free notariza-
petitioner was conhn~d. s a e obviousl meets only a formal re-
tion of prisoners' pe~lh.on~. J~~ he somJ.imes allowed prisoners to 
quirement. H? a:so IndIca e in the Nashville telephone d~re~tory 
examine the listIng of attorne~s . to in an effort to interest hIm ill 
so they could select one t~ wr~~~eral occasions" he had contacted the 
taking the case, and that on f 'nmate There is no contention, 
public defender at the request 0 an; stem 'of assistance by publiC 
however, that there is any regular tY ds that "tt) here is absolutely 
defenders. In its brief the State con en 
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no reason to believe that prison officials would fail to notify the court 
should an inmate advise them of a complete inability, either mental or 
physical, to prepare a habeas application on his own behalf, " but there 
is no contention that they have in fact ever done so. 

This is obviously far short of the showing required to demonstrate 
that, in depriving prisoners of the assistance of fellow inmates, Ten
nessee has not, in substance, deprived those unable themselves, with 
reasonable adequacy, to prepare their petitions, of access to the con
stitutionally and statutorily protected availability of the writ of habeas 
corpus. By contrast, in several States, the public defender system 
supplies trained attorneys, paid from public funds, who are available 
to consult with prisoners regarding their habeas petitions. At least 
one State employs senior law students to interview and advise iI\inates 
in state prisons. Another State has a voluntary program whereby 
members of the local bar association make periodic visits to the 
prison to consult with prisoners concerning their caseS. We express 
no judgment concerning these plans, but their existence indicates that· 
techniques are available to provide alternatives if the State elects to 
prohibit mutual assistance among inmates. 

Even in the absence of such alternatives, the State may impose 
reasonable restrictions and restraints upon the acknowledged pro
penSity of prisoners to abuse both the giving anq the seeking of as
sistance in the preparation of applications for relief; for example, 
by lim itations on the tim e and location of such activities and the 
impOSition of punishment for the giving or receipt of consideration in 
connection with such activities. Cf. Hatfield v. Bailleaux, 290 F. 2d 
632 (C. A. 9th Cir. 1961) (sustaining as reasonable regulations on the 

\ time and location of prisoner work on their own petitions). But unless 
and until the State provides some reasonable alternative to assist in
mates in the preparation of petitions for post-conviction relief, it may 
not validly enforce a regulation such as that here in issue, barring 
inmates from furnishing such assistance to other prisoners.ll 

11In reversing the District Court, the Court of Appeals relied on the power 
of the state to restrict the practice of law to licensed attorneys as a source of au
thority for the prison regulation. The power of the States to control the practice 
of law cannot be exercised as to so abrogate federally protected rights. NAACP 
v. Button, 371 U. S. 415 (1963); Sperry v. Florida, 373 U. S. 379 (1963). In any 
event, the type of activity involved here-preparation of petitions for post-con
viction relief-historically and traditionally is one which may benefit from the 
services of a trained and dedicated lawyer but it is a function often, perhaps 
generally, performed by laymen. Title 28 U.S. C. ,§ 2242, apparently contem
plates that in many situations petitions for federal habeas corpus relief will be 
prepared by laymen. 
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f A als is reversed and the case is 
The. judgment of the cou~in°gs':!~istent with this opinion. 

remanded for further procee ' 
Reversed and remanded. 

Mr. Justice Douglas, concurring. 

t I ill add a few words in While I join the opinion of the Cour, w ' 
emphasis of the important thesis of the case. 

, 't' s of our governmental apparatus both 
The increasmg complexl Ie d it difficult for a person to 

at the local a~d federal levels ~:v: :~;laint. Social security is a 
process a claIm or ,even to m rns urban housing is often so 
virtual maze; ~he hIerarchy th~\~O~~ow what agency has jurisdiction 
intricate t~t It takes an ~f.et~e office to call or official to see for 
over a partlcular comPlbaln k sewer line or a down tree is a mys-
noise abatement, for a ro e~ , 
tery to many in our metropol1tan areas. 

a claim assertable in faraway Washington, D. C., 
A person who has ident b the increasing tendency of con-

is even more helpless" as ev , Y al delegation to identify, press, 
stituents to rely on theIr congresSIOn . 
and process their claimS. 

th '11 for the lawyers. But it 
We think of claims as grist of e m~nd more of the effort in fer-

is becoming abundantly cl?ar that :~r: encies responsible for them 
reting out the ,basis of clal~ s ~~~ss pa;erwork for their prosecution 
and in preparmg the almos en ot enough lawyers to manage or 
is work for laymen. Ther~ a~e n d much of the basiC work done re
supervise all of these affaIrs, an t there is a closed-shop philosophy 
quires no specialle!Sal talent. t y~ drastically active roles for lay
in the legal professlOn that c~ s ~~~k court in denying an application 
men. It was expressed by a 1 ~w vices for permission to offer a broad 
from the Neighborhood Leg~ ~r . 
legal aid type of service to lndlgents. 

It in any legal assistance corpo:-ati°tn
af
, fsuPPdort~e:s~~ith 

. . . , rt f ds the executlve s ,an 
Federal ant~p?~e Y u!l "d discharge staff from the very 
the responslbll1ty to hue an ers !I Matter of 
top to the lowest lay e~helon2::1st b~1~w~54 . 360 (1966). 
Action for Legal SerVIces, pp. . , 
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That traditional, closed-shop attitude is'utterly out of place in the 
modern world where claims pile high and much of the work of traCing 
and pursuing them requires the patience and wisdom of a layman 
rather than the legal skills of a member of the bar. 

"If poverty lawyers are overworked, some of the work 
can be delegated to sub-professionals. New York law permits 
Senior law students to practice law under certain supervised 
conditions. Approval must first be granted by the appellate 
division. A rung or two lower on ths legal profession's ladder 
are laymen legal technicians, comparable to nurses and .lab 
assistants in the medical profession. Large law firms em
ploy them, and there seems to be no reason why they cannot 
be used in legal services program s to relieve attorneys for' 
more professional tasks. n Samore, Legal Services for the 
Poor, 32 Albany L. Rev. 509, 515-516 (1968). And see 
Sparer, Thorkeson, and Weiss, The Lay Advocate. 43 U. 
Det. L. J. 493, 510-514 (1966). 

The plight of a man in prison may in these respects be even more 
acute than the pUght of a person on the outside. He may need collateral 
proceedings to test the legality of his detention or relief against man
agement of the parole system or against defective detainers lodged 
against him which create burdens in the manner of his incarcerated 
status. He may have grievances of a civil nature against those outside 
the prison. His imprisonment may give his wife grounds for divorce 
and be a factor in determining the custody of his children; and he may 
have pressing social security, workmen's compensation, or veterans' 
claims. 

While the demand for legal"counsel in prison is heavy, the supply 
is !ight. For private matters of a civil nature, legal counsel for the 
indigent in prison is almost nonexistent. Even for criminal proceed
ings, it is sparse. While a few States have post-conviction statutes 
providing such counsel, most States do not. Some States like Cali
fornia do appoint counsel to represent the indigent prisoner in his 
collateral hearings, once he succeeds in making out a prima facie 
case. But as a result, counsel is not on hand for preparation of the 
papers or for the initial decision by the prisoner that his claim has 
substance. 

Many think that the prisoner needs help at an early stage to 
weed out frivolous claims. Some States have Legal Aid SOCieties, 
sponsored in part by the National Legal Aid and Defender Associa ... 
tion, that provide post-conviction counsel to prisoners. Most legal 
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aid offices, however, have so many pressing obligations of civil and 
criminal nature in their own communities and among freedmen, as not 
to be able to provide any satisfactory assistance to prisoners. The 
same thing is true of OEo-sponsored Neighborhood Legal Services 
offices, which see their function as providing legal counsel for a par
ticular community, which a member leaves as soon as he is taken to 
prison. In some cases, state public defenders will represent a man 
even after he passes beyond prison walls. But more often, the public 
defender has no general authorization to process post-conviction 

matters. 
Some States have experimented with programs designed especially 

for the prison community. The Bureau of Prisons led the way with a 
program of allowing senior law students to service the federal peni
tentiaryat Leavenworth, Kansas. Since then, it has encouraged simi
lar programs at Lewisburg (University of Pennsylvania Law School), 
and elsewhere. The program of the law school at U. C. L. A. is now 
about to reach inside federal prisons. In describing the University of 
Kansas Law School program at Leavenworth, legal counsel for the 
Bureau of Prisons has said: 

liThe experience at Leavenworth has shown that there 
have been very few attacks upon the (prison) adm inistration; 
that prospective frivolous litigation has been screened out 
and that where the law schoolfelt that the prisoner had a good 
cause of action, relief was granted in a great percentage of 
cases. A large part of the activity was disposing of long out
standing detainers lodged against the inmates. In addition, 
the program handles civil matters such as domestic rela
tions problems and compensation claimS. Even where there 
has been no tangible success, the fact that the inmate had 
someone on the outside listen to him and analyze his prob
lems had a most beneficial effect .... We think that these 
programs have been beneficial not only to the inmates but 
to the students, the staff and the courts. 11 

The difficulty with an ad hoc program resting on a shifting law 
school population is that, worthy though it be, it often cannot meet 
the daily prison demands. In desperation, at least one State has al
lowed a selected inmate to act as "jailhouSell counsel for the re
maining inmates. The way of legal aid, public defenders, and 
assigned counsel has been spread too thinly to service prisons ade
quately- Some federal courts have begun to provide prisons with 
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,standardized habeas corpus forms in 
by laymen. aut the prison population h the ~pe that they can be used as no found that satisfactory. 

Where government fails to ro 'd . 
sel it demands, the prison gene;at:~ .~ the prIsons with the legal coun-
illiteracy and mental deficiency' . : s. own. In a community where 
ask the prisoner to be his own la~ no orl~usly high, it is not enough to 
prisoners, some meritorious cIa' yer. WIthout the assistance of fellow 
?ourtroom. In cases where that a~~~s~~~ld never see ~he light of a 
ItseJ;f. And even in cases where it fails . e succeeds~ It speaks for 
medlUm of expression [ . ] * * * ' It may prOVIde a necessary 

In that View, which many sha t petitions within the prisons is a ref l~e preparation of these endless 
that, their preparation must nev~~eb~ or~d of therapy. Apart from 
rogative of the lawyer. Laymen-in a conSI ered. the exclusive pre
lowed to act as "next of friend" to an nd out of ?rIson-should be al ... 
any paper or document or claim y person m the preparation of 
out as practicing law or as b . ' so long as he does not hold himself emg a member of the Bar. 

The cooperation and hel of 1 necessary if the right of "re~s aymen, as well as of lawyers, is 
be available to the indigents onable access to the courts"24 is to among us. 

Mr. Justice White with h senting. ,w om Mr. Justice Black joins, dis-

It is true, as the majorit 
I Writ, and that access throu bY'~~Ys, that habeas corpus is the Great 

because a man is indigent 0; itli 0 the cou~ts cannot be denied simply 
ate or poorly educated and inexp~~:~~ ~t.I~:alSO true that the illiter
help himself and that unless hem Igent cannot adequately 
he is effectively denied the op;o~~cu~es t aid from some other source 
may be valid claims for post conv~nctl.y 0 present to the courts what . - I ion relief. 

24 . Reasonable access to the courts i . tutlOn and laws of the United states] b's ... a rIght [secured by the Consti-
by the due process clause of the fou~te:I~~ guara~teed as against state action 
by state prisoners to federal courts' n amen ment. In so far as access 
in Ex Parte Hull, 312 U. S. 546 549 IST~onc.erned, this right was recognized 
to state courts was recognized in Wh.'t e rIght of access by state prisoners 
Hatfield v. Bailleaux 290 F 2d 63216e36v'(CRagen, 324 U. S. 760,702, n. L 11 , . , . A. 9th Cir. 1961). 
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Having in mind these matters, which seem too clear for argument, 
the Court rules that unless the State provides a reasonabty adequate 
alternative, it may not enforce its rule against inmates furnishing 
help to others in preparing post-conviction petitions. The Court does 
not say so in so many words, but apparently the extent of the State's 
duty is not to interfere with indigents seeking advice from other 
prisoners. It seems to me, however, that unless the help the indigent 
gets from other inmates is reasonably adequate for the ~.lsk, he will 
be as surely and effectively barred from the courts as if he were ac
corded no help at all. It may be that those who could help effectively 
refuse to do so because the indigent cannot pay, that there is actually 
no fellow inmate who is competent to help, or that the realities of 
prison life leave the indigent to the mercies of those who should not 
be advising others at all. In this event the problem of the incompetent 
needing help is only exacerbated as is the difficulty of the courts in 
dealing with a mounting flow of inadequate and misconceived petitions. 

The majority adm its that jailhouse lawyers like petitione·r !lare 
sometimes a menace to prison discipline and that their petitions are 
often so unskillful as to be a burden on the courts which receive them 
is indisputable. fI That is putting it mildly. The disCiplinary problems 
are severe, the burden on the courts serious, and the disadvantages 
to prisoner clients of the jailhouse lawyer are unacceptable. 

Although some jailhouse lawyers are no doubt very capable, it 
is not necessarily the best amateur legal minds which are devoted 
to jailhouse lawyering. Rather, the most aggressive and domineer
ing personalities may predominate. And it may not be those with the 
best claims to relief who are served as clients, but those who are 
weaker, and more gullible. Many assert that the aim of the jailhouse 
lawyer is not the service of truth and justice, but rather self
aggrandizement, profit, and power. According to prison officials, 
whose expertise in such matters should be given some conSidera
tion, the jailhouse lawyer often succeeds in establishing his own 
power structure, quite apart from the formal system of warden, 
guards, and trusties which the prison seeks to maintain. Those 
whom the jailhouse lawyer serves may come morally under his 
sway as the one hope of their release, and repay him not only with 
obedience but with what minor gifts and other favors are available 
to them. When a client refuses to pay, violence may result, in 
which case the jailhouse lawyer may be aided by his other clients. 

It cannot be expected that the petitions which emerge from such 
a process will be of the highest quality. Codes of ethics, champerty, 
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and maintenance frequentl h ' 
who ,solic~ts business as Vi:or~~: lIttle meaning to the jailhouse law 
out~lght lIes may serve the jailho ly as he ca~. In the petition itself yer, 
curIng for a prisoner cli t use laWyer s purpose sinc b ' 

fso:;~~:d the petition :~t:r~sh~~~~~~l~~t ~it~a:~:ortha hea~in~ ~~ohiS 
• 0 er ConVICts 

Habeas corpus petitions a " 

;~~:~~r:~~~~e tt'lg~":~IO~Y :s;~eo: {:er~;:rcfs°~~;ln~r~~:~~e~ra' 
prIsoner and giving him a heaPJ~ ~~ law, apPOinting a lawyer for t~Z;; 
~ot buttress the Unregulated J'ailh e? appropriate. This fact does 
It. To the ext t th " ouse lawyer syst b 't d en at It IS easy'to stat l' em, ut undermines 
1, an nee~ not subm it to the) ,e a c ~I~, any prisoner can . 
e~tent that It is difficult-and i~' ~srcles of a JaIlhouse lawyer. To'th!O 
rIghts are before it is Possible to :~cess~ry to understand what one's 
support them-there may be no fe e ou~ In a petition the facts which 

(Th~re are so~e well informed an~I~~~Tlfotner ~dequate to the task.· 
no necessarIly the same) Who IC,U a e PrIsoners and some 

When the two qualities are com ~~:d ~dvIce and aid out of altruism. 
are, he can be a perfectly ade In one man, as they sometimes 
~o~ characteristically pOPulated~\~hs~~.r~etOf ?elp. But the jails are 
,~ capable altrUists must be rare' e m elhgent Or the benign 
JaIlhOuse Clients are ilII'te t mdeed. On the other hand ' 
are th ra e and wheth 'II' , some o ers Who are unable t . er I Iterate or not th 
help, but I doubt that th 0 prepare their own petitions Th' ere 
SId b e problem of th 'd' • ey need 

o ve Y Subjecting him to th fIe In Igent convict will be 
representation of the averaD'e; ~ se hop,es, dominance, and inept 

"' superVIsed jailhOuse lawy 
I ' ere 

, cannot say therefore t ' , 
vlcted rapist serving a Iif' hatt petItIoner Johnson Who l'S a c 
St t h' e sen ence d h ' ' Oll-,a e , as WIde discretion in re ,an w ose prIson conduct the 
VIOlatIng a prison rule against ~~~tIng, cannot be disciplined for 
post-c?nViction relief, particulal 1 ng other pr~soners in seeking 
~nrhprlsoner in the Tennessee St:t~ ';h~n thehre is no showing that 

e cou.~ts, that Johnson has ,r~.s~n as been denied access 
~eed it, or that Johnson is himC!~~~Ined hIS Services to those Who 
a~a~~~~:·w~O prisoner ,testified tha~~~i::~~t~~sgtihve the adVice which 

, 0 Would WrIte out a it. e only person 
prISon funCtionaries WOuld not fl~r, for hlm or that guards or other 
:~allY the ,Prisoner client's rights lll~~t tr; z:e~essary help. And it is 

e most In need of protection. ., e jaIlhOuse laWyer's, which 
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If the problem of the indigent and ignorant convict in seeking 
post-conviction relief is substantial, which I think it is, the better 
course is not in effect to sanction and encourage spontaneous jail
house lawyer systems but to decide the matter directly in the case 
of a map. who himself needs help and in that case to rule that the 
State must provide access to the courts by ensuring that those who 
cannot help themselves have reasonably adequate assistance in 
preparing their post-conviction papers. Ideally, perhaps profes
sional help should be furnished and prisoners encouraged to seek 
it so that any possible claims receive early and complete exami
nation. But I am inclined to agree with Mr. Justice Douglas that 
is it neither practical nor necessary to require the help of lawyers. 
As the opinions in this case indicate, the alter.natives are various 
and the burden on the States would not be impossible to discharge. 
This requirement might even be met by the establishment of a sys
tem of regulated trusties of the prison who would advise prisoners 
of their legal rights. Selection of the jailhouse lawyers by the 
prison officials for scholarship and character might assure that the 
inmate client received advice which would actually help him, and 
regulation of the "practice" oy the authorities would reduce the 
likelihood of coerced fees or blackmail. The same legislative judg
ment which should be sustained in concluding that the evils of jail
house lawy?ring justify its proscription might also support a legis
lative judgment that jailhouse lawyering under carefully controlled 
conditions satisfies the prisoner's constitutional right to help. 

Regretfully, therefore, I dissent. 

Notes 

1) For a further discussion of the pros and cons of jailhouse 
lawyering, see WeXler, The Jailhouse Lawyer as a Paraprofes
Sional: Problems and Prospects, 7 Crim. L. Bull. 139 (1971). 

2) In Hackin v. State, 102 Ariz. 218, 427 P. 2d 910 (1967), a non
lawyer who had graduated from an unaccredited law school was 
convicted of the unauthorized practice of law after appearing in a . 
state habeas corpus proceeding on behalf of an indigent prisoner. 
Prior to that court appearance, Hackin had tried in vain to secure 
the services of a licensed attorney to argue the indigent's case in 
court. The Supreme Court of Arizona in Hackin read the local 
habeas corpus act to permit a layman to prepare and file a habeas 
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~orpus petition on another's behalf but 
bon to constitute unauthorized pra~tice. held the in-court represlenta-

. On appeal to the United States Su re 
mIssed, over Justice Douglas' diss 1 fme Court, the case was dis-
federal question. Hackin v A' en, or want of a substantial 
tha~ in the absence of lay oOr p~~~op~f 38~ u. S. 1~3 (1967). Concerned 
torlOus claims WOuld never b 0 edsslOnal aSSIstance many meri 
th [ t e presse and "by -e unau horized practice] line wa' no means Sure that 
w~ere no lawyer could be found an: &~O~erlY drawn by the couri below 
wlthout a fee, ,t 389 U. S. at 150 J t. 1S ayman apparently served 
the appeal. ' us Ice Douglas would have heard 

To what extent does footnote 11 f 
asserting that "the POwer of the St 0 Johnson v. Avery, supra, l 

cannot be exercised so as to ab'Y- ates to control the practice of law 
now cast constitutional doubt 0 " ~ga~. f~derally protected rights II 

conviction? n ac In s unauthorized practice ' 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE ROLE OF COUNSEL AND EMEHGING ATTEMPTS TO 

MEET THE LEGAL NEEDS OF INMATES 

Note, "Legal Services for Prison Inmates". 1967 Wisconsin 
Law Review, 514, 515-19. Reprinted by Permission. 

I. THE NEED FOR LEGAL COUNSEL 

In assessing the need for legal counselling within a prison, refer
ence should be made to two types of needs: (1) The need of the inmate 
who has a meritoriouS claim. It seems apparent that he ought to be af
forded sufficient access to counsel to enable him to raise the issue. 
(2) The need of the inmate who believeS his claim to be meritorious 
when it is in fact groundless. Denied access to counsel, this inmate 
feels the same sense of injustice as does the inmate with the meri
torious claim. The need in the latter situation is for counselling 
which, hopefully, will persuade the inmate that he does not have a 
basis for a postconviction rem edy. To the extent that this can be done, 
legal counselling should make a major contribution to the correctional' 

objective of rehabilitation. 

In describing the range of legal issues raised by inmates, it is 
helpful to classify them on the basis of whether the inmate is chal
lenging: (1) his conviction; (2) his treatment in the correctional in
stitution; or \~3) other things, as the existence of detainers filed by 

another state. 

A. Conviction Claims 

Of the inmates interviewed, almost two-thirds were concerned 
about the propriety of their convictions. Often their questions would 
relate to how to start an appeal or habeas corpus proceeding, or 
how to obtain a lawyer if they were indigent. 

Illustration No.1: An inmate wrote the court asking that 
an attorney be apPointed to represent him on appeal. The 
Court replied that they had learned he had an insurance 
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claim of about $1000 endin 
it over to his county ~f resi~e:d r~qU,estad that he assign 
asset. He did not know exactly :hat ~~~ was the man's only 
necessary, or even how to go about fUI~~ID?leantth' why it was mg e request. 

There is no person or agenc in th' , 
such questions. Sometimes In in e /rl~on to adv:se an inm.ate on 
worker with these and related I m~ e WII~ go to hIS assigned social 
~rs ::"re ordinarily untrained in ~~~ questIons, but,' as social work-
m glVing legal advice. ' they do not WIsh to get involved 

, In other cases the prisoners wa t d -' 
P?mt., Occasionally, an inmate thou ~1~ h adVIce on a particular legal 
hIS trtal and wondered if he could ~ e had observed an error in 
on that basi,S. In most cases th g;l? ~ reversal of his conviction 
to the inmate either by newspa e pO;:lslbIlity of error was suggested 
rum ors circulating in the pris~:.r accounts of }:ecent cases or by 

Illustration No.2: After Mirand ' 
down, several prisoners sim a v. ~rIzona was handed 
paper accounts of the de~ision Plf: havd~g read the news-
them. ' ope It would apply to 

nlustration No. 4: An inma~ h ' ' 
crime; sentence was Withhel~ a~~ ~een convlCted of a 
probation for t - " e was placed on 
probation was ;~v~~:~S~n~~hteen months later, his 
for two years. He had not ha~ was sentenced to prison 
sentencing hearing and had ' t c~uns~l at the latter 
had a right to counsei _ In n,o een mform ed that he 
inmates that he had a 'righr~lS0nl he was, told by other 
digent. (The W' , 0 a awyer if he was in-
that there is a ~~~~~~l.n Supreme Court recently held 
bation is revoked and °t~~Uns~l at sentenc~n~ when pro-
been stayed. ) sen ence had orlgmally 
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Sometimes, prisoners have read cases but do not fully understand 
them or their implications, giving no att~ntion to significant fact 
distinctions or to the lack of precedent value given cases from other 
jurisdictions. 

lllustration No.5: Several inmates at the state prison who 
were serving time under the sex crimes aet in Wisconsin 
could not understand why the Michigan ca,t.;e of In re Mad
dox does not apply here. That case held that men under 
the Michigan Sexual Psychopath Law could not be impris
oned with and treated like men under the criminal code in 
a state prison. Under that act, however, it was not re
quired that a man be first convicted of. a crime as the 
Wisconsin act requires. 

In a few cases, the prisoners were concerned about the propriety 
of their trial, or had second thoughts about whether they should have 
pleaded guilty, without having any idea as to whether any legal issue 
might be involved. They simply wanted someone to evaluate their 
case and search for errors. This reflects a common situation in a 
maximum security prison. When a convicted person steps through 
the prison gates, he first begins to realize fully what has happened 
to him. As the first few months pass he begins to look for a way out. 
He knows or finds out that he can appeal, that he can have free legal 
help if he is indigent, and that he has nothing to lose by trying. 

B. Treatment Complaints 

Other issues that came up fairly frequently concerned complaints 
about prison administration. OccaSionally, prisoners felt prison of
ficials had acted unfairly in transferring them from one institution to 
another, or in refusing a transfer. 

lllustration No.6: An inmate was convicted of a crime and 
sent to the Diagnostic Center in Madison for an examination 
under the sex crimes act. It was recommended that he be 
sentenced under that act and be placed in Central State Hos
pital. The man was sent to Waupun State Prison. He requested 
to be transferred to Central State, but the request was refused. 

Several inmates felt prison offiCials had acted illegally in taking some 
possesf3ions, such as books, from their cells. More often, the com
plaints concerned the prison's computation of their sentence. The 
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inmates felt the length of thei t . 
mined, or that they had not rerc:~~~~~e had not been correctly deter
I~most cases it was found that the come p~oper amount of "good time. " 
WIthout substance or that the plamts of the prisoners were 
zabl' t' . y were complaints th t , e In cour . However, it ~'las found th a were not cogni-
plaInts had some merit. at a number of such com-

Illustration No.7' An inmat 
tenced under the ~ex crimese htad been convicted and sen-
h' 1 ac . He was parol d b IS paro e was revoked. At the s ' e, ut later 
of, another crime and sentenced a~e bme h~ w,as convicted 
thIS sentence was to run u~ er the cnnnnal code' 
th .. consecutively to h' , e sex crimes act. Sometime 1 ,IS sentence under 
ed parole by the SpeCial Review ~ter'd ~he lnmate was grant-' 
sex crimes act violation' h oar In regards to his 
refused to parole him fo~ t~we~~r the ,Regular Parole Board 
ties informed him that his C~~i er crIme. Prison authori
start until he reached his d' h nal code sentence could not 
crimes law, which was abo~~c;orge date under the sex 
mate was, in effect serving h' years, away. So, the in-
in prison, and receiVing no cr;~,sex cr~mes law parole 
the crim inal code (Aft It for hIS sentence under 
by the Public Def~nde e~tproper administrative appeals 

1 r} 1 was determined th t th rna code sentence shoUld h b a e crim i-
inmate was paroled by the sapve ,e

l
glln

R 
~t the tim e that the 

eCIa eVIew Board. ) 
Illustration No.8' Mr X b 
to face charges While i'nca was trought up to Wisconsin 

'It rcera ed in Illino' H gul Y and was sentenced to th W' ,IS. e pleaded 
for two years. However e l~consm State Prison 
~ently with his nlinois s~~~e sent~nce was ~;o run Concur
In two years from prison ine~~~. , h~ was released with
the sentence in Wisconsin. M In~IS, 0 e~~as to fi~ish 
months later from r' ,r. wa:-, ~vleased fIve 
consin to finish his ps;~~n In IllinOis and eame to Wis-
offiCials that his s ence. ~e was ~old by pri,son 
start until he reac~~~e~e ;~s Ille?al a~d that it did not 
seem that either the sen: scons~n prIson. It would 
be resentenced or else i~l1ce wlas lllegal and he should 
should not have'i nor ,was egal and the prison 
Public Defender ;nd ~~ It. (~hrough the efforts of the 
the inmate was eventual~yconsIntCdorreCtional Service, 

gran e a pardon. ) 
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In the illustrations and in like situations, the inmates were at a loss 
as to how to pursue the adm inistrative or court rem edy. The usual 
judicial remedy, if any, would be habeas corpus, but no legal help 
was available to inform the inmate how to proceed, or to help the 
inmate present his complaint intelligently in a habeas corpus peti
tion. 

C. Detainers and Miscellaneous Problems 

A Significant number of prisoners have charges pending against 
them in jurisdictions outside the state. These men frequently re
quested advice and legal help in connection with pending detainers 
placed by these other jurisdictions, Unless the detainers are 
dropped, the inmate will be delivered to the demanding state at the 
termination of his imprisonment. The prisoners usually want the 
detainers dropped or, alternatively, to be brought to trial at once. 
A detainer may have the immediate effect of precluding the exten
sion of some privileges, such as assignments outside the prison 
or transfer to a minimum security institution, as well as having 
an adverse effect on the rehabilitation of the inmate. Because of 
this, some social workers will write the particular jurisdiction 
and ask that the detainers be dropped; but otherwise, no help is 
available to the prisoners. Dealing with detainers is a complex 
legal problem. Apparently, some inroads are being made on the 
doctrine that a man does not have a right to be brought to trial 
in another jurisdiction until his release from incarceration. 

Another common request was for help with clemency peti
tions. The inmate is required to complete the documents himself. 
Usually, the inmate desired advice on what areas or issues to 
emphasize in the petition, altnough a few did not even know 
where to procure the documents. (They were available at the 
prison records office). 

Other· miscellaneous problems also arose occasionally. 

lliustration No.9: An inmate was serving under the Wis
consin sex crimes statute. His sentence had been ex-
tended for 5 years under section 959. 15( 14) of the Wisconsin 
statutes. The inmate applied several times by letter to the 

. trial court for a reexamination of his mental condition. 
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(He. had an absolute right semiannuall t' 
nahon under section 95~ 15(15)() y 0 such an exami-
time he would receive b~Ck a let~ o~ the statutes). Each 
district attorney, Who apparently e:a:~: the. assistant 
ters, denying his request (It. . n gIven the let
been misconstrued. ) The inma~s 1~ssIble the request had 
appointed attorney Who had e en wrote the court 
extension hearing. The atto~~~resen~ed hilp at the first 
right to an exam ination for f' Y replIed that he had no 
quite naturally, at a loss as ~~e:~~r:~ Jo~e inmate was, 

"Counseling ConVicts: The Law' . 
Legitimate Claims"-David B ~r s Role III Uncovering 
Review 629 (1969). Copyright ·(c) ~~l~9r. 11 Ariz~na Law 
Board of Regents. by the ArIzona 

I. 

. Now that the right to Counsel at th . . 
phases of the criminal process is e pr.etrlal, trIal, and appellate 
profesSion seems finally to be direr~~her.flrmIY .e~tablished, the legal 
of lel5.al grievances in the post- con . n.g ItS at!entlOn to the redress 
pract~ce previously occupied with t~IC~on settIllg-a segment of law 
donatIOn, almost exclusivel b . e u~reme Court's expliCit con
Though there is ~1till no con~tit~t'YrIt~w~lters and jailhouse lawyers. 

, the post-conviction phase v . lona right to legal assistance at 
of prisoners-inCluding p~brar~o~s groups concerned with the plight 
especially law School ell· . Ie e enders, bar associations and 

. mcs-are now s k· , 
:i provIde this assistance. . ee mg for the first time to 
, ' 

.\ Efforts to fill the void are d 
I literature and by other indic ocumented by recent periodical 
i the National Council on C'rima-s~~ as. the recent sponsorship by 

: 1 Law Student in Correction Co~an ehnquency of a nationwide 
: penal investigation the V· .. erence. In light of the Arkansas 
I Dodd's much PUbli~ized IrgIllla penal Situation, and Senator 

adequacies of prison con~~~~ressional hearings on the severe in-
assistance can be expect d t ns, the trend toward prisoner legal 

i e 0 proceed rapidly. 
'f 
% Most of the existin . 
1 be Similarly structured~ in~~~~:rdle~a~ assistance clinics seem to 
I Couraged to contact the 'clinic b e~lrmg ~egal assistance are en-
i y mall or, III some cases, to Sign 
i 
i 
l 

, .1 11 
f ! 

If 
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~ 
up for an interview with a clinic participant. In many cases, the inmate ,II 
is also asked, as a matter of routine, to fill out a standard question- I ! 

, But so far as the other goal-th < , 

IS concerned, existing Clinics seem en U~~ov:rmg of legitimate claims
level. It is Common to hear c 't' bOO e performing at a ma.ximal naire that seeks to elicit facts relevant to the legality of his confine- II t I 

ment. After obtaining the initial factual account, the clinic will perform I! 
legal research, conduct investigations, and, where appropriate, draft I I 
petitions and motions for court filing. ! 1 

1 ' rl lCS erate the f' l't c alms. Yet, it is ironic that the tt'tud nvo 1 y of inmate legal 
ure of many meritorious clal'm ale may be fostered by the fail-

As might be expected, most existing programs are also alike with 
respect to the types of legal matters encounter,ed. Most of the claims 
are without merit, and the inmates are so advised. But there are also 
a surprising number of cases with at least arguable merit, and in 
those cases the legal clinics will file, often with success, state and 
federal habeas corpus petitions, delayed appeal applications, resen
tencing motions, demands for speedy trials on (or for the dismissal 
of) out-of-state charges, and other called-for documents. 

Given the sudden widespread interest in extending adequate legal 
services to prlson inmates, it seems appropriate at this time to re
view the existing programs, and to determine whether any operat:/ional 
changes could be made to improve the services now being rendered. 
The apparent success of many of the present programs should not. 
delude us into thinking we are doing all we can in terms of providing 
prison inmates with legal assistance. Indeed, as the following section 
of this article indicates, the legal clinics as currently constituted 
seem to fall far short of the ideal with respect to one of their major 
goals-that of uncovering legitimate claims. In short, though the 
legal clinics have plainly done much good since their recent genEisis, 
it is what they have not done that is this article's principal subject 
of inquiry. 

II. 

It is generally agreed that inmate legal services projects ~lhould 
function principally to unearth and present meritorious claims and to 
discourage the pursuit of frivolous contentions. With respect to dis
couraging the pursuit of meritless cases, existing clinics are prob
ably performing as well as can be expected. Although no systematic 
data has yet been collected to support the conclusion, it seems that 
an inmate wil1 generally respect a no-merit evaluation of his Icase if 
made by a legal specialist acting in his behalf. To the extent that a 
no-merit clinic evaluation is acquiesced in by an inmate, he will 
presumably refrain from proceeding with his case pro se, and may 
even concede that he has not been denied justice after all. 
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t s ever to reach th presen flchemes of operations the ,e surface. Under 
uncovering valid claims of inrn~t l~gal clmics are not geared toward 
existence of those claims and ~s ~ 0 are themselves unaware of the 
sistance. In consequence' man; 0 , erefore do ~ot request legal as
~ut asserting his right to'retrial a~oll;:nate ma~ hnger in prison with
bon, or even to outright release' p e:entencIng, to sentence reduc-
illuminated by discussing a fe . er aps the situation can best be 
e~amples presented below a:rewd~~~~rete illus~rations. Most of the 
?lrects a legal Clinic for prison inrnatfromb ArIZona, where the author 
IS plainly nationwide. es~ ut the scope of the problem 

The most obvious type of valid clai ' 
created by a new deCiSion entitled t f lik;,ly to go unnoticed is one 
recent crim inal procedure rev ,ore roacLlve effect. During the 
reaching deCiSions were held d~~~lO~, several imp?rtant and far
Yet, there is no asSurance or e rv~ng ?f retroactIve application. 
ficiaries of those decisions_theve~i!~e~lhood that the intended bene
apply-are in the least bit aware ~f th z: mm~te~ to whom the deCiSions 
conviction was valid when im d elr eXIStence. An inmate whose 
on appeal) may never seek le~~~~s;~~d perhaps valid when challenged 
may never learn that recent de ' , IS ance from a Clinic and hence 
title him, for example, to a ne~l~~~ns of retr~active import may en-

'i Bruton v. United States to a ral unde~ Gldeon v. Wainwright or 
I Maryland, to a COnfession sup~ew o~por~um~y to plead under White v. 
I ~et b~ Jackson v. Denno, or to ~:~~lOn ~armg ,meeting standards 

1 \ 
, t 

~ lty WIth Mempa v Rhay A t ImposItion of sentence in conform 
i nf' '. re roactive decis' -
f co mement either by calling into t" IOn may affect an inmate's I conviction, or by rendering vuln ~~s :on ~he valid~ty, of his present 
{ ,successfully set aSide might 1 e~a e i:t prIOr convlctlOn which if 
! eligibility date or might ~ga ly advance the inmate's paroie 
1 lesser first offender sen~e~;e~r a current reCidivist sentence to a 
l 
I 

\ 
! 

! 
1 
1 

Decisions given ret t' . 
from state as well as fr~~s~e~ lye force may emanate, of Course 
injustice that can result fro~ i~\courts.~, dr~matic example df the 
deciSions can be seen by exa ' , a e ,u~amlharlty with retroactive 
case of Rosthenhausler v St: mmg, In Its broad context, the Arizona 
proceeding involving the p' rop ~ tex rfel. EY?'l~n, a habeas corpus 

rle y 0 a reCIdIvist sentence. 
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In April, 1968, prior to Rosthenhausler, the Supreme Court of 
Arizona held in State v. Reagan that when a prior misdemeanor con
viction is used under a recidivist statute to enhance the punishment 
for a later offense, the prior misdemeanor in effect becomes a 
"serious offense" within the meaning of the right-to-counsel clause 
of the Constitution. Reagan required, in other words, that the rec-
ord of a prior misdemeanor conviction reflect the defendant's rep
resentation by counsel-or an express waiver of the right to counsel

c

-

before the misdemeanor conviction could constitutionally be used as a 
"prior" in a subsequent recidivist proceeding. Though Reagan arose 
on direct review, it took the intermediate appellate court less than 
two weeks to permit the Reagan rationale to form the basis for col
lateral relief; in Garcia v. State ex reI. Eyman, the Court of Appeals 
of Arizona, in an original habeas corpus proceeding, set aside a 
recidivist sentence based on a prior petty theft conviction at which the 
petitioner was neither represented by counsel nor advised of his right 

to the same. 

Shortly thereafter, Samuel Rosthenhausler filed pro se a habeas 
corpuS petition with the court of appeals. Expressly relying on Reagan 
and Garcia, RosthenhauE:er asked the court to void that portion of his 
joy-dding recidivist sentence attributable to a prior misdemeanor 
conviction obtained in violation of his right to counsel. Recognizing 
the applicability of Reagan, the court of appeals in Rosthenhausler 
nevertheless denied the writ by expressly overruling its own six
month-old precedent in Garcia, which had permitted collateral 
invocation of Reagan. By restricting Reagan to its facts-that is, 
permi.tting challenge of an invalid prior only on direct appeal of· a 
conviction-the court seemed to leave Rosthenhausler without a 

remedy. 

But Rosthenhausler's plight can be fully appreCiated only when it 
is disclosed that, only months later, the Supreme Court of Arizona 
in Smith v. Eyr.aan, citing Garcia but omitting any reference to Ros
thenhausler, held the collateral remedy of habeas corpuS a proper 
procedural vehicle for raising Reagan claims. 

Since Rosthenhausler had never conts.cted the legal clinic for 
assistance, and since the clinic's policy at that time was to render 
assistance only on request, Rosthenhausler's awarenesS of the 
superseding Smith v. Eyman decision-and of the fact that the filing 
of a renewed habeas corpus petition in his case would presumably 
lead to relief-was dependent solely on the effectiveness of the 
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jailhouse grapevine. In other words d '. 
existing legal CliniCS, where advice' i~n f;r ordInary operations of 
have sought the clinic's services th' ~ ered only to inmates who 
unnoticed, and an inm ate entitled to ~s ype of valid claim would go 
fender might well serve instead and e~ve adsentence as a filrst of-en ance penalty as a recidivist. 

Closely related-but not identical t t lem is the existence in robabl - .0 ,he .Ro~sthenh,ausler prob-
sions which favorably airect theYaevery J?rtlSdlChon of Judicial deci
certain inmates but which becau~pr~p,rla e length of confinem ent of 
to be largely without imp~ct If A ~ 0 ll1~ate ignorance, are likely 
trations, Ard v. State ex rei. sup~l:i~~a ~s again looked to for illus
reI. Eyman, can be found as cases in POi~~.rt, and Wals.h v. State ex 

\ 

In Ard, the Supreme Court of Arizo ' 
terminate sentencing statute ruled th t r:' construll1g the state inde-
degree murder, the convicti~g court t! ~~ offenses ~ther than first 
sentence. Such a sentence must us unpo~e, an Indeterminate 
parole eligibility date, and a sta~:~ a s~ated mnn,mum, which sets a 
sentence expiration. Since the t't' axll!lUm, WhICh sets the date of 
terminate life sentence (with n~e I loner In,A,rd had been given a de
degree murder, the court rema~~~ole eligl?:lity date) for second 
in accordance with the indetermi t the ptehhoner for resentencing na e sen ence law. 

Though Ard was decided as Ion 
that some inmates, unaware of A d

g 
ago a~. May, ~967" it is likely 

imposed determinate sentences f~r 's::~n~ ~ll servll1g Improperly 
other offenses The Post C " egree murder or for 
Ul1iversity of Arizona fO~ ~::l~t~on ~egal Assistance Clinic of the 
obtaining a resentencing order ~p e, ,as recently been successful in 
determinate life sentence fo or an Inmate sentenced in 1964 to a 
inmate had prior to Ard fi~ ~econd degree rape. Significantly, that 
tion raisin~ several issu~s i~C an :unsuccessful habeas corpus peti
tence; when he contacted the le;;d~~~ ~hef absen~e of a minimum sen-
1969, he was concerned with . IUlC or aSSIstance in May of 
was unaware of the two-year cOeldrtAalndodther aspects of his case and - r evelopm ent. 

In addition it is know th t ' 
b,ecome Ard be~eficiaries ~y t~e ~~~~~IITI~es ignorant of Ard have 
bons raiSing non-meritoriou dU - y 0 I ing habeas corpus peti-
typical of this - ,s gr~un s. For example, in one case 
ing his convictr~~~~s a; ll1mate flIed ~ro se a ~abeas petition claim
coerced confession Th ecuLred by the Introduction into evidence of a 

. e ALtorney General's response to the petition 
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, . the coerced confession contention, 
demonstrated the lack of merIt In 'n an improper determinate 
b~t noted that the petitioner had !~~~::veand suggested that the court 
life sentence for second degree tencing , which it did. 
remand the petitioner for resen , 

, ole chance plays in the invocation 
These examples of t?e ~aJor ~hat despite the availability of a 

of Ard demonstrate the likelIhood t't'led' to the benefits of Ard may 
, < am inmates en 1 " th have legal servIces progr " tences never reallZmg ey 

continue to servt!' deterl~lna:ea~~ould r~sult in the imposition of an 
valid grounds for an act1o~h ~ parole eligibility date. 
indeterminate sentence WI 

, , n seems to have the potential for 
Like Ard, the Walsh declSIO Ish etitioner was serving a 

oing unnoticed by inmates. In w,a ,Pnd re uested a speedy trial 
~entence in the Arizo~ St~te prls~n, H~ was ~xtradited to California 
on an outstanding Califorma char~ t' in California, was returned 
and six months later, after conVlC lho~Ch had been administratively 

, , A' ona sentence, WI, ' to serve out hls rlZ , th period spent in CalifornIa. 
recomputed to exclud~ ~he S1X~~o~itiated a habeas corpuS proceed
Through counsel, pet1tIO~ert t de:iS basiC contention and accordin~ly 
ing. Though the court reJec e d rtially in his favor by rulIng 
denied the writ, it neverthele~s ,he~ t~: court held that inmates tried 
invalid the sentence recomputa:~~nd to credit on their Arizona sen
on out-of-stabe charge,S are e~ 1 t

e t custody. In addition, Walsh 
tences for time spent m out-? -s ~l~wances applicable during these 
held the standard good behaV~Or ~ t held the liberal "double-time" 
periods of out-of-state custo y', U r able since the extradited 
credits for working ~s a t,rulsty t:~~~~t~~e w~re not performing ap
inmates while standIng trIa ou 
proprtate services. , ' 

", ith the decision and ItS doctrIne, 
Because of their unfamIlIarIty w dl't under Walsh may well 

d ing sentence cre . i d 
however, inmates ~serv f those which they are legally requ re 
serve prison terms In excess 0 son Ito assume that inmates who 
to serve. There is, of course'd~oJt: a lengthy trial in another state 
have been denied sentence cr~ 1 titling them to a sentence reduc
know of the recent Wa,lSh r:lmg he: have been transferred from the 
tion. And what of the lnma es w, state charges? If those inmates 
prison to county jails to defe:e~:~-r good behavior allowances for ~he 
have been denied sentence c f rt' 'to have sentence reductIon uld seem a 0 lorl , , 
time so spent, they wo be unaware of the deCISIOn. 
claims under Walsh, but they too may 
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Finally, the Walsh rationale would seem'to demand that an inmate 
be given good behavior allowances, and not simply "flat time!! credit, 
for the portion of an Arizona sentence served out-of-state concurrently 
with a sentence imposed by another jurisdiction. And ti such an inmate 
held a position of trust while serving his Arizona sentence in that other 
jurisdiction~ the implication of Walsh is that he would be entitled as 
well to "double time" credit for that period. For example, ti an in
mate, following conviction in Arizona, was given a sentence to run 
concurrent with a federal sentence and was then turned over to the 
federal authorities for a two-year period in order to serve the federal 
sentence, he shOUld, upon his return to the state prison to complete 
the remainder of his state sentence, be given credit for the two years 
actually served plus good time allowances, which would amount to four 
months time for good behavior and, ti he held a pOSition of trust 'during 
his federal stay, to two years credit under the "doubJe-time" provisj,on. 
If, as seems to have been the pra.ctice at least before Walsh, such an 
inmate were given credit simply for the flat two years and was denied 
good time credits for that period, he would now have a claim for sen
tence ref"~ction under Walsh, which holds spectiically that good time 
may be e~rned beyond the state borders. But such a valid claim is 
likely to escape notice. Indeed, the probable application of Walsh in 
such a case is subtle enough that even an inmate familiar with the 
facts and holding of Walsh might not recognize its relevance. 

Despite the many possible ramifications of Walsh, it is obvious 
its actual impact will be negligible ti inmates remain unaware of its 
consequences; ignorant of the deciSion, inmates affected by its ruling 
will in all probability not seek assistance from the existing legal 

\ clinic. This possibility, with the result that inmates serve sentences 
long(~r than they are legally obliged to serve, should encourage the 
legal clinic to review critically its operations with the hope of findtng 
a means of unearthing and reaching this type of meritorious claim. 

The facts of Walsh illustrate another important area where rights 
are probably often forfeited solely because of inmate ignorance-the 
dispOSition of out-of-state charges. It is well known that the lodging of 
an out-of-state detainer against a prisoner has an adverse effect on 
his institutionalltie and his attitude towards rehabilitation. Moreover, 
after the inmate has completed his prison term with diminished insti~ 
tutional privi.leges, the detainer is often simply dropped. If the de
tainer is executed, the inmate will be forced to defend stale charges 
and, if he is conVicted, will probably be able to look forward only to 
another term in a different prison. Many of these harsh results, 
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however, might be averted if prison inmates were aware of certain 
legal developments relating to the disposition of detainers. 

For example, the United States Supreme Court in Smith v. Hooey 
recently held that the constitutional right to a speedy trial applies to 
interjurisdictional detainer situations. Under Smith, a jurisdiction 
that has placed a detainer on an inmate i.s constitutionally required] 
upon proper demand by the inmate1 to try immediately to obtain tem
porary custody of the inmate for the purpose of granting him a speedy 
trial on the charge for which the detainer was issued. If the inmate 
does demand a speedy trial, the foreign jurisdiction is in essence 
given the choice of starting the extradition process or of dropping the 
detainer. Should the detainer be dropped at that early time, the in
mate will, of course, benefit by the resulting increase in institutional 
privileges and, more importantly; by the knowledge that he will re
gain his liberty at the end of his present prison term. But it is impor
tant to note that a demand for a speedy trial may benefit the im;l1ate 
even if it results in his extradition rather than ~n the dismissal of the 
detainer: In addition to the advantage of being able to defend a fresh 
rather than a stale charge, the defendant, even if convicted, may 
well be given a sentence to run concurrently with the sentence he is 
presently serving-a possibility which would, of course, be nonexist
ent if the defendant were not even tried on the charge until his first 
sentence had expired. 

Despite the distinct advantages in most cases of demanding 
speedy trials on out-of-state charges, many inmates against whom 
detainers have been lodged fail to invoke Smith v. Hooey; instead, 
they passively serve their sentences and await the time of sentence 
expiration for a dispositional decision concerning the detainers. It 
seems safe to conclude that much of this acquiescence is attributable 
simply to lack of knowledge on the part of many inmates either that 
they are entitled to a speedy' trial or to sentence credit for time spent 
out-of-state or both. 

One final example, relating to the fortuitous discovery of a valid 
claim by the Post-Conviction Legal ASSistanCE' .Clinic in Arizona, 
should illustrate convincingly the extent to which even indisputably 
legitimate claims may go unnoticed. In response to an inmate's re
quest for assistance in preparing a habeas corpus petition alleging 
the involuntariness of his guilty plea, the inmate was interviewed 
by a clinic volunteer aSSigned to investigate the facts surrmmding 
the plea. During the course of the interview, the inmate offhandedly 
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remarked that he had anI dec· 
case when the inStitution Ya fe:ed to draft tHe petition and fight hi 
release date from April '1969 tWe~ks earlier, changed his sChed:1 d 
ested by the latter state:nent th 0 lay, 1970. Surprised and inter- e 
problem. ' e vo unteer pursued the I re ease date 

He learned that the inm t 
in 1961 and, when sent to pr~s~~ a narc~tics Violator, was convicted 
t~e6~~atfeW lllo~ths prior to his ~~:~:;~ a

l 
release date of April, 

e was Informed b th·. e ease date how 

f~~[~!~~;;',.:: !"a~~~~tjh~~~~~:~i~~!~~~~~O~~~~~:~~g~~;~~i!j-
f~~teh~~~t ~~~~t::t V:~a~:~~'to a:!c~;:tt'! ~~;~:,:~~~o:~~na!~~s_ 
ur er, however th 1 n , was In May 1970 ' , 
~ot properly be a~p1i:dv~o ~~~e~~e~rne.d th~t the 1961 ;tatute Cc~u~~ing 

etober, 1961, Whereas the inm a e SlUce Its effective date was in 
196~. When notifi,ed of the error ate had bee~ ~entenced in September ihe Inmate's original release date t~~ aut~OrItIes promptly reinstated 
mproper COnfinement. But it is '. ere Y sparing him 13 months 

tant claim came to "light onl b frIghtening to realize that thl's. of 
Y y a fluke. Impor-

III. 

Aft~r exam ining the illustratio . 
fonClus~o? is inescapable that no;~t In the ~receding section, the 

!, e~~l clImcs eager to aSSist in'di I, hstandIng the emergence of 
valld claims become visible ~im g~n~ mmates, a large number of 
mate unawareness, man mar P y. Y chance} and, because of in
a~d unasserted. With thi~ in m~:~V~~USlY remain wholly dormant 
s QuId be the development,. ,e problem for focal conce 
that currently escape detec~~o~j.eans to best reach the vaiid cla~~ 

i add To date, discussions of Dost-con . t. ' 
i h ressed squarp1 v to that q~est· VIC IOn practice have not been 

,( ave. ~rged the e ....... ab!ishment IOn. Ra~h~r, the commentators 

,,

:,1 t~adlhonal model; that is pro o;d~al chmesalong the lines of the , flOnal legal aSSistance throug; g for the availability of profes-
t aw students or thrau h a . a panel of visiting lawyers and 
i ::!is~o those indige~t ~nnHft~~l~h~e::~t~~ or reside~t legal coun-
J ance. Only one writer a emselves In need of Such 
J :odel is an inSuffiCient device ~parentIy aware that the traditional 
i uggested-albeit in an obI· or uncovering many claims ha 
I lque footnote-that the prof .' s 1 eSSlOn may 
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ant claimS, perhaps by gi~ing 
have a responsibility to se~rc~~~, ~~r:dition to the standard medlcal 
.ncoming inmates "legal c eC 
~nd social checkups. ku notion poses some f 

. . 1 the legal chec P l·t would '\-
While attractive in prln~{y ep~actiCal matter, for exam

f
P we~r~ en-

blems As a pur f th sheer volume 0 I--Serious pro .' sible because 0 e. ulation· at best, 
seem virtually Im~o:heckuPS on the existing prls~n ~~p by re~iewing the \ 
tailed, to run su~ could be implemented prosp~c l~neStitution. Even apart I 
such an approac new inmate as he enters e entail for the exist-
legal status o~b~:c:nfairneSs this proc~dure wou;: in the examinatio~ 
from t~e pOSSl I ti~n the task of keepln~ currfe. coming inmates mlght 
ing prIson popu a , s bulky legal flIes 0 ln 
and evaluation of num~rou d unmanageable. 

rwhelmmg an 
well prove ove . . n to the legal checkup as 

more fundamental ob]echo laimS is its built-in 
But an even of ferreting out unknown c t one point in time 

the principal m~:~tes who pass the legal. c~~~~Pd:cisions, later have 
finality. Many 1 f bsequently rendered JU lCI . ed For example, 
may by virtue 0 su 1· f that may go unrecogmz . Ard Walsh 

, -rd claims for re Ie S ith v Eyman, , ' 
many va 1 d uch recent decisions as m l~d by a legal checkup 

~~~~!~~ ~~ ~ooey could nobt ~~~: ~~~~er~:~:-Sions were rendered. 
d f w years ago, e 

conducte a e . of detecting _ 
bl more effectlve way . 

A more practical and pro~a y whether utilized alone or Btl ~on-
. d eritorious claImS, ld be to attemp 0 

unrecognl~e m e form of legal checkup, wou
l developments that 

·unction wIth som lace about lega M 
J t the general prison popu t conviction relief. ore 

~~~~~e enew le~it~m~~e g:~:~d~;a~rt~~~;gal clini~s o~:~::~~:lh!~ 
particularlY, lt IS. arfve channels whereby all lnm

t can be informed, 
establish com:nu;l~ the clinic for assistance or n~;e significance 
they have con ac e f legal matters that may 
in nontechnical terms, 0 

within the prison walls. f the 
. . . hat task would be or . 

An ideal method of ac.comtPl1p~;~~~ periodicallY a legal 1 sec~go: 
Permisslon 0 - ld in simple angu , 

clinicS to secure Such a section cou , al signifi-
in the in:na~e ~~~:~~~~~d inma~e~ many ~~:e:~eo~i~~;ist sentence 
communlca e a recent declslon has e based partly on a 
cance to them: ~t prisoners if the sentence :vas r was not offered 
subject to attac y conviction at which the p~lsone for all offenses 
prior misdemeanor 1. that state law requIres, 
the assistance of counse , 
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other than first degree murder, that the defendant be given a sentence 
with a stated minimum (which fixes the parole eligibility date) as well 
as a stated maximum, and that inmates sentenced in violation of that 
principle are entitled to be resentenced; that the state supreme court 
has recently ruled that a prisoner taken from the prison to another 
jurisdiction for trial on an out-of-state charge is entitled to credit 
and good time allowances on h~s state sentence for time spent in cus
tody outside the jurisdiction; that inmates may be able to secure 
speedy trials on out-of-state charges; and that a sentence resulting 
from such a trial might, in the sentencing court's discretion, be 
made to run concurrently with the sentence presently being served. 
Interestingly, at least one inmate publication-the well-known Stretch 
of the Kansas State Penitentiary-publishes a "Legal Opinions" section, 
though pr8sumably without professional assistance. 

This approach to uncovering claims can be supported both ethically 
and by analogy to existing practice. Ethically, according to the new 
Code of Prof\~ssional Responsibility, a lawyer is expressly permitted 
to educate laymen to recognize legal problems, to prepare professional 
articles for lay publications, to give u.nder certain circumstances un
solicited advice to a layman that he '.:nay have a meritorious legal 
action, and to handle legal clinic cases resulting from activities de- ' 
Signed to educate laymen to recognize legal problems or to utilize I available legal services. In practice, some lawyers involved in coun

I seling inmates have used the educational approach by preparing for 
\ inmate use, pamphlets outlining the procedural scope of post-conviction 
I relief. While the emphasis of those pamphlets is on the procedural lim
~ ,itations of post-conviction remed!es, and while their primary purpose 
\ is to discourage the filing of meritless claims, the practice is obviously 
~ only a short step rem oved from this article I s suggestion that the edu-
1 cational aspect deal as well with meritorious substantive bases for 
'I relief. 
1 
't 

. 1 In summary, if the various existing and newly emerging prisoner 
\ I legal assistance clinics hope to provide thoroughly effective repre-
:1 sentation, th~~y must depart from the traditional clinic model, which 
I'l is not geared toward aSSisting those inmates who are unaware that 
1 01 they are even in need of assistance. Many valid claims can only be 
! i detected if the clinics are willing also to provide an educational pro
; 1 gram designed to help inmates recognize meritorious grounds for 
Clrelief. Obviously, institutional cooperation will be necessary in 
! 'lorder to implement properly the educational function, particularly if 
ltinmate newspapers are to be the prinCipal forum for communicating 
1· t 
~, t 
i ~ 
/0, t 
~ ~ 

l~ , ! 
l~\ 
\ \ r '~ 
f t 
I 1 I t 
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significant legal developments. Hopefully, if correctional administra
tors agree that no inmate deserves, because of ignorance, to serve a 
legally unwarranted p'?-riod of confinement, their cooperation will be 

forthcoming. 

NOTES 

1) For an exhaustive description of various existing programs and 
approaches for providing legal assistance to inmates, see Jacob & 
Sharma, ,Justice After Trial: Prisoners' Need for Legal Services in 
the Criminal _ Correctional ProcesS, 18 Kan. L. Rev. 493, 589 et 

seq. (1970). 

2) Though legal services programs for inmates are widely recog
nized as being worthwhile, there is an interesting-but unverified
argument that, so far as rehabilitation is concerned, they may do 
more harm than good. Cf. Bator, Finality in Criminal Law and 
Federal Habeas Corpus for State Prisoners, 76 Harv. L. ~ 441, 

452 (1963). 

Professor Bator, in a somewhat different context, makes the inter
esting suggestion that societal inducements to reopen criminal con
victions may be inconsistent with a rehabilitative philosophy, which 
demands "a realization by the convict that he is justly subject to 
sanction, that he stands in need of rehabilitation .... " 

Even if valid, however, Bator's speculative argument depends on 
the premise that the peno-correctional system does indeed re
habilitate, which Bator of course concedes not to be the case with 
respect to our present system. Moreover, the relevance of Bator's 
remarks is diluted considerably by the fact that they were directed 
toward attempts to upset convictions, whereas a large proportion
perhaps the bulk-of meritorious inmate claims deal not with the 
validity or invalidity of convictions, but, as will be seen, deal in
stead with the appropriate length of lawful confinement-and surely 
no legitimate interest can be served by confining a convicted indi
vidual for a period of time longer than the lawful limit. 

Vlexler, Counseling ConvictS: The Lawyer's Role in Uncovering 
Legitimate Claims, 11 Ariz. L. Rev. 629,630 n.7 (1969). More
over, as Justice Douglas noted in Johnson v. Avery, supra.! there 
il3 some support for the view that writ-writing-and, by implication, 
fighting one's case with the assjstance of counsel-is actuallY thera-

peutic. 40 

CHAPTER 3 

THE RISKS OF SEEKING RE LIEF FROM A C RIMINAL CONVICTION 

Note 

For many reasons it is im art engage~ in counseling ~nd repre~ t ~nt ~or lawyers and law students 
the varlOUS possible risks th t en mg mmates to be familiar with 
c. . I a can accompany th t rlmma conviction. Initiall e se ting aside of a 
be com~unicated to the clieJ' t~ny subs~ntial risk should, of course 
upset hlS conviction against the p ena?~~ Inm to balance his desire! to ' 
may flow from such a course of a~~~l e adverse consequences that 
w~o fails to convey to his client inf~~n. t~urther,. the legal advisor 
guIlty of malpractice. Finally tF a l~n relatmg to risk may be 
b~ wholly without merit, he m'a e~en an l~~te's claim is found to 
dIsappointing professional prog~OS~sm:~e 'Ylllmg 

to live with such a 
the almost inconceivable event t e IS. also told that, even in 
he might then find himself i hat hiS. convlCtion could be set aside 
he is currently enduring. n a more dlre situation than that which ' 

CASE: North Carolina v. Pearce , 395 U. S. 711 (1969) 

Mr. Justice Stewart delivered the opinion of th C t ... e our. 

W.hen at the behest of the ~ef d" .. " 
s.et .aslde and a new trial ordered e~ ant a crlmmal conviction has been 
lImIt the imposition of a harshe ' °tWhat 

extent does the Constitution 
That is the question presented bry sthen entce afteI" conviction upon retrial? ese wo cases. . 

In No. 413 the respondent P li~a c.ourt upon a charge of assa:arc~ w~s convicted in a North Caro-
trIal Judge sentenced him to . It WIth mtent to comm it rape. The 
eral years later he initiated irIs on for a term of 12 to 15 years. Sev
~Ulminated in the re~ersal of ~a~~ po.s\~conviction proceeding which 

orth CarOlina, upon the ground t nVlC ~on by the Supreme Court of 
unconstitutionally been adm itt d . hat ~n mvoluntary confession had 
234, ~45 S. E. 2d 918. He wase 

In .evldence .against him, 266 N. C. 
the trIal judge to an eight- ret~led, conVICted, and sentenced by 

year prIson term, which, when added to 
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the time Pearce had already spent in prison, the parties agree amount
ed to a longer total sentence than that originally imposed. The convic
tion and sentence were affirmed on appeal. 268 N. C. 707, 151 S. E. 2d 
571.. Pearce then began this habeas corpus proceeding in the United 
States District Court for the Eastern District of North Carolina. That 
court held, upon the authority of a then very recent Fourth Circuit 
decision, Patton v. North Carolina, 381 F. 2d 636, cert. denied, 390 
U. S. 905, that the longer sentence imposed upon retrial was "uncon
stitutional and void. II Upon the failure of the state court to resentence 
Pearce within 60 days, the federal court ordered his release. This 
order was affirmed by the United States Court of Appeals for the 
Fourth Circuit, 897 F. 2d 253, in a brief per curiam judgment citing 
its Patton decision, and we granted certiorari. 393 U. S. 922. 

In No. 418 the respondent Rice pleaded guilty in an Alabama trial 
court to four separate charges of second degree burglary. He was 
sentenced to prison terms aggregating 10 years. Two and one-half 
years later the judgments were set aSide in a state coram nobis pro
ceeding, upon the ground that Rice had not been accorded his consti
tutional right to counsel. See Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U. S. 335. 
He was retried upon three of the charges, convicted, and sentenced 
to prison terms aggregating 25 years. No credit was given for the 
time he had spent in prison on the ori.ginal judgments. He then brought 
this habeas corpus proceeding in the United States District Court for 
the Middle District of Alabam a, alleging that the state trial court had 
acted unconstitutionally in failing to give him credit for the time he 
had already served in prison, and in imposing grossly harsb,)r sen
tences upon retrial. Un~ted States District Judge Frank M. Johnson, 
Jr., agreed with both contentions. While stating that he did "not be
lieve that it is constitutionally impermissible to impose a harsher 
sentence upon retrial if there is recorded in the court record some 
legal justification for it, H Judge Johnson found that Rice had been 
denied due process of law, becat(se H[u]nder the evidence in this case, 
the conclusion is inescapable that the State of Alabama is punishing 
petitioner Rice for hiS having exercised his post-conviction right of 
review and for having the original sentences declared unconstitu
tional. H 274 F. Supp. 116,121, 122. The judgment of the District 
Court was affirmed by the United States Court of Appeals for the 
Fifth Circuit, "on the basis of Judge Johnson's opinion," 396 F. 2d 
499,500, and we granted certiorari. 393 U. S. 932. 

The problem before us involves two related but analytically 
separate issues. One concerns the constitutional limitations upon 
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the impOSition of a more severe un is . . 
same offense Upon retrial The O~h ~ment after conviction for the 
whether,· in computing the· new s ter IS the more limited question 
that credit must be given for tha:n ence, the C~n~titution requires 
ready served. The second questio p~rt of the ongIna.1 sentence al-
in North CarOlina it appears to b ~~s not presented in Pearce for 
given full credit for all time e d e law that a defendant mu~t be 
State v. Stafford, 274 N. C. 5~~rv:64 under the previous sentence. 
272 N. C. 417, 158 S. E. 2d 522' 8t t S. E. 2d 371; State v. Paige 
142 S. E. 2d 633. In any event' P a e v. Weaver, 264 N. C. 681 ' 
bama law, however seem ' earce was given such credit. Ala-
State, 43 Ala. App.' 450, 1:2 t~ore~~e~t5~' different view. Aaron v. 
App. 640, 198 So. 2d 789. And ~es ' Ex I?arte Merkes, 43 Ala. 
sentenced, was given no credit at pondent RIce, upon being re- ' 
he had already spent in prison. . all for the two and one-half years 

We turn first to the more lim't d 
~S-w~ether the Constitution reqUi~:s ~pect of the qu.estion before 
renee Imposed after conviction u 0 t ~t, in computIng the sen
for time served under the ori . PI n re rIal, credit must be given 
broader question of what cons1:~~i se~t~~c~. ~e then conSider the 
upon the imposition of a mo ona lInItatIOns there may be 

re severe sentence after reconViction. 

1. 

The Court has held toda . 
, that the Fifth Amendment gur~a~e~enton v. MarYI~nd, ante, p._, 

enforceable against the Stat th against double Jeopardy in 
That guarantee has been sai~Sto roug~ the Fourteenth Amel1dment. 
tional protections. It protects a ~onslst of three separate constitu
~ame offense after acquittal. It g r~~st : sec~nd prosecution for the 
tion for the same offense after p .ec. s agaInst a second prosecu
multiple punishments for th conVIctIOn. And it protects against 
What is necessarily implica:e~~~e Offense: This. last protection is 
Whether, in the impOSition of t any consIderatron of the question 
ret~ial, the Constitution reqUi~~~ ~~c: for ~he same offense after 
PU.ll1shment already endu d a credIt must be given for 
st:ttutional prinCiple almo~~ io~he Court stated the controlling Con
of Ex parte Lange, 18 Wall. 163:~~~~ ago, in the landmark cal3e 

"If the re is anything ttl d . . 
England and America it ~se tI:.t In the Jurisprudence of 
laWfUlly punished for th 00 man can be twice 

e same offence. And... there 
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f t this rule's 1 entire and com
has never been any doubt 0 h n a second punishment is 
plete protection of the par;: w ethe same facts, for the 
proposed in the Isame cou ,on 
same statutory offence. 

. 
d si ned as much to prevent 

"rT1he Constitution wa~ e g. h d for the same of
Lb' g tW1ce pun1s e 

the criminal from em. t' d for it." Id. at 173. 
fence as from being m!1ce r1e , 

. basic constitutional guarantee is 
We think it is clear that thiS t d for an offense is not fully 

violated when punishment already exa:, ~ew conviction for the same 
"credited" in impo~in~ sente~c~ ~~~ni: flagrantly apparent in.a ~ase 
offense. The const1'~u~lOnal V10 a : sentence after reconv1cbon. 
involving the impos1tion. of a'::~~~~n where the maximum allow-d 
Suppose, for example, 1n:: J 0 ears imprisonment, a man succee s 
able sentence for larceny 1~ ~ :. set aside after serving three years 
in getting his larceny conv.1ct:0 he is given a 10-year sentence, 
in prison. If, upon recon~lctlon, ceived multiple punishments for 
then, quite clearly, he w1ll ~~~~:: been compelled to serve . separate 
the same offense. For he w 10 earS although the max1mum 

rison terms of three years and YI0 ~ars imprisonment. Though 
~ingle puniSl1n?ent for ~he offenses~me ~inciPle obviously holds true 
not so dramatlcally eVident, the d d is not fully subtracted from 
whenever punishment already en ure 
any new sentence imposed. 12 . 

. rantee against mulbple pun-
We hold that the constitut1~:;or:elY requires that punishment 

ishments for the same offense" d.t d"13 in imposing sentence upon 
already exacted must be fully ~~e ~ e If upon a new trial, the de
a new conviction for the sa~e 0 e ethe ~ears he spent in prison 
fendant is acquitted,. the~ ~s :~ew: reconvicted, those years can 
can be returned to h1m. u bt ting them from whatever new sen
and must be returned-by su rac 
tence is imposed. 

.' t but the same ru1e would 
12We have spoken in term~ of imf~lson::e~;llY paid upon the first con-

d 
be equally applica~le ~here a l~~~~~ec~:~iction would have to be decrease 
viction. Any new f~e impo!~d . 
by the amount preViously P , t' credited during servwe 

f ourse include the ime 
13Such credit mustt, 0 ~or godd behavior, etc. 

of the first prison sen ence 
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II. 

To hold that the second sentence must be reduced by the time 
served under the first is, however, to give but a partial answer to 
the question before us. We turn, therefore, to consideration of the 
broader problem of what constitutional limitations there may be 
upon the general power of a judge to impose upon reconviction a 
longer prison sentence than the defendant originally received . 

A. 

Long-established constitutional doctrine makes clear that, be
yond the requirement already discussed, the guarantee against 
double jeopardy imposes no restrictions upon the length of a sentence 
imposed upon reconviction. At least since 1896, when United States 
v. Ball, 163 U. S. 662, was decided, it has been settled that this 
constitutional guarantee imposes no lim itations whatever upon the 
power to retry a defendant who has succeeded in getting his first 
conviction set aside. "The principle that this provision does not 
preclude the Government's retrying a defendant whose conviction 
is set aside because of an error in the proceedin.gs 'leading to con
viction is a well-established part of our constitutional jurispru
dence." United States v. Tateo, 377 U. S. 463,465. And at least 
since 1919, when Stroud v. United States, 251 U.S. 15, was de
cided, it has been settled that a corollary of the power to retry a 
defendant is the power, upon the defendant's reconviction, to im-

, pose whatever sentence may be legally authorized, whether or ,not 
it is greater than the sentence imposed after the first conviction. 16 

"That a defendant's conviction is overturned on collateral rat.her 
than direct attack is irrelevant for these purposes, see Robinson 
v. United States, 144 F. 2d 392,396,397, aff'd on another ground, 
324 U. S .. 282." United States v. Tateo, supra, at 466. 

16 
In Stroud the defendant was convicted for first degree murder and sentenced 

to life imprisonment. After reversal of this conviction, the defendant was re
tried, reconvicted of the same offense, and sentenced to death. This Court up
held the conviction against the defendant's claim that his constitutional -right 
not to be twice put in jeopardy had been violated. See also Murphy v. Massa
chusetts, 177 U. S. 155; Robinson v. United States, 324 U, S. 282, affirming, 
144 F. 2d 392. The Court's decision in Green v. United States, 355 U. S. 184, 
is of no applicability to the present problem. The Green decision was based 
upon the double jeopardy provision's guarantee against retrial for an offense 
of which the defendant was acquitted. 
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Although the rationale for this "well ... established part of our con
stitutional juriSprudence" haS been variously verbalized, it rests 
ultimately upon the premiSe that the original conviction has, at the 
defendant's behest, been wholly nullified and the slate wiped clean. . 
As to whatever punishment has actually been suffered under the first 
conviction, that premise is, of course, an unmitigated fiction, as 

" " 

l 
increased, it creates an invid' . 
ion those who succeed in get~~: ~~:~:iiic.at.ion to Impose that riSk only 

, , he a,rgum ent, while not lackin .' , . o~lgmal convictions set asid ex~m.Ination. In the first place g In ~ngemllty, cannot withstand close e. 
eXlstmg sentences, but with th~ r: e~l. here not with increases in 
after wholly new trials. Putting thJoSIhon of wholly new sentences 
?owever, the problem before us s' conceptual nicety to one side 

p I 

t 
i 

I 
1 
I 

we have recognized in Part I of this opinion. But, so far as the con
viction itself goes, and that part of the sentence that haS not yet been 
served, it is no more than a simple statement of fact to say that the 
slate has been wiped clean. The conviction has been set aSide, and 
the unexpired portion of the original sentence will never be served. 

Ii It 

H 
\1 

In te~m.s of "classifications." A m~PlY ca.nnot b~ rationally dealt'with 
conv:ctIOn has been set aSide ma n who ~s retrIed after his first 
:receIve a shorter sentence h y be acqUItted. If convicted he 
may receive a longer sent~nc: t~:: t~eCeive th: .same sente~ce, ~ra~e 
resul~ may depend upon a articu e on~ orIgInally imposed. The 

A new trial may result in an acquittal. But jf it does result in a con
viction, we cannot say that the constitutional guarantee against double 
jeopardy of its own weight restricts the imposition of an otherwise 
lawful single puniShment for the offense in question. To hold to the 
contrary would be to cast doubt upon the whole validity of the basiC 
principle enunciated in United States v. Ball, supra, and upon the 
unbroken line of decisions that have followed that principle for al
most 75 years. We think those decisions are entirely sound, and we 
decline to depart from the concept they reflect.1.8 

B. 

The other argument advanced in support of the proposition that 
the Constitution absolutely forbids the imposition of a more severe 
sentence upon retrial is grounded upon the Equal Protection Clause 
of the Fourteenth Amendment. The theory advanced is that, since 
convicts who do not seek new trials cannot have their sentences 

18
while 

different theories have been advanced to support the permissibil
ity of retrial, of greater importance than the conceptual abstractions employed 
to explain the Ball principle are the implications of that principle for the sound 
administration of justice. ,Corresponding to the right of an accused to be given 
a fair trial is the societal interest in punishing one whose guilt is clear after 
he has obtained such a trial. It would be a high price indeed for society to pay 
were every accused granted immunity from punishment because of any defect 
sufficient to constitute reversible error in the proceedings leading to convic
tion. From the standpoint of a defendant, it is at least doubtful that appellate 
courts would be as zealous as they now are in protecting against the effects 
of improprieties at the trial or pretrial stage if they knew that reversal of 
a conviction would put the accused irrevocably beyond the reach of further 
prosecution. In reality, therefore, the practice of retrial serves defendant's 
rights as well as society's interest. 1'United states v. Tateo, 377 U.S. 463, 

466. 
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pecu.lIar to each individua{ trial. II~rS combmat~on of infinite variables 
has mvidiously "classified" th imply cannot be said that a St t m~re than t.na~'the State has in~~~i~~S~ys~,c~ess~u.llY seek new trial: e

any 

w ose convlCtlOns are not set aside b c ~ssifIed" those prisoner's 

II 
\. 

f. 

?roup the opportunity to be acquitt j y Tdenymg the members of that 
mt~ an equal protection framewor: .. ~ fIt the problem of this case 
ratIOnally accomplished. IS a ask too Procrustean to be 

1 
! 

1\ 
"1 I I 

c. 

II II We hold, therefore, that neith \1 the Equal Protection Clause impO:r the double jeopardy provision nor 
'I \ sentence upon reconviction A tria~~ an a~solute bar to a more severe 

I ,cluded, in other words fr·' Judge IS not constitutionally 
, 0 I ' om Imposin pre-II ~:e ;::..:~~~~~~{~~~a~::~~~~~ in [h: .~i~~t S~'t~~~~~~ :~:!~~~e~~et~ter 

il ealth, habits, conduct, and ment ~ new lIght upon the defendant's life 
f .1 j~d Ne,w York,. 337 U. S. 241, 245.

a S:~ ~;ral pr.opensities." William's 
I i a ge s attentlOn from evidence adduc . 1 ormatlOn may come to the 
I! new presentence investiga.io f ed at the second trial itself fro 
\ I or p~ssibly from other sour~e~' rom the defendant's prison re;ord m 
II ~nSlder the defendant's conduct ~~:s freedom of a sentenCing judge to 
II pOSIng a new sentence is no equent to the first conviction in 
\1 ~~~lf, approved in William s v. N,::~r; ~:n consonant with the principle, 

1 ... 1 fit th~r~~:~~~tr ~~~el~~ ~~~:lOyP~:a °cf ~e';ol~:r:ha~~~ ap~~~~~:zit ~~"!\d 
I t \-. rIme. Id' 1 at 247. 

I I tt , To say that there exists ll. IPoSltion of a more severe se ~o absolute constitUtl·.c.-nal bar to the im-
1. n ence upon retrial is not, however to d 
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the inquiry. There remains for consideration the impact of the Due 
Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. 

It can hardly be doubted that it would be a flagrant violation of the 
Fourteenth Amendment for a state trial, court to follow an announced 
practice of imposing a heavier sentence upon every reconvicted defend
ant for the explicit purpose of punishing the defendant for his having 
succeeded in getting his original conviction set aside. Where, as in 
each of the cases before us, the original conviction has been set aside 
because of a constitutional error, the imposition of such a punishment, 
"penalizing those who choose to exercise" constitutional rights, "would 
be patently unconstitutional." United States v. Jackson, 390 U. S. 570, 
581. And the very threat inherent in the existence of such a punitive 
policy would, with respect to those still in prison, serve to "chill the 
exercise of basiC constitutional rights." Id., at 582. See also Grlffin v. 
Callfornia, 380 U. S. 609; cf. Johnson v. Avery, 393 U. S. 483. But 
even if the first conviction has been set aside for nonconstitutional 
error, the imposition of a penalty upon the defendant for having suc
cessfully pursued a statutory right of appeal or collateral remedy 
would be no lesS a violation of due process of law. "A new sentence, 
with enhanced punishment, based upon such a reason, would be a 
flagrant violation of the rights of the defendant." Nichols v. United 
States, 106 F. 672,679. A court is "without right to .• , put a price on 
an appeal. A defendant's exercise of a right of appeal must be free and 
unfettered •..• [I)t is unfair to use the great power given to the court 
to determine sentence to place a defendant in the dilemma of making 
an unfree choice." Worcester v. Corom issioner, 370 F. 2d 713, 718. 
See Short v. United States, 344 F. 2d 550, 552. "This Court has never 
held that the States are required to establish avenues of appellate 
review, but it is now fundamental that, once established, these avenues 
must be kept free of unreasoned distinctions that can only impede open 
and equal accesS to the courts. Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U. S. 12; 
Douglas v. Callfornia, 372 U. S. 353; Lane v. Brown, 372 U. S. 477; 
Draper v. Washington, 372 U. S. 487." Rinaldi v. Yeager, 384 U. S. 

305,310-311. 
Due process of law, then, requires that vindictiveness against a 

defendant for having successfully attacked his first conviction must 
play no part in the sentence he receives after a neW trial. And since 
the fear of such vindictiveness may unconstitutionallY deter a defend
ant's exercise of the right to appeal or collaterally attack his first 
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conviction, due process al' . 
apprehension of such a ret~~i:t~~Ulres ~hat, a defendant be freed of 
sentencing judge. 20 y motIvabon on the part of the 

In order to assure the abs eluded that whenever a iudg ,ence of such a motivation we have d f d t .1 e Imposes am' con-e en an after a new trial the ore, severe sentence upon a 
ativelyappear. Those rea~ons ~ea~ons for hIS doing so must affirm
ti.on concerning identifiable condu~ o~et:ased upon objective informa-
after the time of the original s ,e part of the defendant occurrin 
data upon which the increased :~t~ncmg'proceeding. And the factual g 
the record, so that the constituti~nence ~~ ?ased must be made part of 
sentence may be fuP>:T revl'e d al legIhmacy of the increasod 

".J we on appeal. '"' 

We dispose of the two cas t 

sions. In No. 418 Judge JOhnS~~ before us ~~ the light of these conclu-
~o evidence attempting to justlfy ~~!e.d that th." St~te of Alabama offers 
ences . . . ." 274 F. Supp., at 121 m~retse m, ~lce' s original sen-. e ound It shocking that the 

20 ,. The existence of a retaliator ., ~~~;~Ult to prdove in any individual !a~~t~:tt~~t:~uld, bOf 
course, be extremely 

, I?CreaSe sentences on reconvictio ave een collected to show 
stltutlOnal Law' Incre~'Med Se t n are far from rare See Note C U d "n ence and De . If>' ,on-

":der the Traditional Waiver Theory [196~ia D~ CredIt on Retrial Sustained 
~Vl ence showing the fear of su h ! ., ~ L. J. 395. A touching bit f 
m Patton v. North Carolina 25";''; V:dIctt;e polIcy was noted by the trial ju~ge 
recently received from a p;ison .' upp. 25, who quoted a letter he had _ er, 

\1 \ ''Dear Sir: 
\" 1 re-t "I am in the Mecklenburg County jail. Mr 

! 
I ry me as I knew he would. . ________ chose to 

, Ii ' "Sir the other defendant in this cas 1 I ~;~ sent~~ce, I have. served 34 months :n~as set free after serving 15 months of 
lel senfer~~~h7 t~ wfi~l rece,ive a heavier senten~~~h~~~ ~o be tried again and with I!. a e lrst trlle was 20 to 30 e f.r,e as you know sir my 

\
' I ~;osedure to give a large sentence wh years. I ~ow. " Is usuelly the courts 

, Iscourage Petitioners. en a new trlle IS granted I guess this is to 

\ J :'Your Honor, I don't want an' ' , I@ 'Your Honor I k ew trlle I am afrm.d or more tim 
1'1 this but please si~ d n,ow you have tried to help me ""d God know e . • . . 
f:t,,' " prevent.t " on t let the state re-try me If th' s I apreceate 1 • ' .ere IS any way you can 

, t ''Very truly yours" 

'\ Id., at 231, n. 7. 
t 
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State of Alabama has not attempted to explain or justify the increase in 
Rice's punishment-in these three cases, over threefold." Id., at 121-
122. And he found that "the conclusion is inescapable that the State of 
Alabama is punishing petitioner Rice for his Q.aving exercised his post
conviction right of review. . . ." Id., at 122. In Np. 413 the situation 
is not so dramatically clear. Nonetheless, the ,fact remains 'that neither 
at the time the increased sentence was imposed upon PeareJ~, nor at 
any stage in the habeas corpus proceeding has the State offe red any 
reason or justification for that sentence beyond.th~ naked powel- to im
pose it. We conclude that in each of the cases before us, the judgment 
should be affirm ed. 

It is so ordered. 

Mr. Justice Douglas, whom Mr. Justice Marshall jOins, concur
ring. 

Although I agree with the Court ,as to the reach of due process, I 
would go further. It is my view that if for any reason a new trial is 
granted and there is a conviction a second time, th,e second penalty 
imposed cannot exceed the first penalty, if respect is had for the 
guarantee against double jeopardy. 

The theory of double jeopardy is that a person need run the gant
let only once. The gantlet is the risk of the range of punishment which 
the State or Federal Govermnent imposes for that particular conduct. 
Ii may be a year to 25 years, or 20 years to life, or death. He risks 
the maximum permissible punishment when first tried. That risk having 
been faced once need not be faced again. And the fact that he takes an 
appeal does not waive his constitutional defense of former jeopardy to 
a second prosecution. Green v. United States, 355 U. S. 184, 191-193. 

In the Green case, the defendant was charged with arson on one 
count and on a second count was charged either with first degree murder 
carrying a mandatory death sentence, or second degree murder carrying 
a maximum sentence of life imprisonment. The jury found him guilty of 
arson and second degree murder but the verdict was silent as to first 
degree murder. He appealed the conviction and obtained a reversal. 
On a remand he was tried again. This time he was convicted of first 
degree murder and sentenced to death-hence his complaint of former 
jeopardy. We held that the guarantee of double jeopardy applied and that 
the defendant, having been "in direct peril of being convicted and pun
ished for first degree murder at his first trial" could not be "forced to 
run the gantlet" twice. 355 U. S., at p. 180. 
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It is argued that that case is . ' , 
.ferent crimes with different punis~!ferent bec~use there were two dif
one. That, however is a matte f ents provIded by statute for each 
basic purpose of the' constitutio:af p se~a~tics. "It is immaterial to the 
w.hether the Legislature diVides ~OVIS. on a~ainst double jeopard 
?ifferent punishment8~ or al1owsat~~Ime l~tO ~ifferent degrees car/Ying 
ls~ments for the same ,crime. " Calif co~r or Jury to fix different pun-

- 48;&,497, 35 Cal. Rptr. 77 _ (1963)or(ma v. Henderson, 60 Cal 2d 
, Traynor, ' J. ). . 

From the pOint of view of th . d' . 
here .of getting from one to 15 e~;~ IVldual ~~d his liberty, the risk 
onl~ m degree from the risk i: G for specIfIed conduct is different 
ca~ltal punishment for Specified :;;~~: g~t~ing a life imprisonment Or 
un erstood by the dissenters in Green: . need, that matter was well 

:'As a practical matter, and on an . 
IS S?arcely Possible to distin . hY basIs ~f human values, it 
ant I~ convicted of a greater ::ns a case In W~iCh the defend
ConVICted of an offense th the from one In which' he is 
he wa' a as the same na s prevIOusly convicted b t . ,m e as that of which 
ferent punishment, namely de~thcar:~es a slg~ificantly dif-
355 U. S., at 213 (Frankfurt ra ~r tha~ Imprisonment. II 

er, J., dIssentmg).l 

T~e defendants in the present c .' 
of m~,,{lmum punishment and receivea:~s ~t the fIrst trial faced the risk 
were made to run the gantlet t. . ess. In the second trial the 
penalties can be increased. wlce, S1l1ce the Court today holds tha~ the 

* * * 
Mr. Justice White , concurring in part. 

lUW'th . 
1 the benefit of G 

in favor of a broad d ,reen v. United States. ; . there' 
convicts held inpriso~~l~ Jeopardy rule which would protect ~lls;PJortl emerging 
resentenc.ing follow' 1 er .erroneous convictions or sente fe era and state 
rUle would b mg re-trIaI. ... [TJhe technic nces rom harsher 

~~~:~,,!t~:f;:;~~~i~~~SforW:;~!:~~;:!~r,,~~~~iji:.~~!~ ~~?~i~gr!~: 
:~:~::~ ~enalty, J~st as J~~g~u~~ Ji~r~;:e~i~~,~l~l'acqUit~i;g' thZ ~:f~:f~:te~f a 
Penaltie egree OJ. the same offense. " Van Als :le y acq~lltted the accused of a 
(1965). s and the 'Successful' Criminal Appel~~~~' ~~ GIdeon's Wake: Harsher 

, Yale L. J. 606, 634-635 
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. that in my view Part II-C shou~d 
I join the Court's opinlOn except trial based on any objective, l~e?-

authorize an increased sente~c:o ~~er~rial judge at the time of the orlg1
-

tifiable factual data not, know 
nal sentencing procee·dmg. 

Mr. J
ustice Black, concurring and dissenting. 

* * * 
ouble Jeopardy Clause prohibits 

I agree with the Court that the D rved I also agree with the 
the denial of credit for timed a~~:,a~ia~!s th~t the increased sentences 
court's rejection of respon e d Equal Protection ClauseS of the 
violate the Double Jeopardy an 
Constitution. 

* * * 
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I also agree that it would violate the Constitution for any judge to im
pose a higher penalty on a defendant solely because he had taken a 
legally permissible appeal. ' 

On this basis there is a plausible argument for upholding the judge
ment in No. 418, setting aside the second ~entence of respondent Rice, 
since the District Judge there found it "shocking" to him that the State 
offered no evidence to show why it had so greatly increased Rice's 
punishment-namely, from a lO-year sentence on four burglary charges 
at the first trial to a 25-year sentence on three burglary charges at the 
second trial. From these Circumstances, the Federal District Judge 
appeared to find as a fact that the sentencing judge had increased Rice's 
sentence for the specific purpose of punishing Rice for invoking tne 
lawfully granted post-conviction remedies. Since at this dtstance we 
should ordinarily give this finding the benefit of every doubt, I would 
accept the Federal District Judge's conclusion that the State in this 
case attempted to punish Rice for lawfully challenging his conviction 
and would therefore, with some reluctance, affirm the decision of the 
Court of Appeals in that case. But this provides no basis for affirming 
the judgment of the Court of Appeals in No. 413, the case involving 
respondent Pearce. For in that case there is not a line of evidence to 
support the Slightest inference that the trial judge wanted or intended to 
punish Pearce for seeking post-conviction relief. Indeed the record 
shows that this trial judge meticulously computed the time Pearce had 
served in jail in order to give him full credit for that time. 

The Court justifies affirming the release of Pearce in this language: 

"In order to assure the absence of such a motivation we have 
concluded that whenever a judge imposes a mOrEl' severe sen
tence upon a defendant after a new trial, the reasons for his 
doing so must affirmatively appear. Those reasons must be 
based upon objective information concerning identifiable con
duct on the part of the defendant occurring after the time of the 
original sentencing proceeding. And the factual data upon 
which the increased sentence is based must be made part of 
the record, so that the constitutional legitimacy of the in
creased sentence may be fully reviewed on appeal. " Ante, at 
14. 

Of Course nothing in the Due Process Clause grants this Court any such 
power as it is using here. Punishme'nt based on the impermissible 
motivation described by the Court is, as I have said, clearly uncon
stitutional, and courts must of course set aside the punishment if they 
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find, by the n,ormal judicial process of fact-finding, that such a motiva
tion existS. But beyond this, the courts are not vested with any general 
power to prescribe particular devices "in order to assure the absence 
of such a motivation. !I Numerous different mechanisms could be thought 
of, anyone of which would serve this function. Yet the Court does not 
explain why the particular detailed procedure spelled out in this case is 
constitutionally required, while other remedial devices are not. This is 
pur1a legislation if there ever was legislation. 

I have no doubt about the power of Congress to enact such legislation 
under § 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, which reads: 

"The CongreSS shall have power to enforce, by ap
propriate legislation, the provisions of this article~'" 

But should Congress enact what the Court has here enacted, a require
ment that state courts articulate their reasons for imposing particular l 
sentences, it would still be legislation only, and Congress could repeal !, 
It. In fact, since this is only a rule supplementing the Fourteenth I 
Amendment, the Court itself might be willing to accept congressional I 
substitutes for this supposedly "constitutional" rule which this Court I 
today enacts. So despite the fact that the Court says that the judge!s I! 
reasons Ilmust be made part of the record, so that the constitutional I 

legitimacy of the increased sentence may be fully reviewed on appeal," I 
I remain unconvinced that this Court can legitimately add any additional I 
commands to the Fourteenth or any other Amendment. 1 ' ! " 

* * * !i I 
There are a whole variety of perfectly legitimate reasons that a judge! !' 
might have for imposing a higher sentence. For instance, take the case 
of respondent Rice. Without a lawyer, he pleaded guilty to four charges 
of burglary and received a sentence of only 10 years. Although not 
shown by the record, what happened is not difficult to see. It is common 
ltnowledge that prosecutors frequently trade with defendants and agree 
to give them low sentences in return for pleas of guilty. Judges fre
quently accept such agreements without carefully scrutinizing the record 
of the defendant. One needs little imagination to infer that Rice's origi
nal sentence was the result of precisely such a practice. This explains 
both the first lO-year sentence and the fact that, after a full trial and 
examination of the entire l'ecord, the trial judge concluded that a 25-
year sentence was called for. The Court!s opinion today will-un
fortunately) I think, for defendants-throw stumbling bloclffi in the way 
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of their making similar benefic· . . 
the Court! s opinion may hereaft~; ~~~:e~ents in t~e future. Moreover, 
tences on defendants in order to e Judg~s to lmpose heavier sen
discretion should defendants . preserve theIr lawfully authorized 

wm reversals of their original convictions. 

. I would firmly adhere to the William .. 
Judges free to exercise their disc t. .s prmclple of leaving the 
the finding of fact made by the Fe~e IOn 1~ se.ntencing. I would accept 
th~ hi.gher sentence imposed on re:r~~ Dlstrl.ct Judge in No. 418, that 
stltuhonally impermiSSible consid p t.

dent 
RIce was motivated by con

and promulgate detailed'rules of p~~a l~ns. But I would not go further 
law, and since there is no finding f ce ~re as a matter of constitutional 
No. 413, I would reverse the jUdg~ a~ tilY improper motivation in 
case and reinstate the second sent en? he Court of Appeals in that 
Pearce. ence Imposed upon respondent 

* * * 
[!he opinion of Mr. Justice Harl .. 

111 part, is omitted.] an concurrmg III part and dissenting 

"Sentence Increases on Retrial after . 
neth L. Aplin. 39 Cincinnati Law R ~orth4 Carolma v. Pearce"-Ken-
Permission. eVlew 27 (1970). Reprinted by 

T~e plight of the defendant who h· .. 
ha:re hIS punishment increased follo ~s hIS c?nvlchon reversed only to 

, celVed increaSing attention from the
wmg 

retnal and conviction has re
that att~ntion has been directed towa~~urts a~d l.egal scholars. Much of 
~rease IS absolutely banned as a. . estabhshmg that such an in-
Jeopardy or equal protection. In ~~~~~~n of ~he prinCiples of double 
preme Court of the United Stat arolma v. Pearce,2 the Su
~rovision or the equal protecti~~ ~~!USed to hold that the double jeopardy 
lncreased sentencin on r. use created an absolute ban on 
tional lim itations ong incre~t:~~l~ T~ey ?ecided instead that the constitu
du.e process clause and that Whil:nd enclllg were. to be found within the 
a Ju~~e'~ power to increase a sente~~:r?tced~ds Impo~ed strict limits on 
certam mstances. ,1 1 permIt him to do so in 

2 
.u f 395 U. S. 711 (1969). The Court's .. . ~e~e~~:niarhticliPdating in the decision. ;~U~l~~l::~ JOti.ned by four of the eight 

s ou be released. JUS lOes agreed only that the 
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The Pearce opinion expressed particular concern that if a judge 
were permitted to increase a defendant's sentence on retrial he would 
do so in a spirit of vindictiveness because the defendant had ItsuccesS
fully attacked his first conviction." "[T]he fear of such vindictiveness, " 
said the court, "may unconstitutionally deter a defendant's exercise of 
the right to appeal or collaterally attack his first conviction. . . ." 
Thus, due process "requires that a defendant be freed of apprehension 
of such a retaliatory motivation on the part of the sentencing judge." 

When maya sentence be increased on retrial? The Court described 
the circumstances in which such an increase may occur and the pro
cedure to be used in the following brief passage: 

In order to assure the absence of such a moti
vation, we have concluded that whenever a judge im
poses a more severe sentence upon a defendant after 
a new trial, the reasons for his doing so must affirm-
atively appear. Those reasons must be based upon 
objective information concerning identifiable conduct 
on the part of the defendant occurring after the time of 
the original sentencing proceeding. And the factual 
data upon which the increased sentence is hd..~\ed must 
be made part of the record, so that the consututional 
ligitimacy of the increased sentence may be fully 
reviewed on appeal. 

. Thus due process prohibits a trial judge from increasing a defendant's 
sentence on retrial except when a particular case falls within the lan
guage just quoted. In view of the many factors which are usually con
sidered in the sentencing process, Pearce's limiting of the grounds for 
a sentence increase to "identifiable conduct ... occurring after" the 
first sentence represents a severe restriction on the instances where I 
any increase will be proper. I 

In creating lim its on the trial court's sentencing powers and in l 
undertaking to establish some kind of sentencing standards the Court I 

entered a virtually unexplored area. It may be safely predicted that they I 
created new areas of controversy. It is the purpose of this article to I 
explore two of the areas of uncertainty that now exist in view of the 
Pearce decision. First, since Pearce expressly dealt with an increase I 

in punishment on retrial as the result of the decision of a judge, it gives I 
no direct guidance as to t.he case where the increased punishment reSUlt~tf 
in whole or part, from the decision of a jury. The other, broader, area . 

\ 
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of uncertainty involves the vario' . h' h . d us CIrcumstances and d 
w lC a JU ge may increase a defenda t" proce ures in 
process clause as interpreted by Pea~e~ pumshment within the due 

I. Increase in Punishment on Retrial as the 
Result of Jury Decision 

The jurisdictions of this countr ' ~n sentencing in three basic ways. li;~ovide for Jury d~cision making 
111 the sentencing decision in noncapit 1 ' tW~li8 states Involve the jury 
states which impose the death enalt ad cases. Second, almost all 
jury, in some form or other ~s to y 0 so only after a decision of the 
the case before them.ll Third whil w~~ther, that penalty is warranted in 
capital and capital cases are ~suall e e~e Jury de.cisions in both non-
it decides the question of guilt f y ~~ e by the J~ry at the same time 
cedure in capital casel? Unde; s~~~ : a es use a bifu~cated trial pro
penalty question in a i.:.>:;parate trial afrro~~dure the Jury decides the 
question. Texas has a bifurcat d' er 1 has, resolved the guilt 
in both capital and noncapital s~nfe:~~~~~re for Jury decision making 

In cases involving a jury in the t ' sentence be imposed on a defenda sen encmg d.ecision, maya higher 
lim itations spelled out in Pearc ?nt ~n retrial WIthout regard to the 
On its face it deals only with a :e'nten~ar~e does n?t answer this directly. 
It is the pOSition of this article that th,e mcr~~se Imposed by a judge. 
the negative. Even where some as IS ques lOn should be answered in 
jury, greater punishment can onl pect?f sentencing is entrusted to a 
case falls within the critp.ria spelYl bde gltV~n a defendant on retrial if the '-' .e ou In Pearce. 

10 N' me states give a general sentenc' . . . 
Arkansas, Ark. Stat. Ann, § 43-2306 ~~g p~wer to .JurIes m,noncapital cases; 
(Supp. 1969); Indiana, Ind. Ann. Stat ~ 9~k Georgla, Ga. Code Atm. § 27-2502 
~t 92~; Missouri, Mo. Rev. Stat. §' 546.410 ~i9~:)~66~~(~ntuCkY, Ky. R. Crim. 

• ,§ .926 (1958); Tennessee, Tenn. Code ,a oma, Okla. Stat. Ann. 
Code, Crlill.. Proc. al't 37 07 (S Ann. § 40-2707 (1955); Texas Tex 
(1960). Three states gi;e th~ jUryUPP. ~96~); Virgini~, Va. Code Ann. § 19: 1-29i 
Ala. Code tit. 14. § § 318 322 33:e~4 ncmg power m specific cases: Alabama 
i:SSisSiPPi, Miss. Code Ann. ' §§ 2359 ~:iI'(s 395, 409 (1958) (various offense~); 
. ~i Cent. Code § 12-06-05 (1960). ' upp. 1968) (rape); North Dakota, 

Examples of this type of statut . ~;~ s~iP(p 1970); Md. Ann. Code ar~.a~;; ~1~1~~~96~f.to~.h. i 8
, § 1-7(0) (Smith-

. age 1953); Pa. Stat. tit. 18, § 4701 (1963).' 10 ev. Code Ann. 
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FI "prison term of 75 to 150 years. A reversal of both convictions led to 
A. The Decisional Background i 

t a joint retrial in which each was convicted and in which the jury recom-
, b of cases since Pearce but not mended the death penalty for Tajra as well as Bernette. Illinois' 

This issue has arisen In a nu~ s~: of the problem. Most of the ! highest court found no violation of due process in the increase of Tajra's 
Court has engaged in any real ana Y l' l'tS on a sentence in- 1" punishment. It is not clear whether their decision was based on the fact 

d that P arce imposes no 1m -• 
decisions ha:re hel e s Court of Criminal Appeals reached ~hat t that the jury, rather than a judge, had determined the increase or on the 
crease by a Jury. The Te,:-a I' noncapital sentencing, reasomng that I fact that Tajra had testified in his own behalf at the second trial and not 
result in three dechdo?~ l~VO vmg d sentences which were the product . ( at the first. The court simply states the latter as a fact without explain-
Pearce sought to ~rohl~lt Incr~ase motivation and that since the in- ! 1 ing its significance. Presumably they were saying that his subsequent 
of the sentencing Judge s retallatory d by the jury it could not j testimony amounts to the kind of "identifiable conduct" which Pearce 

th before them was assesse 'P 14 1" crease in e case d thus was not banned by earce. : says may be the basis for sentence increase. This aspect of the case 
have been based on vindiCtiVeI~~: ~~cussion although a concurring ! will be discussed in Part IT of this article. 
This was the e~tent o~ t~e co~~ a reluctance "to join the flat st~tement I 
opinion by one Judge mdlc~te, 'of Pearce" never applies to Jury \ 
of the majority that the prIncIple the factual data upon which the 1 
sentencing. In none of these ca~e~f ~~: record nor was there any indi- ; 
increase was based made a pal"(. as bas~d on the defend2mt's I 
cation that the increased puni~hme~th: Missouri Supreme Court has also [1 
conduct after original sentencm1· nrease finding Pearce to have im- ! 
upheld a jury, im?osed sente~~ein~~'ease because Pearce involv'ed \ 
I)Osed no limItatIon on such 1 f e them involved jury sentenc- ! 

, b 'dge and the case )e or . , d Y 
sentel~cmg Y a JU , 1 is was offered as to why tnlS rna e an 
in 16 No explanatIon or ana ys 
dJierence as to Pearce's applicability. 

, f a retrial resulting in a jury-
The first instance SInce Pear?e ~ trial had produced only a prison 

imposed death penalty where th: fll'S tte 17where the IllinoiS Supreme 
sentence occurred in p~ople v. er~e the face of the argument that it 
Court upheld this drash~ increase l~ Pearce. HermanBernette and 
violated due process ~s mtell~etef~r ~ murder perpetrated during an 
Martin Tajra were tr:ed t~te de~ernette's punishment at death but 
armed robbery. The Jury x~ TaJ'ra's sentence. The court imposed 
made no recommendation as 0 

I 
I 
I 
I 
j I 
\ i 

. C 'm App 1970)' Gibson v. state, r 1 

14 Casias v. state, 45~ S. W. 2d i~~9\T(:~ ap~~ll~nt's ~otion 'for re~earing I . 
448 S, W. 2d 481 ('~ex. CrL~' APPh v State 445 S. W. 2d 756 (Tex. Cr~ App. \ ' 
which was denied 1111970~, Branc l~arin : Texas uses a two-stage, bifurcated II 
19(9) (on appellant's mohon for ~e~ests ~e jury tO,fix the punishment. See note , 
procedure where the defen~a~lt rd' ss the significance of that fact. I, 
10 stllJra. None of these opmlOns lSCU 'II 

(M 19(9) There is dicta to the same 
16 Spidle v. State, 446 S. W. ;~79:47 S~·W. 2d 6'14 (Ky. 19(9). ! c 

effect in Brooks v. Commonwea , I 
17 258 N.E.2d 793 (Ul. 1970). 
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The justification that jury rather than a judge had increased the 
sentence is presented with an al:t,nost equal lack of explanation. The 
court said it observed nothing in the record to show that the increased 
sentence resulted from vindictiveness. Instead, they state that the trial 
court "merely acted upon the affirmative recommendation of the jury. " 
They provide no idea as to why they supposed this fact to qualify the 
increased sentence for due process blessing. Presumably their think
ing was along the lines of the Texas courts: Pearce is based on judicial 
vindictiveness; this increase was decreed by the jury; therefore Pearce 
is inapplicable. 

A Florida court of appeals was faced with this issue on an appeal 
by the state from a ruling of a trial judge that a defendant: convicted of 
first degree murder at the first trial and sentenced to life imprison
'ment when the jury recommended-mercy, could not be retried on a 
charge punishable by death. The trial court declined jurisdiction. The 
appellate court reversed in an opinion finding Pearce inapplicable on 
the following reasoning: 

19 

Thus, in first degree murder cases tried before a 
jury in Florida the jury, not the judge determines 
whether the sentence is death or life. . . the judge 
possesses no sentencing discretion as he must im-
pose the death penalty if the jury does not recommend 
mercy and. . . a life sentence if they do. Thus, the 
"judicial vindictiveness" and "additional facts" require-
ments of Pearce do not appear to be applicable. 19 

Statl~ v. Miller, 231 So. 2d 260, 262 (Fla. 1970). 
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If Pearce is based solely on judicial vindictiveness, I would agree 
with these decisions because I do not believe the Supreme Court would 
be willing to assume that a sentence increase by the jury was based on 
vindictiveness, absent evidence to the contrary. I say this because of 
my understanding and analysis of why the court was willing to make 
such an assumption about the trial judge's increased sentence. All of 
this is a very speculative process since the Court gives us no reason 
why an appellate court should assume vindictiveness on the part of the 
senteneing judge who increases a sentence on retrial. The basis for that 
assumption, I submit, relates to institutional considerations. The judge, 
as a part of the trial system, may resent having that process char
acterized as unfair or erroneous, as the defendant has done by obtaining 
a reversal. This would be true even if he had not been the judge who 
was reversed in the particular case. Moreover, he is acutely aware of 
the problem of docket congestion, a problem aggravated by the need to 
retry a defendant. Either of these institutional considerations could be 
the basis for increasing a defendant's sentence following a second con
viction for the sam e offense-an occurrence which is likely to confirm 
the trial court's view of the correctness of the first conviction and the 
lack of need for a second trial. The trial court sees a sentence increase i! 

as a way to punish the particular defendant for making such an "un
warranted" appeal and as a way to deter others who would do the same. 
But the jury is not a part of the trial system. They are involved in it for 
a brief period of time. Thus they would not be affected by the same 
institutional considerations as the trial judge. 'l'hey would be unlikely 
to resent the characterization placed on a certain judge or trial court 
by defendant's having obtained a reversal of his first conviction. It is 
unlikely that they would be aware of or concerned with docket con
gestion. Thus there would be no need to assume that a jury sentence 
increase was based on vindictiveness. 

The argument that Pearce's rationale is far broader than these 
courts have realized will be presented after an examilnation of the one 
case which applies Pearce to jury and judge alike. In April of 1948, 
Issaiah Pinkard was sentenced to 20 years imprisonment for unlawful 
carnallrnowledge of a female under 12 years of age in violation of 
Tennessee law. A month later his motion for a new trial was granted, 
but following his subsequent conviction for the same offense, a jury 
imposed a 99-year sentence. In 1969, a Tennessee circuit court dis
missed his petition for relief under the Tennessee Post-conviction 
Procedure Act. This dismissal was affirmed by the court of criminal 
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appeal.s, Judge Galbreath dissenting. 20 The majority does l"ttl . 
than cIte Pearce and "point out" that unlik P . 1 e more the pu . sh t· th e earce, a Jury assessed 

m me~ In e second trial. The dissenting iudge felt P a 
rendered the Increase unconstitutional baSing thO ~ I i erc(e 
The absence of ff' t· IS conc us on on: 1) . () any a Irma lVe reason in the record justifying the 
mcrease; ~ the fact that the judge had to approve the sentence and 
pr.onou~ce Judgmen~; and (3) his feeling that it was "inconceivable" that 
~ Jury :n.a r':lral co~munity did not know of the first conviction and so 
ItS deCISIon IncreasIng the punishment might well have b b d 
the same element of vindictiveness. which Pearce sought ~~npr:~:nt~n 
The Tennessee Supreme Court denIed certiorari without opinion. 

. Having exhausted ?is state .remedies, PiJ1kard filed a petition for a 
W~It ~f habeas corpus In the Umted States District Court for the Middle 
DIstrIct of T~nnessee. The court granted the writ and ordered his re
lease. . Wh~le n~ ~ecord from the state court trial was available 
Jud~e MIller s OpInlOn observes that Pinkard was incarcerated dU~ing 
the .Interva~ between trials and was guilty of no misconduct durin that 
perIOd. ThIS leads him to conclude that the case fell :'squarely ~th' 
the. ambit of" Pearce and its language defining the circumstances inIn 
WhICh a sentence may be increased. He rejects the state's ar~ment 
that. Pearce does not apply because a jury fixed the punishment rea
somng that under 'rennessee practice, the judge could charge the jury 
as a .matter of law, that. any s.entence imposed could be no greater tha~ 
that Imposed at the earher trIal unless evidence of supervening conduct 
were offered at the second trial. In the latter event Judge Miller sug
,gests t.he court could cha.rge !he jury on how it is to consider this evi
dence In.t~rms of a possIble Increase in sentence. He then explores the 
retroactIvIty of Pearce and holds that it applies retroactively. 

B. Why Jury Sentencing Is Covered by Pearce 

1. Due Process and the Defendant's Right to Appeal 

to 'u Most of th~ courts that have considered the applicability of Pearce 'u; fry se~t~ncIng h~ve concluded that Pearce imposes no limits on the 
J y s deCISIon. I thInk they are in error. What little analysis they have 

20p 'nk reac 1 ard v. Render.son, 452 S. W. 2d 908 (Tenn. 1969). The same court 
J~~d the same result m Britt v. State, 455 S. W. 2d 625 (Tenn. 1970). 

Pinkard v. Neil, 311 F. Supp. 711 (M. D. Tenn. 1970). 
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applied to this question has been focused on the language of Pearce in 
which the Supreme Court reflected its concern with the vindictiveness 
of trial judges in increasing a defendant's punishm ent on retrial. 
Pearce however, is concerned with more than judicial vindictiveness. 
Its rati~nale reaches further than the supposed retributive instincts of 
sentencing judges. 

A furthe r look at the Pearce opinion will dem onstrate that its 
rationale is broader than has thus far been supposed by the cases deal
ing with the issue of jury sentencing. After rejecting argu~ents that the 
double jeopardy provision or equal protection clauses requIre an abso
lute ban on sentence increases, the Court explained why due p.'.~ocess 
imposed limits on an increase. They began by stating the obvious: ~ 
state court would violate due process if it followed an announced polIcy 
of increasing the sentence of every defendant who was reconvicted after 
a successful appeal. Why? For one thing, it would chill the exercise of 
constitutional rights if the first conviction was based on constitutional 
error. But even ~~ the first conviction was based on nonconstitutional 
error such a policy would violate due process because it would penalize 
the d~fendant for having pursued a statutory right of appeal given him to 
prevent his conviction in a trial based on error. Any increase in sen
tence for the purpose of punishing a defendant for having appealed 
would violate due process even if it were not part of an announced pol
icy. This is so because the knowledge of the possibility of such an 
increase even if not part of an announced policy would affect a defend
ant's dedision as to whether he should appeal from a conviction based 
on error. It is not just the certainty of increase but the possibility of 
increase which might affect his decision to appeal. 

The key language in Pearce, in this respect, is as follows: 

A court is "without right to. . . put a price on appeal. 
A defendant's exercise of a right of appeal must be free 
and unfettered .... [I]t is unfair to use the great power 
given to the court to determine sentence to place a de
fendant in the dilemma of making an unfree choice. II 

The dilemma
1 

of course, is that the defendant must either ,accept an 
erroneously based conviction, thus assuring himself that hIS sent?n~e 
will not be increased, or seek to obtain a reversal of such a convIctIon 
at the risk of receiving increased punishment after conviction at a 
second trial. While Mr. Pinkard and Mr. Tajra were speared by the 
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second horn of the dilemma, appellate opinions give no indication of 
how many persons have been impaled on the first. 

It is true, ,of ~ourse, that Pearce goes on to permit sentence in
crease on retrial if based on defendant's conduct subsequent to the 
original sent?ncing. There are a number of reasons for this. For one 
t~in~, the eXIstence of such conduct shows that something other than 
~mdlCtiveness prompted the increase. Even more important, I submit, 
IS the fact that a sentence increase can only occur if the defendant 
himself performs certain acts. Thus the defendant has it within his 
power, by his own conduct, to prevent an increase. Any IIdilemma" as 
to greater punishment will be self-created and not the result of action 
by the, state. If a sentence increase can only occur if such conduct is 
establIshed, the defendant himself retains control over whether he will 
be more severely punished on retrial. 

Pearce, then, stands for the proposition that if the defendant has a 
righ~ to ~pp,eal to corr,ect a conviction based on error, due process 
forbIds lImIting that rIght by placing t~19 defendant in a dilE':'TIma as to 
whether or not to appeal because of the possibility of a higher sentence 
f~r ~e~sons over which,the defendant has no control. The possible 
vmdlchveness of the trIal court, reflected in an increased sentence to 
punish the def~nda,nt for having ~ppe~led, is but one way to put a price 
on a defendant s rIght to appeal In vlOlation of due process. It is not the 
whole problem. Any possibility of an increased sentence based on fac
t~rs over which the defendant has no control would pose a comparable 

\ d~lem~a for a defendant in deciding whether to appeal and a comparable 
vlOlatlOn of due process-even if-the increased sentence does not result 
from vindictiveness. 

Viewed in this light, the possibility of a jury increase in sentence 
7ep~esents ~ very great threat to defendant's right to appeal. While the 
J~ry s de?isI?n is probably not the result of vindictiveness, jury deci
SIon makmg m the area of sentencing is uncontrolled unpredictable 
and very often irrational. They are rarely presented with any evid~nce 
or sta~dards to guide the,ir determination. A defendant conSidering 
a~pealmg would have no Idea of what might motivate a jury to increase 
hIS ,sentence. HJs appeal would be at the risk that his sentence might 
be I~creased for reasons which he could not anticipate. There would be 
~othmg he could do to protec.t himself. If he is faced with the possibil
ItY,Of such an increase he will be faced with the very dilemma from 
WhICh Pearce sought to remove him. Thus, the broad purpose of 
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Pearce-to protect a defendant's right to appeal-requires that jury 
sentencing be placed within the Pearce standards so that a jury must 
base an increase in the defendant's punishment on identifiable conduct 
slnce the first sentenC'ing. 

2. Right To Jury 

A second major reason for not exempting jury sentencing from the 
requirements of Pearce is that to do so would deter the exercise of a 
defendant's right to 3. jury trial. The basic argument here arises out of 
the Sunreme Court's decision in United States v. Jackson.27 Since a 
defend'ant could only be executed under the Federal Kidnapping Act if he 
elected to have a jury trial, the Court held the death penalty provision 
of the Act unconstitutional. The Court observed that the statute had no 
procedure for imposing the death penalty on a defendant who waived a 
jury and reasoned that since a defendant's assertion of his right to a 
jury trial might cost him his life, the Act was unconstitutional in that it 
imposed "an imperm issible burden upon the exercise of a constitutional 
hght." The effect of only imposing death on those defendants who chose 
a jury trial was to "deter exercise of the Sixth Amendment right to 
demand a jury. " 

That same reasoning applies to the issue raised here. If a defend
ant's sente.nce can be increased on retrial at the uncontrolled whim of a 
jury but can only be increased for the limited, specific reasons spelled 
out in Pearce if imposed by a judge, a defendant will be very reluctant 
to choose a jury on retrial. In a death case, if the first jury found the 
defendant guilty but recommended mercy, and the sentence was a term I 
of imprisonm ent, the knowledge that the second jury (on. retrial) m ightl II 
not make such a recommendation would be very likely to lead a defend
ant to waive a jury at the second trial since the court, bound by limits 
of Pearce, could only increase the punishment based on conduct subse
quent to the first sentencing. In that case the defendant would have been 
deterred from choosing to hav·e his guilt determined by a jury by the 
grim prospect that the second jury might make the decision that death 
was in order. Such deterrence of the defendant's right to jury seems 
clearly proscribed by United States' v. Jackson. 

Can this same argument be used in the instance of a jury increase 
in noncapital cases? Jackson involved the death penalty and its threat 

27 390 U~S. 570 (1968). 
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to the defendant's right to jury. But Jacksonf's reasoning applies to pro
hibit any increase in punishment which can occur only if a defendant. 
exercises his right to a jury trial.30 While it is true that the possibil
ity of death would be far m ore likely to dislsuade a defendant from 
choosing a jury than the threat of an added term of years, the language 
of the opinion indicates that Jackson was no1c as concerned with the 
certainty that the prospects of increased punishment would deter the 
exercise of a defendant's right to jury as with the tendency of such 
prospects to have that effect. It would not distort Jackson to extend its 
reasoning to noncapital jury increase in senteneing and to hold that any 
such increase outside of the Pearce requirements tends to discourage 
a defendant from choosing a jury trial and is, therefore, unconstitu-
tional. I 

3. Individualization of Sentencing 

A third consideration militating against exempting jm:'y sentencing 
from the Pearce standards involves the principle of Williams v. New 
York 32 and the part it played in the Pearce opinion. In Williams, the 
Supreme Court placed its approval on the concept of individualizing the 
sentencing process. Such individualizing means that a sentence should 
only be imposed after the sentencing authority has obtained "the fullest. 
information possible concerning the defendant's life and character
istics." It involves a "careful study of the lives and personalities lt of 
convicted defendants. The punishment should be geared to "fit the of
fender and not merely the crime." It is clear that the court in Pearce 

, refused to place an absolute ban on sentence increase on retrial in 
order to retain as much individualization in sentencing after retrial as 
was acceptable under due prqcess. 

The freedom of a sentencing judge to consider the 
defendant's conduct subsequent to the first convic
tion in imposing a new sentence is not more than 
consonant with the principle, fully approved in 
Williams v. New York, supra, that a State may adopt 
the "prevalent modern philosophy of penology that 
the punishment should fit the offender and not merely 
the crime. " 

30United States v. Lewis, 300 F. Supp. 1171, 1174 (E.D. Fa. 1959). 

32337.U.S. 241 (1949). 
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The fact the Pearce Court did not accept complete individualization of 
sentencing on retrial resulted from an overriding concern to protect 
the defendant's right to appeal, which led the Court to limit sentencing 
increases to cases involving subsequent conduct on the .part of the 
defendant~ 

The significance of this for jury increase in sentencing lies in the 
fact that in the usual case of jury sentencing in the nonbifurcated trial 
procedure, the jury exercises its discretion while being virtually unin
formed about any of the factors that would permit it to individualize 
punishment. The rules of evidence greatly limit the admission of evi
dence of the type that would be useful in determining an appropriate 
sentence. Since this is so, there is absolutely no justification for per
mitting the jury to increase the sentence on retrial. The reason for 
giving the court the power to do so within certain limits arose from a 
recognitlon that the philosophy of individualization required the court to 
be given that option. But since the jury is unable to individualize sen
tencing because they lack the necessary information, the rationale of 
Pearce doeS not require them to have any power to increase a sentence. 
Thus the one reason that Pearce left a judge with some power to 
increase has no applicability to jury sentencing. This leads to the con
clusion that a jury should have no power to increase the sentence in a 
non-bifurcated trial, not that they should have unlimited power to do so, 
as urged by most of the decisions on this point since Pearce. 

C. An Absolute Ban On Jury Increase? 

Thus far the issue has been whether jury sentencing is controlled 
by PearCe. The three considerations just discussed all lead to the 
conclusion that it is. This would mean that a jury could increase a 
sentence on retrial if its decision were based on identifiable conduct 
occurring after the original sentencing and its reasons for doing so 
affirmatively appeared on the record. Realistically, however, there 
may be problem s with perm itting any increase in sentence by a jury 
in a non-bifurcated procedure even within the terms of Pearce. Even 
assuming that evidence of a defendant's conduct since the first trial 
were admissible in a trial where the jury was to decide defendant's 
guilt at the same time as his punishment-which would be very unlikely 
under the usual evidentiary standards-explaining to the jury how they 
were to use this information would also present problemso Could 
this be done without informing the jury of the fact that a prior trial also 
resulted in conviction? It would seem difficult to eX}Jlain the Signifi
cance of this conduct in relation to a particular point in time (the first 
sentence and conviction) without also informing them of what had 
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oc~urred a~ that point in time (that defendant was convicted). Yet to do 
t?lS WOUld. H~troduce an a~ditional factor or prejudice-the fact of the 
flrst CO~vIctlOn. Judge ~Ill~r's opinion in Pinkard v. Neil provides 
~ome guldance for ~he trml Judge attempting to deal with this problem 
m a state t~at provIdes for Jury sentencing in noncapital cases. How
e~er, I d?n. t s~e h.ow his suggestions are likely to work in practice 
WIt~OU~ glVmg the Jury at least two pieces of information that will 
prejUdICe ~hem on the question of guilt: the fact of the first conviction, 
~nd the eVldenc.e of the defendant's later conduct supposedly justifying 
mcrea.se under Pearce. 

The concerns expressed in my last paragraph lead to the conclusion 
tha; an absolut~ ba~ shou~d be placed on a jury's increaSing a defend
ant s sentence ll1 ~. non-b~urcated.trial as a matter of policy. Such a 
ban wou.ld b.e conslst~nt WIth the VIrtual unanimous criticism of jury 
sentencIng In ~oncapIt.al cases. 42 In capital cases such an absolute ban 
would b~ con.slstent WIth recent, although indirect, assaults on the death 
penalty In V:'ltherspoon v. Illinois43 and United States v. Jackson. 44 
Whe~e one Jury has already recommended mercy or failed to return a 
verdIct of death, the deep seated concern with the death penalty 
e~ressed so often by so :nany, should become paramount and, coupled 
wlth the p.roblems of ma.kIng a nonprejudicial presentation so as to 
comply WIth Pearce, crIes ou.t for a decision forbidding jury imposition 
of a death sentence at a second trial if it was not imposed at the first 
trial. 47 

42 See" e.g., ABA Project on Minimum Standards for CriminalJustice Stand-
ards Relatmg to Sentencing Alternatives and Procedures § 1.1 and com~en
tary, (1967): Jouras, On Modernizing Missouri's Criminal Punishment Proce
dure, 20D. Kan. CityL. Rev. ~99 (1952}j LaFont, Assessment of Punishment-A 
Judge or Ju~y Function?, 38 Texas L. Rev. 835 (1960); Note, statutory Structure 
for Se?tencmg Felon,S to, Pri~on, 60 Colum. L. Rev. 1134, 1154-57 (1960); Note, 
A ReVleW?f Sentencmg m M1SSOurij The Need for Re-evaluation and Changej 
11 st. Loms D.L.J. 69 (1966). Note, Jury Sentencing in Virginia 53 Va L Rev 
968 (1967). ' . .. . 

43 391 U.S. 510 (1968). 
44390 U.S. 570 (1968). 
47 It i,s ,not cl~ar whether the Pearce standards are even applicable to a judge

~a~e deCl,slOn to l.ncreas~ a sentence to death at a second, nonjury trial. Here 
. gam, thelr uneasmess wlth the death penalty might lead the Supreme Court to 
impose an absolute ban on this kind of sentence increase. 
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D. The Bifurcated Trial 

The issue of jury discretion to increase a sentence must be viewed 
differently when it occurs in the procedural setting of those states pro
viding for a separate jury trial on the issue of punishment, either 
capital or noncapital. The considerations concerning the defendant's 
right to appeal and right to a jury still argue against permitting any in
crease by the jury uncontrolled by Pearce. In the bifurcated trial, 
however, the opportunity to apply the Williams philosophy of individ
ualizing the sentence will be present. The jury can be given much of 
the evidence of his personal life. In the punishment part of the trial the 
evidence as to defendant's prior conviction and conduct subsequent 
thereto can be presented to the jury without prejudice to the defendant 
on the issue of guilt, which has already been resolved against him. Tr~:3 
places the jury in a position approximating that of the judge and there 
is no reason for not permitting the jury to increase a sentence based on 
identifiable conduct since the first trial. In other words, if the Pearce 
criteria are met, the jury in a second-stage punishment hearing should 
be permitted to increase a sentence after being properly instructed by 

the court. 
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n. Circum stances and Procedures in Which a Judge May 
Increase Punishment on Retrial I \ 

In the long run most of the major issues arising from Pearce will 11 
involve the circum stances and procedures in which a judge may in... Ii 
crease a defendant's sentence on retrial. Before turning to these ! I 
issues, however, a word or two is in order concerning Pearce's re- I! 
ception by the variouS courts in this country in the two years since its Ii 
appearance. Most of the courts that have thus far dealt with a "Pearce" 1 
issue appear to have applied the Pearce standards in letter and spirit.

50
! , 

Where these appellate courts have exam ined the record and found that \ 

50Burnes v. United States, 419 F. 2d 753 (D. C. Cir. 1969); United states v. 
Gross. 416F.2d1205 (8thCir. 1969), cert. denied, 90S. Ct. 1245(1970); 
United Stutes v. King, 415 F. 2d 737 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, 396 U. S. 974 
(1969); United States v. Wood, 413 F.2d437 (5th Cir.). cert. denied, 396U.S. 
924 (1969); stol1om v. Waillwright,235 So. 2d 545 (Fla. App. 1970); State v. 
Shuk~ 466 P.2d420 (Hawaii 1970)i People v. Smith, 44 Ill. 2d 272,255 N.E.2d 
450 (1970).' People v. Baze, 43 Ill. 2d 298, 253 N. E. 2d 392 (1969); State v. 
Pilcher, }. 71 N. W. 2d 251 (Iowa 1969). 
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the trial court did not state reasons fo . 
have either remanded for resentencin r .1l11~osing a higher sentence they 
the sentence to the length or ter g In ~I~~t of Pearce 51 or reduced 
ure to apply Pearce has occu md ~ of the Inihal sentence. 52 The fail-
. rre In cases raising 
Issues covered in this part of the article. one or more of the 

A. What Conduct. Is "Conduct" Within the 
Meamng of Pearce? 

Pearce states that an increas t b duct on the part of the defendant emus. e based on ."identifiable con-
sentencing proceeding" The C o~currI?g after the hme of the original 
meant by "conduct" add so cre~tU~ pro~Ided no indication of what they 
plague the lower courts. e one Issue that has already begun to 

One way in which this has . . . 
fendant or the crim e that was u~ISe?~ ~l that mformation about the de-
tencing com es to the attrmtion of t~aI a e or unkn~wn at the first sen
~entencing. As will be demonstrate~ court at the hme of second 
mformation as providing the basis fdr ~~arce does not contemplate such 
courts who have not interpreted Pearce' ~~~ease. However, there are 
?r appear to have permitted a sent I? IS way and hav~ permitted, 
mformation. In People v. B~rnett· ~ce Increase based on Just such 
reasoned that because the defenda ef t i~~ ~upre~e Court of Illinois 
second trial, but had not done so: es . e on h1.S own behalf at the 
better pOSition to jud e his com . t.the, flrst, t~e Jurors were in a 

. mation about the cru!e justifieli~cIt.Y In the crIme and this new infor
second trial. A Michi an cou t . e mcreased penalty (death) at the 
tence where the first ~onvicti~n of appeals ?pheld an increase in sen
followed a trial, stating that the ~::a~y frUIty plea and the. second 
opportunity to heal all details" and "to a borded the s.econd Judge "m ore o serve and Judge" the defendant 

51 Barnes v. United States 419 F 2d 753 . v. Gross, 416 F. 2d 1205 (8th Cir 1969) t(Dd C,. Clr. 1969); United States 
United States v. King 415 F 2d 7'37 (6tl ,c~er. emed, 90 S. Ct. 1245 (1970); 
(1969); United States ~ Wood 4 1 11'.), cert. denied, 396 U. S. 974 
924 (1969); People v. Smith 44 n~3 ~ci ~~i3~~5th Cir.), cert. denied, 396 U. S. 
Baze

52

43 m. 28 298. 253 N. E. 2d' 392 (1969). 5 N. E. 2d 450 (1970); People v. 

Stonom v. Wainwright 235'~ 2d 54 466 P. 2d 400 (Hawaii 1970)' State .:lo·P'1 h 5 (Fla. App. 1970); State v. Shak, 54 ,V. 1 C er, 171 N. W. 2d 251 (Iowa 1969) 

258 N. E. 2d 793 (Ill. 1970). ' 
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than did the guility plea procedure. The Tenth Circuit upheld a sen-
tence increase after a trial before the judge who had sentenced the. 
defendant fOll~ing an earlier guilty plea, on the grounds that the trlal 
produced evidence of the defendant's brutal nature ~hat had ~ot been 56 
revealed in the presentence report in connection wlth the ?UIlty plea. 
The appellate court felt the judge's statement of this as hm reason for 
the increase meant that the increase was proper under Pearce's stand-

ards. 

The courts have misread Pearce. To begin :Vith, the language of 
the opinion excludes such information as the basIs for ~n increase: 
Any increase must be based on "conductll that occurs after the tune, 
of the original" sentence. New facts about the crime or the ~efendant s 
complicity in it all refer to conduct that occurred before the mit~al sen
tencing. This would also be true of the case wh?re th~ second trIal or 
sentencing produced evidence, unknown at the flXS~ trIal, that. defenda?t 
had been convicted of other offenses prior to the fust sentencIng. WhIle 
this knowledge would usually be relevant in fixing defe~dant' s sentence, 
after Pearce it may not be used to justify an increase In t?e sentence. 
because these convictions had all taken place before the flrS~ ~entencmg. 
As to evidence of defendant's brutal nature, there is the addltlona~ con
sideration that this is not really "conduct" at all, no matter when It 

occut'red. 

A problem arises here, however, because the opinion of ~he ?ourt 
written by Justice Stewart is actually the opinion of only four Justices. 
While the federal and state courts dealing with "Pearce" issue.s h.ave 
not emphasized this fact and have treated that opinio~ as.a m~J~r:ty 
o lnion on this issue Justice White, one of the four Justices Jommg . tl:e co~rtl s opinion, stated that in his v~ew a. sentence increase ,ShOUld 
be authorized I!bas~d on any objective, Identifiable factual data not 

551'eople v Payne 18 Mich. App. 42170 N.W.2d523 (19G9). The brief major
ltv opinion mad~ n~~ me;ltion of Pearce. It was decide~ two days :uter pearced tHld re1eased for publication on Spet. 26, 196~. The dlssent, hov-ever, quote 
(,~~t(1nsively from Pearce and found it controllmg. 

5(}Unlted States v. Kienlen, 415 F. 2d 557 (10th Cir. 1969). The cour~ls 
opinion quotes onlY that portion of Pearce pertaining to the trIal court bem~ 
requIred to state its reasons before increasing a senten;e. The ,effect of thIS 
Si~glO quole. is to create the nliSlea~lil1g an~ inaccu,ra;e lI~~ressl~n that pe~rc~t. 
upl)olds an incretl'se so long as the Judge gIves some .1J.egltlmate reasons. or 
II cal;ce does not sO hold. The trial court must state lts r~asons but these 
rcnS(\n~ must be bnsed on "conducttl occurring after the first sentence. 
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knOW~~o the trial judge at the time of the original sentencing proceed-
ing." ThiS, of course, would support the reasoning and result in the 
cases just discussed. Justice White, however, joined in the remainder 
of the Court's opinion and since the rationale of that opinion as I will 
show in the following paragraphs, is at odds with his views ~n this 
particular issue, I urge that his modification of the Court's criteria 
should not be accepted. 

Pearce's broad rationale stands against the use of information con
cerning conduct occurring before the first conviction as a basis for in
crease. Pearce intended to protect defendant's right to appeal. It 
intended to free him from fear of appealing for fear of receiving a' high
er sentence on retrial as punishment for having appealed. To accom
plish this it removed any factors or information from sentencing 
consideration (at least as to sentencing increases) which were known or 
knowa.IJle at the time of the first trial. Put another way, Pearce places 
a ceilmg on the sentence as to factors or considerations in existence at 
the time of the first sentence, even if the court, for one reason or 
other, did not consider those factors in imposing that first sentence. 
Had Pearce not placed such a limit on the factors properly to be con
Sidered in sentence increase, any trial judge worth his salt would be 
able to point to factors coming to hi~ attention for the first time at the 
second sentencing as a reason for tbe increase, especially when he was 
not the judge who imposed the earlier sentence. In that situtation de
fendant would be placed right back in the dilemma from which Pearce 
sought to remove him. 

,,' 

The preceding argument should be coupled with tht~ anaJysis of 
i Pearce set out in Part I that the basis for any increase must involve 
I conduct whose occurrence the defendant has the ability to control a.fter 

he decides to appeal. A defendant would have no control over whether 
new information about the crime, the defendant's involvement in the 
crime, or his background might corne to the court's attention at the 
time of the second trial. Thus such information cannot form the basis 

57 The Supreme Court's per curiam opinion in Moon v. Maryland, 398 U. S. 
319 (1970), should be noted in connection with Justice White's language in 
p e.a~ce. The opinion, in dismiSSing a writ as improvidently granted in a case 
raIsmg the question of Pearce1s retroactivity, quoted the language of Pearce 
permitting an increase only on the basis of defendant's conduct a.fter the first 
sentence and said this was the holding of Pearce. JustIce White did not indicate 
his personal disagreement with that per curiam opinion, even though several 
other justices did so indicate. 
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for a sentence increase under the analysis of Pearce suggested by this 
article. 

At least one court has recognized that this result, if not this rea
soning is required by Pearce. The Supreme Court of illinois vacated a 
senten~e where the increase resulted from a consideration ?f. evidence 
of the defendant's prior convictions (not pursuant to a recidIvIst statute) 
and use the following language in so doing: 

Applying the Pea·Fce rule to this case i~ ~ould appear 
that evidence of defendant's prior convlCtIons prompted 
the court on retrial, to increase the sentence. That 
evidence 'was known at the time of the original sen
tencing, since the court docket recites that .on defend
ant's original sentence evidence was heard In regard 
to aggravation and mitigation. However, regardless of 
whether such convictions were initially known, or 
whether they carne to light on retrial when the ~o~rt 
heard only evidence in aggravation, those convlCtIOns 
involved conduct of defendant occurring prior to the 
original sentencing. Such conduct could not be. the 
basis for imposin~ a heavier sentence on retrIal under 
the Pearce rule. 6 

In United States v. Gross,61 the Eighth Circuit vacated a? increased 
sentence where -the trial court had the benefit of informatIOn frl.:m. a 
second trial as well as additional presentence reports: ~ut t.he .. r~al . 
judge had not stated his reasons for the increase and It IS thIS omISSIOn 
which may have prompted the sentence vacation and not the fact t?at 
such information was not the proper basis for an increase under Pearce. 
However, the court also limited the new sentence to that imposed at the 
first trial. 

This limit on the kind of conduct to which Pearce refers m:;l.y be 
expressed in a slightly different fashion by saying "con.duc~" does no~ 
include any conduct on the part of the defendant occurr.l~g m cOnnfj~tIOn 
with his second trial. Thus the fact that defendant test1lled at the &e.cond 
trial and not at the first, that he made certain remarks as ~art of hIS 
allocution right, that his testimony was such as to lead the Judge to 

60people v. Baze, 253 N.E.2d 392, 395 (Ill. 1969) 

61416 F. 2d 1205 (8th Cir. 1969). 
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believe he :va~ lYing~ 62 or that new evidence of the crime or his in
volv~ment ~n It was ~ntroduced at the second trial does not provide a 
proper basIs for an Increase. If a defendant is to be given a right to 
appeal a~d that right t~ be protected, the possible result of his exercise 
of that rlg~t~a new trlal-should also be protected. He should be able 
to defend hlrnse.lf. at ~hat t~ial and participate in it without fear that his 
defense or partIClpatIOn wIll result in increased punishment. 

A num?er of Courts who had considered this issue in terms of due 
process prIOr to Pearce reached conflicting results on the question of 
what fac.tors should justify an increased sentence on retrial. In one of 
th~ ear.best cases to do so, Marano v. United States, 63 the First Cir",. 
cUlt reJected the appearance of additional testimony at the second trial 
as reason for increaSing a defendant's sentence. They felt there should 
be ':repose" as to the "severity of the court's view" of the appropriate 
pU~lshment. On the other hand, in United States v. Coke

t 
64 Judge 

Frlen~ly ~rote t.hat at least in terms of due process, several factors 
could Justify an mcreased sentence: 

Another [reason for higher sentence] is where the 
new trial reveals the crime to have been more dastardly 
or the defendant to have played a much larger role 
than was first su:pposed. This may OCCur for a variety 
of reasons. One IS where the first conviction was on a 
plea of guilty ..• and the judge may have had only a 
bare outline of the offense. Another instance would be 
where the defendant takes the stand at the second trial 
and produces an impression as to guilt contrary to that 
intended. A third is where evidence previously unavail
able to the prosecution shows that the defendant instead 
of being a minor cog was the mastermind· a judge might 
well be disinclined to allow such a defend~nt to escape 
with a sentence lower than that given to others who were 
simply his tools. Instances such as these suffice to 
dem onstrate that:1 despite contrary ipse dixits, the state 
may have an important interest in the imposition of a 

62 
See United States v. Sanders, 272 F. SUpPa 245 (E. D. Cal. 1967), as a 

pre-Pearce example of this factor. 
63 

374 F.2d 583 (1st Cir. 1967). 
64 

404 F.2d 836 (2d Cir. 1968). 
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sentence that appears juSt in light of the latest and 
best information. 

Although Judge Friendly has set out some of the strongest factors that 
could legitimately be used to justny an increase under due process, I 
think Pearce has rejected them as a basis for an increase and has re
jected Judge Friendly's reason for so using them. Judge Friendly 
balanced the interest of the defendant in being able to appeal an errone
ous conviction and obtain a new trial against the state's interest in 
obtaining as accurate a sentence as possible. ?earce rejects such a 
balancing attempt. It tips the scales in favor of the criminal defendant 
on this issue. It holds that the state's interest in obtaining the highest 
punishment appropriate to this defendant and this case must be vindi
cated at the time of the first sentencing. If for some reason-and Judge 
Friendly has set out several possible reasons-the state's interest is 
not fully protected because the facts as to sentencing were in existence 
but not considered by the first sentencing authority, those facts may not 
be used to increase the sentence, however great may be the state's 
interest in such an increase. 

Moreover, Judge Friendly's discussion of due process is pure dic
tum in view of the subsequent disposition of the Coke case. The judg
ment as to the defendant was reversed with directions to reduce his 
sentence to that imposed after his prior conviction. While the federal 
Constitution was not found to have imposed many limits on higher sen
tences, Judge Friendly's opinion, an en banc decision of the Second 
Circuit, laid down limitations on sentence increases on retrial under 
the court's supervisory power as a federal appellate court. Coke held 
that a sentence increase is permissible only in light of a defendant's 
"conduct since sentence was initially passed, " thus anticipating the 
language of Pearce by several months: 

We regard it as much more doubtful whether a 
heavier sentence is justnied simply because, as here, 
the second judge went to more pains in investigating 
defendant's general behavior prior to the initial sen
tence than did the first. The Government could have 
asked Judge Dawson to defer Coke's sentence after the 
first conviction pending preparation of a pre-sentence 
report and this could have developed the additional 
facts of questionable signif.icance on any view, that led 
Judge Cooper to increase the sentence. In these situ
ations the important interest that appeals not to be 
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deterred outweighs the Government's rather slight 
interest in an increased sentence because of facts 
that were or could have been brought before the first 
judge. The considerations apply a fortiori when the 
highest sentence Simply reflects a different philos
ophy on the part of the second judge. 

However, they stated that "new testimony at the second trial" was a 
fa~tor justifying an .increase. For the reasons previously discussed, I 
thmk Pearce has e11m inated that factor as a justification for increase 
~s well as. the factor of a m ore careful investigation by the second ' 
Judge, WhICh the Coke opinion also rejects as a basis for an increase. 

. .Having exp~ored what is not "conduct" justifying a sentence increase 
withm the meamng of Pearce t what kind of conduct will permit a higher 
senten~e ? There has been little consideration of this question to date. 
In m.y Judgment. Pearce means conduct amounting to criminal conduct: 
co~tmuous dealmgs in narcotics; assaults on a prison or a fellow 
prIsoner; esca?e. from prison; repetition of the activities form ing the 
basis of the ongmal charge; or conviction of another crime. A finding 
of probable cause that a defendant's conduct amounts to criminal con
duct should be sufficient without actually deciding his guilt in that 
regard. 

The~e ~re sev?ral reasons for suppOSing that only conduct amount-
ing to crunlnal activity can be used as the basis for a sentence in
'crease. First, while Pearce refused to place an absolute ban on 
sentence increase, the tenor and spirit of the opinion is opposed to 
such increases except in a very limited number of instances. The 
~re.sumption of vindictive intent which Pearce attaches to any increase 
lI~dlCates a strong reluctance to permit higher punishment on retrial. 
LImiting conduct to "criminal conduct" would provide appropriately 
narrow boundaries within which increases may occur and so would 
accord with this spirit of Pearce. Second, criminal conduct and very 
little other kind of conduct, strongly indicates that the first 'sentence 
was not of sufficient severity in terms of its deterrent effect. In terms 
of sente?cing philosophy, this is a sound reason for permitting an in
crease In the defendant's punishment. Thirdly, criminal conduct 
clearly lies within the defendant's capacity to control and this in 
keeping within the idea expressed in this article, would mean that the 
power to protect himself against a sentence increase lies within the 
defendant's Own hands. 
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One court thai: considered this question found that the defendant's 
conduct in absenting himself from his later trial (he was missing for a 
year) was the kind of conduct justifying an increase under Pearce's 
language. 69 frhey reasoned that: 

The identifiable conduct of the defendant occurring 
after the first sentence identifies him as somewhat 
contemptuous or at least disrespectful of the courts 
and judicial process and the one year lapse of time 
perhaps characterizes him as a fugitive from justice. 
This, in our judgment, is identifiable conduct on the 
part of the defendant occurring after the original sen
tence which bears directly on the probability of 
rehabilitation by a short sentence. 

This is a proper analysis of Pearce both as to the kind of conduct justi
fying an increase and the reason why tt justifies the increase-that is, 
what that conduct indicates about the need for a longer sentence for 
rehabilitative purposes. 

An issue as to the meaning of lIconduct" that is certain to arise will 
involve the occurrence of events in the defendant's personal life since 
the first sentence. If a defendant has been free on bail he may have in
curred marital or employment difficulties. He may have incurred large 
debts which he is unable to pay. In my opinion such conduct (if it can be 
called that) is not !I conduct" as used by Pearce. It is not indicative of 
the lack of deterrent effect of the first sentence. It is not clearly con
trollable by the defendant alone. 

Another problem may involve personality changes in a defendant 
since the first sentencing. Psychiatric or psychological studies may 
show a defendant to have "regressed" since the first trial. ASide from 
the fact that such changes do not fit within the conSiderations just dis
cussed, personality changes or developments hardly fit the usual 
meaning of the term "conduct. !I They should not be used to permit 
a trial court to increase a sentence on retrial. 

B. Prosecutorial Vindictiveness 

Pearce involved defendants who were retried on the same charges 
at the second trial as ~he first and who were then given a greater sen
tence on those charges. Suppose, however, that at the second trial the 
charge aga..inst defendant was changed in some way or other. This might 
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. 
occur in one of at least three ways: (a) The defendant would be charged 
with a new crime, carrying a higher penalty, for the same act or con
duct giving rise to the first charge; (b) additional charges, arising out 
of the same act or conduct, could be added to the indictment or infor
mation;73 or, (c) after defendant's appeal and the reversal of his first 
conviction the defendant could be charged under a recidivist statute in a 
case where that charge could have been, but was not, raised at the first 
trial. All of these involve the prosecutor's having exercised his dis
cretion to inv'oke charges against the defendant which had not been 
raised in connection with the first trial. If sentence was imposed in 
any of these situations in accordance with newly raised charges" the 
defendant's sentence could be increased beyond what he received for 
his first conviction. Does Pearce prohibit an increase in these situa
tions unless the other requirements of that opinion are mAt? 

These Situations differ from that in Pearce in that the increased 
sentence results from the actions of the prosecutor in bringing the new 
charge and not directly and solely from the judgets sentencing deciSion 
(althou~h the judge must obviously impose the new sentence in any of 
these instances). In my judgment Pearce is applicable to these cases 
and it prohibits any increase in a defendant's sentence except within its 
requirements. Pearce should be read to apply to any action by the gov
ernm\7nt, not just to that of the trial judge. In terms of vindictiveness 
toward the defendant as a motivating factor in increasing his sentence~ 
if Pearce was willing to impose rigid reqrr,trements to protect a defend
ant against the poSsibility of judicial vindictiveness, the Court would 
certainly be likely to do ac; much to prevent the defendant from suffering 
at the hands of prosecutorial vindictiveness brought about by his suc
cessful appeal. The chance that such vindictiveness might have moti
vated the prosecutor's action seems considerably greater than that it 
might have motivated th.a judge's sentence increase on his own since 
the prosecutor's role is an adversarial one by definition. 

A more important consideration, however, is the effect that the 
possibility of such an inerease would have on a defendant's right to 
appeal-a consideration which, as indicated earlier, is a vital part of 

73Situation (a) and (b) should, of course, be distinguished from the case 
where the first 'jury convicted defendant of a lesser included offense even though 
they had a chance to convict him of the greater offense. The principles of double 
jeopardy prevent retrial for the greater crime. Green v. United States, 355 U. S. 
184 (1957). In situation (a) and (b) the jury was not given the opportunity to 
convict defendant of the new charge at the first trial. 
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Pearce's rationale. The argument need not be repeated here in full. The 
possibility of an increase in punishment because the prosecutor may de~ 
cide to add fo the previous charge or to charge a different crime after 
having decided not to do so before the defendant appealed is a possibility 
that will surely limit a defendant's right of appeal 'for reasons over· 
which he has no control and place him in a dilemma very much like the 
one from \X7hich Pearce rescued him. 

This problem was raised in Sefcher.k v. Brewer75 where a federal 
district court was presented with a writ of habeas corpus by a state 
prisoner who had been con:victed on a guilty plea of altering a false 
check under Iowa Code Section 713.3 and sentenced to seven years. 
That conviction was set aside but a new information charged the defend
ant with altering a forged instrument in violation of Iowa Code Section 
718.2. The new charge was based on the same check and conduct as the 
first charge. The jury trial resulted in a conviction and ten year sen
tence. The federal district court voided the second conviction and 
ordered defendant released to be retried under Section 713.3. After 
recognizing the difference between the case before it and the Pearce 
situation, the court concluded th;:tt difference to be of "little impor
tam.~e. " After quoting the language in Pearce in which the Supreme Court 
expressed its concern with protecting a defendant's exercise of his 
right to appeal, the court stated: 

This same principle must apply to aU state officials, 
including the county attorney. Fear that the county at
torney may vindictively increase the charge wQuld act 
to unconstitutionally deter the exercise of the right of 
appeal or collateral attack as effectively as fear of a 
vindictive increase in sentence by the court. The re
spondent argues, however, that the. same act can 
supply evidence for conviction of more than one crime, 
and that the countv attorney has discretion as to which 

,I . ... 

of several charges will be presented. The Court 
agrees with the'le general statements, and nothing in 
this order should be construed to Urn it the discretion 
of a prosecutor, prior to trial, as to what charge or 
charges will be presented. However, once, as here, 
a conviction has been obtained, even though it may 
later be voided on appeal or collateral attack, the. 

75301 F. Supp. 793 (D. Iowa 1969). 
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language and holding of Pearce lead to the inescap
able conclusion that the charge may not be increased 
so as to subject the defendant to greater punishment, 
unless there is some legally justified, compelling 
reason for so doing. It is equally unfair to use the 
great power to the county attorney to determine what 
charge a defendant will face to place a dlefendant in 
the dilemma of making an unfree choice as to whether 
to ~;1.ppeal or to make a collateral attack. As in Pearce . . , 
"thE: fact remains that ne.ither at the timH [the in-
creased charge was filed], nor at any sta~e in this 
habeas corpus proceeding, has the State offered any 
reason or justification for that [increased charge] 
beyond the naked power to impose it. " 

The court noted that under Iowa'S -indeterminate sentence law the trial 
judge had no choice of whether to increase the sentence. Once a prison 
term was required, the judge could impose only thle statutory maximum 
which was ten years under section 718.2. The point of this is that in ' 
such a jurisdiction it is clearly the prosecutor's deCiSion, not that of 
the judge, that raises the Pearce problem. 

A comparable issue arising in connection with H. prosecutor's deci
sion to invc..Ke a state's habitual Offender or recidivist statute after a 
defendant's successful appeal can be antiCipated. EVen though a major
fty of these statutes require a prosecutor to invoke them where appli
cable, they are usually used in orily a small percentatge of the cases to 
which they might apply. Thus a prosecutor may not have invoked a 
recidivist statute in ~onnection with a conviction-especially if it was 
based on a guilty plea-but may decide to do so after thl.t conviction 
tlas been reversed. The time limits on the use of these statutes are 
normally such as to not prohibit their use at the time of retrial. 

While no court has dealt with this problem since Pearce, a 1968 
Kansas deciSion, State v. Young,~1 is illustrative of the problem. 
Defendant was convicted of robbery in the first degree and sentenced to 
not less than ten nor more than 21 years. This was set aSide and a 
new trial ordered. He was retried on the same charge but prior to the 
new trial the state invoked the Kansas Habitual Criminal Act and after 
the second conviction he was sentenced to not less than 20 nor more 

81 
200 Kan. 21, 434 P. 2d 820 (1968). 
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than 42 years) the penalty under the Habitual Crim inal Act leading to 
the increase. This was affirmed by the Kansas Supreme Court in the 
face of defendant's argument, anticipating Pearce in effect, that he had 
been denied due process as a result of the increase. 

The interesting thing about the opinion is its suggestion that li the 
!County attorney acted willfully and in bad faith in invoking the recidivist 
statute, the court might not permit its use. However, they placed the 
burden of establishing that he had so acted on the defendant, who failed 
to meet the burden in Young. Pearce rejected the idea of placing on the 
defendant the burden of showing that the court acted vindictively in im
posing a higher sentence. Because of the possibility of such vindictive
ness, Pearce treats any increase as if it were based on vindictiveness 
unless the court fives its reasons for an increase, which reasons are 
limited to certain conduct. Pearce, then, undercuts the approach of the 
Kansas court. IfPea:r~ applies to a prosecutor's acts of discretion (as 
I have argued that it does), then a sentence increase cannot stand unless 
the prosecutor shows he exercised his discretion because of defendant's 
conduct since the first sentence. The burden would no longer be on de
fendant to show bad faith in invoking the recidivist statute-a very dlifi
cult burden to meet. The burden would be on the prosecutor to justliy 
his action in terms of Pearce. 83 

C. Pearce and Its Effect in other Procedural Settipgs 

1. Trials de Novo on Appeal from Inferior Tribunals 

A "Pearce" issue that has received considerable attention from the 
courts involves a defendant who has been convicted of a relatively minor 
offense in an inferior state court, such as a traffic, county, or justice 
of the peace court, and then t.akes an appeal of right to a superior 
court where he receives a trial de novo, is convicted and given a higher 
sentence than that imposed by the inferior tribunal. 85 A majority of :L 

1 

830ne problem with this argument is that most recidivist statutes are noti 
worded so as to give the prosecutor any discretion in their use. * * * 1 

But where the practice has been 'for the prosecutor to exercise discretion, l 
for purposes !:)f Pearce the situation should be treated as if he had been given l I 
discretion by the statute. ~ 

85 lIt 
Lemieux v. Robbins, 41'.1: F. 2d 353 (1st Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 90 S. ot. .; 

1247 (1970); Torrance v. Henry, 304 F. Supp. 725 (E. D. N. O. 1969); Cherry v. I ~ ;; 
State, 9 Md. App. 416, 264 A.2d 887 (1970); People v. Olary, 382 Mich. 559, l 
170 N. W. 2d 842 (1969); State v. Spencer, 276 N. C. 535, 173 S. E. 2d 765 (1970); I 
State v. Sparrow, 276 N.C. 499, 173 S.E.2d 897 (1970); Evans V. City of Rich- f 

m:md, 210 Va. 403, 171 S. E. 2d 247 (1969). ~ 
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i~es,e courtsdhave concluded that Pearce does not apply and have upheld 
I e Increase se~tence received in the course of such a procedure. 
rhe co~rts refusmg to apply Pearce have .engaged in a more extended 
analYSIS of the problem than have their Pearce-applying counter arts 
In essence they hav.e pointed to the following distinctions as the iey • 
considerations in refusing to apply Pearce: 

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

The ~creased sen~eilce was imposed by a dliferent court 
than lmposed the flrst sentence; in Pearce the increased 
sentence was imposed by the same court. 

\ 

T~e seconu :~'Ull trial (de novo) is awarded as of right 
WIthout regard to whether error was comm itted in the 
course, of the first trial; Pearce involved a new trial 
necessItated by error in the earlier conviction. 

!he first sentence is usually imposed by a "judge" who 
IS not legally trained. 

While there are othe7 distinctions, these appear to be the most signlii
c~nt and the ones WhICh have thus far been the most influenUal. 

The signjficance of the first distinction is not entirely clear. Pre
~um ably the f~ct that the increase is imposed by a different court than 
Imposed the fIrst sentence indicates the improbability that the i c 

\ resulted from vindictiveness. Si:p.ce the court imposing the new n ;.e~se 
s.entence was not the one who imposed the first sentence, it wO{lld rge eu~_ 
likel~ t? fee~ t,he need to punish the defendant for having set aside the 
conv,1Chon glvIng, rise to the first sentence. However, as indicated 
earlIer, Pearce IS concerned with more than judicial vindictiveness 
and ~he absence or unlikelihood of such vindictiveness does not con
clusIvelyestablish Pearce's inapplicability. Pearce's broader con
cern-t~ 1?rotect a defendant's right to appeal-may still require its 
applica~Ihty to any procedure where the state has provided the defend
ant a rIght to appeal, as is clearly the case in this setting. 

The ~econd distinction is a more Significant one; one that ties into 
the questlOn of Pearce's applicability to appellate review of sentencing, 

86 . Of the cases In the preceding footnote, Lemieux, Olary, Spencer, Spar-
row, and Evans have refused to apply Pe~rce to the case before them. Torrance 
and Cherry found Pearce applicable. 
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to be discussed in the next section. The trial de novo on appeal from 
an inferior tribunal is of right. The appeal may be taken and a full 
new trial granted without regard to whether or not there was error in 
the first trial. Does Pearce only apply to an appellate process designed 
to correct trial errors leading to the first conviction? The argument 
for an affirmative answer is best set out through the language of three 
decisions on this issue. 

In Pearce the defendant was given a new trial 
on his appeal from an incorrect ruling which was 
adverse to him. The court's error necessitated the 
appeal. Under those facts the imposition of addi
tional punishment would in effect have penalized him 
for asking the court to correct its error. 

Nor, unlike the situation in Pearce, need he 
demonstrate error, constitutional or other, in a 
first trial to secure a second trial, which very 
proof of error gives the state the opportunity to In
c:r:ease the punishment. 

There [Pearce] it could be said that if defend
ant had been properly tried the first time and con
victed, his sentence undoubtedly would have been 
the same as was imposed pn him and that, therefore, 
with errors and violations of his constitutional rights 
having occurred which contributed to his first convic
tion, the harsher second sentence would amount to 
penalizing him for appealing and seeking a fair and 
valid trial. That this could give rise to a question 
of whether defendant had been accorded due process 
is evident. Here, under Michigan procedure then in 
effect, no such thing has happened. Defendant was 
convicted in justice court, took an appeal as of right 
to c.ircuit court in which the question of possible 
errO'rs in the first trial is not considered, but a trial 
de novo, without regard to the first, is accorded 
defendant. 

The concept -of due process is concerned with a defendant being 
able to achieve one fair and valid trial before conviction. Pearce's 
standards are based on that constitutional concept. They were 
designed to keep a. state from preventing a defendant from obtaining 
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one fair trial by the tactic of plaCing him in a dilemma as to whether 
or not heshould appeal because he might receive a higher sentence. 
Pearce first holds that it would violate due process to prevent the 
defendant from setting aside a conviction based on constitutional 
error. The Court then says: 

But even if the first conviction has been set aside 
for non-constitutional error, the imposition of a 
penalty upon the defendant for having successfully 
pursued a statutory right of appeal or collateral 
remedy would be no less a violation of due process 
of law. 

The language in ~earce about defendant's right to appeal and the 
need to protect it stems from the need to secure an error-free trial. 
In discussing its concern with vindictiveness the Court said: "Due 
Process of law. . . requires that vindictiveness against a defendant 
for having successfully attacked his first conviction must play no part 
in the sentence he receives after a new trial. It 

In a trial de novo after appeal from an inferior tribunal of right 
the defendant does not get a new trial because of error, constitutional 
or otherwise, in the first trial. His new trial is not the result .of 
flhaving successfully attacked his first conviction. " He gets the new 
trial in the superior level court of right without having to attack the 
Hrst conviction at all. To read Pearce as applying to any process 
giving the defendant a right to appeal is to read it toO' broadly. It is 
true that any potential increase in sentence puts a defendant in the 
dilemma described earlier in this article-but. that dilemma was un
constitutional only because it might have prevented defendant from 
seeking correction of an error-based conviction. If the appeal and 
retrial are unrelated to the correction of error, Pearce is inappli
cable. 

There are several reasons:, however, why this distinction should 
not lead to the conclusion that Pearce is inapplicable here. First of 
all, one must decide the purpose of giving the defendant an appeal of 
right from an inferior court and a completely new trial at the next 
eourt level. Do statutes establishing this right do so because a trial 
before a nonlawyer is an inherently unfair trial and the state has prQ
v'ided the appeal and de novo trial to protect the defendant against con
viction in an inherently unfair setting? If that can be established as 
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the purpose of this procedure, we are then talking abou~ a.n appellate 
process designed to prevent an erroneously based convIctIon. The 
"error" is built into the trial process when that process is not gov
erned by a judge trained in law. If this is so, the rationale of Pearce 
r.equires that the defendant's right to appeal from an inferior court 
conviction be protected once granted and that it not be limited by the 
prospect of an increased sentence. 

Moreover, what of the defendant who claims his first conviction 
in the inferior tribunal resulted from error in the usual sense of that 
term? The appeal of right and trial de novo will be the only means 
open to him for correction of the error, even though he can obtain 
this new trial without the necessity of demonstrating error to an 
appellate court. Yet his appeal may actually be based on a claim of 
error. 

Reaching a conclusion on this issue requires consideration of the 
third distinction between Pearce's facts and this procedure: the author
ity imposing the first sentence was not legally trained. Pearce is con
cerned in part with individualization of sentencing, which concept 
recognizes that'the state as well as the defendant has an interest in . 
sentencing. Where the first sentence was imposed by a nonlawyer, 
who may be the judge in the inferior courts, his lack of legal training 
probably prevents his having a "deep understanding with respect to 
proper punishment. " Moreover, it is very unlikely that the inferior 
court imposing the first sentence was provided with much information , 
about defendant's background by way of probation or presentence report. 
These would at least be available in the superior court, even if they 
might not be used in small cases. As will be seen in my subsequent 
discussion of Pearce and the guilty plea procedure, it would be an 
overstatement to say that Pearce requires one fully individualized 
sentencing determi~tion before its prohibitions on sentence increase 
take effect. However, since the presence of a legally trained jurist at 
the first sentencing is such an essential factor in obtaining a sentence 
determination that is fair to the state as well as the defendant, the 
absence of this factor certainly is a strong argument for permitting 
the superior court to increase the sentence without regard to Pearce. 

Despite the significant distinctions between this p~ocedu~e and 
that involved in Pearce, I would conclude that Pearce IS applIcable to 
any sentence increase after conviction in the superior court. Th~ 
second distinction has been too easily made and accepted. The first 
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conviction may have been erroneous either because of the judge's laek 
of legal background or because of error in the usual sense. As to the . 
third distinction, while Pearce is concerned, in part, that a sentence 
.be individualized to ~eflect the interest of the state, that is not its 
primary con~ern or els.e the Court would have permitted a sentence 
increase where the' first sentence was based on a plea 'of guilty-a 
clear instance, in many cases, where the defendant did not receive ':1 

the maximum sentence he deserved if the state's interest had been 
fully considered. Moreover, ji the Court had been primarily concerned 
with individualizing sentences, it would not have placed any limits at 
all on sentence increase after retrial. Pearce's broad rationale-to 
protect a defendant's right of appeal in order to insure him one error
free trial-should be controlling here and prohibit a sentence increase 
by the superior court except within the terms of Pearce. 

2. Appellate Review of Sentencing 

Sixteen states have established a statutory procedure for an ap
pellate review of the sentence. 97 Six of these' states clearly permit 
that review'to result in an increased sentence. 98 Does Pearce pro
hibit an increase in this procedural setting? The issue might again 
be framed in terms of whether PearcE!. is applicable to any appellate 
right which the state gives a defendant or whether it only applies to 

. 
97 Alaska Stat. § 12.55.120 (Supp. 1969); Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ailll. § 13-1717 

(1956); Cal. Penal Code § 1237 (West 1970); Conn. Gen. Stat. Rev. § § 51-194, 
51-195, 51-196 (Supp. 1970); Fla. Stat. Ann.§ 932.52 (Suop. 1969); Ill. Rev. 
Stat. ch. 38, § 121-9 (Smith Hurd 1964); rowa Code Ann. § 793.18 (1966); Ky. 
R. Crim. P. 11. 42; Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit, 15 § § 2141-44 (Supp. 1970); Md. 
Ann. Code art. 26,§§ 132-38 (1966); Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch 278,§§ 28A{}D 
(Supp. 1969); Mont. Rev. Codes Ailll. § § 95-2211, 99-2501 to 99-2504 (1969); 
Neb.' Rev. Stat. § 29-2508 (1964); N. Y. Code Crim. Proc.§§ 513,764 (McKinney 
1958); Ore. Rev. Stat.§ § 138.050, 168.090 (1969); Tenn. Code Ann. § 40-2711 
(1955). 

98 ' 
Alaska Stat. § 12.55.120 (Supp. 1969); COilll. Gen. Stat. Rev. § § 51-194-

51-195, 51-196 (Supp. 1970); Me. Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 15~§ § 2141-2144 (Supp. 
1970); Md. Ann. Code art. 26, 132-138 (1966); Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 
278,§§ 28A-D (Supp. 1969); Mont. Rev. Codes Ann.§§ 95-2211, 95-2501 to 
95-2504 (1969). 

In four states it is not clearly stated in the statute that the self.tence can be 
increased, but it is not expressly prohibited. C~L Penal. Code § 1239 (West 
1957); Ky. R. Crim. P. 11. 42; Ore. Rev. Stat. §§ 138.050, 168. 090 (1969) 
Tenn. Code Ann. § 40-2711 (1955). 
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appeals designed to overturn a conviction based on error, c~nstitu
tional or otherwise. Unlike the situation in the appeal and trIal de 
novo, it is clea~ that an appeal as to a sentence does not suggest or 
involve an unfair conviction. 

A Maryland court of special appeals has upheld a s'entence in
crease imposed following an appeal for a revi~w ~f a sente!lCe und:,r 
Maryland Code article 26, Sections 132-138 wIth the cryptic asser 
tion that Pearce "applies only to new trials. "100 However, a con
curring opinion contained the following analysis is support of the 
result: 

I think it clear that the ratioI'.ale [of Pearce] is that a 
defendant who has been improperly convicted, whether 

, by constitutional error or nonconstitutional er~or,' and 
who has been given the right to attack the convlCtlOn, 
either on direct appeal or collatera~ly, must,be free, 
even of the apprehension, that he WIll be pUnIshed for 
attacking the conviction. For it would be a ,flagrant 
violation of due process for a defendant, gIven the 
right to attack his conviction, to be forced to stand 
improperly convicted by fear of additional punishment. 
This rationale loses its force when there _ is no ques
tion of an improper conviction. 

No question of the validity of a conviction is in
volved in the right to review of sentence bestowed 
upon a defendant by Md. Code, Art. 26 132-138. 

For the reasons discussed in the preceding section on trial de ~ovo I 
believe this is a proper reading of Pearce and a correct analysIs of 
the issue before the court. 

While the possibility of such an increase in sente~ce pl~aces a 
defendant in a dilemma as to whether he Shou~d exerc~se the' rig,ht ~f 
a eal aiven him as to his sentence, such a dllemrna IS uncClnstltu 
t:nal :Uder Pearce only if it might serve to discourage a challenge 
to an erroneous conviction. Since the a.ppellate pro~e~ures for se~
tence review are not designed to challenge the conVIction, Pear,ce s 
holding and rationale are not broad enough to cover a sentence 111-

crease in this procedural setting. 

100 Robinson v. Warden, 8 Md. App. 111, 258 A.2d 771 (1969). 
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Should Pearce be extended to prohibit sentence increases here? 
The American Bar Association's project on Minimum Standards for 

i Criminal Justice has dealt with the issue of whether an appellate 
~ review of sentencing should be permitted to lead to a higl,ler sentence 
~ in its Standards Relating to Appell:;tte Review of Sentences.102 The 
i product of their discussion was substantial disagreement between the 

Advisory Comm ittee and the Special Comm ittee as to whether the 
appellate 'Jourts should be empowered to increase the sentence. VVhile 
their disagreement preceded Pearce? Pearce contains no direct answer 

, on this issue. I would argue that in view of the strong arguments 
against Pearce's applicability, and in view of the substantial spHt of 
opinion within the ABA project as to the wisdom of permitting sULch 
an increase, those states providing for an increase in connection with 

; appellate review should continue to uphold this practice pending 
I, further Supreme Court pronouncement or legislative action. 104 
t 
t 

f 
I 3. ~~fu~ ;; 

f, 
. Although the Pearce facts did not involve a guilty plea, in. Simpson 
; v. RiC€.1 the companion case, the defendant had pled guilty~ was sen-

tenced to 10 years in prison, had his conviction set aSide, and was 
' retried. The second conviction resulted in an aggregate sentence'of 

25 years. While the Supreme Court's opinion focused on Alabama's 
f failure to give Rice credit for time already served as part of the first 
f senfence, they affirmed the judgmenfof the lower federal courts that 
t had barred an increase in sentence on retrial even though the first 
~ sentence was imposed following a guilty plea. Moreover, Justice 
i, Black's opinion is critical of the majority for having imposed these 
~ limits where the initial sentence followed a guilty plea. Thus it is 
! clear that Pearce's criteria as to when a sentence may be increased 
; apply to a case where the first sentence was imposed in connection ! ---

.j 102 ABA Project on Minimum Standards for Criminal Justice, Standards 
Relating to Appellate Review of SentenCing § 3.4 (1967). The standards proposed 

; in the Tentative Draft with amendments were approved by the House of Delegates 
on February 19, 1968. 

l 
r 104 It is interesting to note tl1at the·First Circuit, in footnote 2 in Marano v. 
. United States, 374 F. 2d 583 (1st Cir. 1967), specifically indicated that they did 

not Wish their decisLOn to be understood as suggesting any impropriety in the 
~_ sentence review procedure established by Massachusetts which permits a 
l,gr'eatrdI' sentence in connection with the review. 

f 
i~· 
I-

I 
f I, • If 
~ 
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with a guilty plea as well as when it follows conviction pursuant to a 
full trial and full sentencing procedure. 

This is troubling ~ Many gu.ilty pleas are obtained as the result 
of an agreement that the prosecutor will recommend to the court that 
defendant receive favorable treatment in sentencing. When the court 
follows the recommendation, as it must to make the guilty plea pr,ocess 
work, the sentence imposed will be unlikely to reflect the kind of In
dividualization that is the goal of modern penology. There has been 
no trial during which the judge has observed the defendant or heard 
him testify. There may not have been the klnd of presentence investi
gation obtained in nonguilty plea cases. Even if there were such an 
investigation, the judge would usually be unable to make full use of 
information detrimental to the defendant because of the plea bargain 
as to sentence leniency. While there are sound justifications for this 
leniency when the process ends with a guilty plea, in a "Pearce" 
situation it does not. There the defendant who has pled guilty gets the 
plea set aSide, has his case remanded, enters ~ not,guilty plea, and 
is retried. If he is again convicted, Pearce liouts hIS sentence to 
that imposed at the time of conviction pursuant to the plea, absent 
conduct meeting the Pearce criteria. 

The troubling aspect of this is that the first sentence was deter-· 
mined and limited, in part at least, by the bargain with the defendant 
who gave up his right to contest guilt in exchange for favo,rable se~ 
tence treatment. Now he has broken his part of the bargaIn (the guIlty 
plea), but under Pearce the state is st~ll bound, to their part of the, 
agreement (the lenient sentence). In VIew of thIS, an argument could 
be made that the Court should have limited the applicability of Pearce 
to cases where the court imposing the first sentence had a complete 
opportunity to individualize the sentence. This would have insured at 
least one sentencing process that fully conSidered society's interests, 
as well as defendant's interest insofar as the defendant was in need 
of more extended incarceration for purposes of rehabilitation or his 
own safety. This would have exempted the guilty plea procedure from 
the lim its of Pear..Q!h 

I suspect there are at least three reasons why the Court included 
the guilty plea process within.£§..~ First, the court was concern~~ 
with the possibility of vindictiveness towards a defendant who gets hIS 
first (~onviction set aside. The guilty-plea defendant who "breaks his 
bargajtn" and gets his plea set aside would seem to be a far more 
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likely c~ndidat~ f~r judicial vindictiveness t han the defendant who has 
fought hIS convlCtlon from the start. Here is a fellow who has really 
ups~t the, system and is, accordingly, a far more "suitable" target 
for JUd~C1a~ w,rath. ~econdl~, to, exempt the guilty-plea defendant from 
P.earce S,llmlts on mcreasmg hIS sentencing would certainly affect 
hIS decis.lOn as to whether or not to challenge an involuntary or co
erced guIlty plea and lim it the exercise of his right to do this by appeal 
or collate~al remedy. Thirdly, the court may have been reluctant to 
take a pOSItion that involved recognition of the often camouflaged fact 
t~at the senten~ing judge in the guilty plea process does not fully con
SIder the questIon of how long a defendant should be incarcerated 
from the point of view of the state. 

Conclusion 

J.: . Pearce re~resents an attempt to resolve the issue of sentence in-
r crease on retrIal between the poles of unUm ited increase and no in-
b crease. a~ all, although the opinion leans toward the latter extreme. 
~.'.. The opmlo~ has creat~d. many more problems than it solved. How-
f ever, I.bel1~ve th,e opmlOn is supported by the basic rationale pre-
t,' sented 111 thIS arbcle and the application of that rationale holds the 
f ke~ to the soluti<?n of the myriad issues that have arisen and will 
f arIse. While th? accept.a~ce ,of a.n e~treme position-such as a holding 
~ a~Solu.tely bannmg any lncreas.e-mlght have avoided some of these 
t probl~ms, I believe the opinion's more flexible approach repreBents 
~ a deSlra?le met~o~ for handling one area of the criminal law. 'VV'hile 

Pearce l~ a beglnnmg, not an end, it is a beginning that provides 
sound guIdance for the solution of the problems to follow. 

Notes 

1) I?espite Professor Aplin's thoughtful analysis, it is important 
to re~og:llze, as he of course does, that many courts have read Pearce 
restrICtIvely, and tha~ in tho~e ~urisdictions, a substantial risk may 
?e incurred by upsettmg a cr1mmal conviction. In many states, for 
example, a harsher sentence imposed by a jury (which a defendant 
cannot ordinarily waive without the consent of prosecutor and court) 
or ~ a trial de novo may withstand constitutional attack. And, though 
Apl111 argues ably that only conduct occurring after the first sentence 

~~(, may be used under Pearce to enhance a later sentence a small num
f\ ber 'Of resistant courts have found it permissible to in~rease the later 
} 
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sentence on the basis of facts which occurred before the first sentence 
but which came to light only after its imposition. Moreover, his no
tion that subsequent conduct must be of a: crim inal variety to support 
an. enhanced sentence has not yet received widespread acceptance. Ac
cordingly, matters such as the inmate's behavior record in prison 
need to be considered in anticipating whether there is a substantial 
chance of his receiving an enlarged penalty should be successfully set 
aSide his existing conviction. The possible use of one's prison record 
for Pearce purposes~ incidentally, makes all-the more important the 
need for some semblance of due process at prison disciplinary hear
ings. 

2) With respect to "prosecutorial vindictiveness," Aplin, armed 
with the important district court opinion of Sefcheck v. Brewer, 301 
F. Supp. 793 (D. Iowa 1969), concludes that Pearce prohibits a prose
cutor from vindictively lodging additional charges against a defendant 
for having successfully overturned his conviction. At the least, Aplin 
argues, the State should be required to establish a non-vindictive jus
tification for its actton. 

Once again, Aplin's approach is not universally accepted. The 
risk of the State filing additional charges is not an insubstantial one. * 

[Reprinted from the Arizona Republic, November 7, 1969 p. 25] 

*Prosecutor accused of retaliation threats 

The Yavapai County prosecutor yesterday was accused of improper threats 
of retaliation against a criminal defendant if the defendant persisted in appealing 
from his admittedly illegal prison sentence. 

The defendant is Ira Datsi, a Camp Verde Yavapai Indian. represented by 
Prescott attorney H. K. Wilhelmsen and Prof. David Wexler from the Univer
sity of Arizona law college's postconviction legal assistance clinic. They 
asked the state Court of Appeals to nullify the prison sentence of two to three! 
years given Datsi in Yavapai County Superior Court for misdemeanor escape 
with a prior felony conviction. 

They said misdemeanor escape is not included in the statutory list of 
misdfemeanors for which repeat offenders ar,e subject to enhanced punish
ment, so Datsi's punishment should have. been no more than a jail term of 
six months which he already has exceeded in prison. 
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*Prosecutor accused of retaliation threats 

The Yavapai County prosecutor yesterday was accused of i~proI?er threa~s 
of retaliation against a criminal defendant if the defendant perSIsted m appealmg 
from his admittedly illegal prison sentence. 

The defendant is Ira Datsi, a Camp Verde Yavapai Indian represente.d by 
Prescott attorney H. K. Wilhelmsen and Prof. David ~exler fr~~ the Umver
sity of Arizona law college's postconviction legal assIstance clImc. They 
asked the state Court of Appeals to nullify the prison sentence of two to threel 

. years given Datsi in Yavapai County Superior Court for misdemeanor escape 
with r..:. prior felony conviction. 

They said misdemeanor escape is not include? in the statutory lis,t of 
misdemeanors for which repeat offenders are subJect to enhanced punIsh
ment so Datsi's punishment should have been no more than a jail term of 
six ~onths which he already has exceeded in prison. 
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Though some, including Justice Brennan, have argued that the State 
ought to be precluded by double· jeopardy harassment prinCiples from 

t .... , withholding certain charges and saving them for a rainy day, the . 
I Supreme'Court has not yet seen fit to cast in constitutional terms a 

rule of compulsory joinder of offenses. Ashe v. Swenson, 397 U~ S •. 
436 (1970). If relief against such a practice is to be had, it must be, 
sought, as Aplin suggests, under a due process Pearce rationale. 
Although Pearce's proscription against prosecutive vindictiveness 
would seem especially compelling in a situation where the defendant's 
challenge to his convjction did not breach a plea bargain agreement \ 
(see note 4, infra), it 'WQuld be unwise at tnis stage to be overly con
fident of Pearce's reach even in that setting. Recently, for example, 
the University of Arizona Post-Conviction Legal Assistance Clinic 
filed a habeas corpus petition, without success, in a case directly 
on pOint. 

To their motion to nUllify the prison sentence, Yavapai County Attorney 
Thelton D. Beck's reply was a motion for delay in wh,ich he said: 

- He would admit the sentence was erroneous if Datsi insisted on 
pr,essing his appeal for freedom from it. but hte county attorney's office 
then would reinstate a dismissed burglary charge against Datsi. 

- On the other hand, the burglary charge would be dropped if Datsi's 
appeal were dropped. 

Regarding Beck's motion, Wexler yesterday told the appeals court 
that the U.S. Supreme Court has declared that it is improper for prosecutors 
to "prevent through threats of retaliation the assertion of errors leading . 
to the upsetting of a conviction." 

* * * 
i ~ut Presiding Judge Francis Donoirio of Department A. Division 1 of 
f the appeals court told Beck that !lyour motion has some statem ents that 

,

.. .may require us to comment." Dopofrio and his fellow judges took the case 

_.:..... under advisement. 

. Beck told the judges that he was at one time convinced that Datsi's t prision sentence was a legal one for a prior offender. But he said he now I agrees the sentence wa~ erroneous. 
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There, the inmate had been apprehended with a pistol near the 
scene of a robbery and was changed with robbery, convicted, and sen
tenced. Thre~ and one";half years later, his robbery conviction was 
reversed and he was retried for robbery and acquitted. On the eve of 
his robbery acquittal, he was first charged with unlawful possession 
of a pistol, which led to a conviction and to a four to five year sen
tence, beginning on the date of sentence. To the Clinic's argument 
that the belated filing of the pistol charge was proscribed by Pearce, 
the Federal District Court responded simply that "petitioner does not 
allege any specific facts showing that the purpose of the [pistol] charge 
was harassment or punishment for the use of a legal remedy. Peti
tioner's conclusory pleadL"'1g as to the harassment and punishment in
volved in the [pistol] charge fails to meet the [required] speclficity 
test. II Forteson v. Eyman, Civ. No. 70-462 (D. Ariz. Nov. 2, 1970) 
(unreported). Though Forteson may backhandedly recognize Pearce's 
applicability in a case of demonstrated vindictiveness, it certainly 
40es not follow the suggestion of Aplin or of Sefcheck v. Brewer, 301 
F. Suppo 793 (D. Iowa 1969), which would have the State shoulder the 
burden on the vindictiveness issue. 

3) It should be noted that if Pearce is not read to preclude the 
.filing of additional charges after an inmate sets aside his conviction, 
those additional charges may even result in a heavier penalty than the 
one that had been successfully set aside. Further, unlike the situation 
in Pearce, where the defendant was reconvicted of the same offense 
and was accordingly entitled, under the double jeopardy clause, to 
credit for the time spent in prison under his first conviction, an inmate 
who sets aside his conviction only to have additional charges lodged 
against him is by no means clearly entitled to credit the time served 
under the first offense against the sentences imposed pursuant to the 
additional, separate offenses. In Forteson, supra, for example, the 
petitioner sought to have the three and one-half years served on his 
robbery conviction credited against the four to five year sentence im
posed pursuant to the later pistol conviction, but, because of the 
separate nature of the two offenses, he was unable to persuade the 
habeas court to grant the requested relief. But cf. Summers v. Warden, 
440 P. 2d 388 (Nev. 1968) (credit required where same acts constitute 
basis of second conviction, though charges not identical). 

4) With respect to "guilty pleas, II Aplin concludes, with some 
misgivings, that Pearce's presumptive sentence ceiling ought to apply 
even where the defendant entered his plea in turn for a prom ised sen
tence concession -- should the defendant later upset his plea, he should 
not ordinarily be subjected to a greater penalty on retrial. 
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Though he does not squarely address the issue, his remarks in. 
the guilty plea section and with respect to prosecutive vindictiveness 
indicate that he would probably extend the thrust of Pearc~ to cover 
another variety of plea bargain situation: one where a defendant charged 
with several offenses will plead guilty to one of them in exchange for 
the dismissal of the remainder. 

Arguably, Pearce might prevent the State from refiling the dis
missed charges If the defendant breaks his side of the bargain and up
sets his plea. Or, Pearce might be read not to preclude the refiling 
of the charges but might prohibit the imposition of a sentence greater 
than that originally imposed. But reliance on Pearce's protection in 

, those Situations is risky indeed. See Williams v. McMann, 436 F. 2d 
f 103 (2d Cir. 1970)0 
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Often, a plea bargain is enforced by written stipulation, -signed by 
the defendant and his counsel, to the effect that "It is hereby stipulated 
by defendant and. his counsel that this amended information is filed 
without objection for the purpose of entering a plea of guilty; it is 
further stipulated that .if at a subsequent time, this plea be withdrawn 
for any reason, this information may be re-amended without objection 
to allege the charge contained in the original information. f! And a 
recent Arizona appellate decision is not alone in cautioning defendants 
that !!if defendant now wants to relinquish her plea bargain and open the 
dismissed charges against her, sh~, and not this court, must so decide. 
Defendants involved in plea bargains should not labor under the m is
conception that if their bargained guilty plea is set aside they are free 
of all charges. At best, they may be free of their bargain." Stah:~ v. 
Myers, 12 Ariz. App. 409, 410, 471 P. 2d 294, 295 (1970). See also 
United State~ v. Wells~ 430 F. 2d 225, 230 (9th Cir. 1970). 

5) In the narrow situation of pleading guilty to a lesser-included 
offense, one court has protected a defendant against being charged with 
the greater offense after he successfully attacked his plea. Mullreed 
v. Kropp, 425 F. 2d 1095 (6th Cir. 1970). The Mullreed court, how
ever, did not invoke Pearce, but relied instead on the "implied ac
quittal" doctrine of Green v. United States, 355 Uo S. 184 (195'7), made 
binding on the States by the double jeopardy decision of Benton v. Mary·' 
land, 395 Uo S. 784 (1969)0 

In Green, discussed supra in Justice Douglas' opinion in Pearce, 
the defendant had been charged with first degree murder but was con
victed of murder in the second degree. After securing a reversal of 
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his second degree murder conviction, he was retried and this tim e 
convicted of the greater offense. The Supreme Court, on double jeop
ardy grounds, found the defendant to have been "impliedly acquitted" 
of first degree murder when, in his initial trial, the jury found him 
guilty of the lesser-included offense. 

Mullreed drew no distinction between a trial resulting in convic
tion for a lesser-included offense and in a guilty plea to a lesser-in
cluded offense. Accordingly, a plea to unarmed robbery foreclosed a 
later prosecution of the defendant for armed robbery. But Mullreed 
seems so far to be law only in the Sixth Circuit. More common is the 
view taken by the Tenth Circuit in Ward v. ~ 424 F. 2d 491 (10th 
Cir. 1970), that a plea of guilty to a lesser-included offense is in no 
sense an acquittal of the greater offense, that jeopardy has not at
tached with respect to the greater offense, and that prosecution for 
that offense can occur without constitutional objection should the plea 
to the lesser offense be somehow vacated. 

6) As noted in Pearce, the Fourth Circuit, through its own 
decisions, developed a Pearce-like doctrine even before Pearce was 
announced by the Supreme Court. Invoking a Pearce precursor, the 
Fourth Circuit in Whaley v. North CarolinfL, 379 F. 2d 221 (4th Cir. 
1967), held unconstitutional an interesting type of resentencing. In 
Whaley, the defendant was sentenced on several charges, the sen
tence on some charges to commence at the expiration of the sentence 
of the "anchor" offense. When the defendant managed to overturn the 
anchor charge, the dependent charges were remanded for reconsidera
tion, and the trial court enlarged them. The Fourth Circuit found the 
increase to be barred by the Constitution. 

7) While this Note has dealt extensively with Pearce- related 
risks, it is important to recognize that certain risks of seeking relief 
from a crim inal conviction involve concepts rather distinct from 
Pearce. For instance, though the propriety of the practice is now 
open to serious question on equal protection grounds in light of the 
recent decision in Tate v. Short, 401 U. S. 395 (1971), the prevailing 
practice still denies a non-bailed defendant mandatory credit on an 
ensuing sentence for time spent in jail pending trial. See generally 
Ibsen v. Warden, 471 P. 2d 229 (Nev. 1970) (trial court precluded by 
statute from giving credit). See also State v. Kennedy, 106 Ariz. 190, 
472 P. 2d 59 (1970) (credit discretionary with trial court). In jurisdic
tions adhering to the traditional practice, therefore, the prospects of 
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overturning one's conviction must be balanced against the prospects of 
1 being unable to meet bail and the prospects of spending a considerable 
1 period of possibly non-creditable time jn a county jail awaiting trial. 

.
1 If the tpne remaining to be served on the existing sentence is not con

Siderable, the inmate may well opt to forego challenging his conviction. 

~ Finally, though the Supreme Court In Waller v. Florida, 397 U. S. 
. 387 (1970),prohibited successive municipal-State prosecutions, still 

li,. on the books are the "separate sovereignty" cases of Bartkus v. 111i- . 
nois, 359 U. S. 121 (1959) and Abbate v. United States, 359 U. S. 187 

1 . (1959). Those cases hold that the double jeopardy clause would not I bar dual prosecution-by State and Federal Governments-for a crim
I' . inal act - such as bank robbery or flag deSecration - violative of 
I the laws of each. In some instances it is possible, therefore, that an 

I
t,., inmate who successfully challenges h~ existing conviction may find 

himself prosecuted by another sovereign. He may, too, find himself 
with a heavier penalty and without credit for time served. Though it 

( might be possible to assert Pearce in that predicam ent, it is highly 

\
.' unlikely that a court would find prosecutive vindictiveness in the ex

ercise of discretion by a separate sovereign. 
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ADDrrIONAL CASE: Colten v. Kentucky, 92 S. Ct. 1953 (1972) 

Mr. Justice White delivered the o~inion of the Court. 

This case presents two, unrelated questions. Appellant challenges 
his Kentucky conviction for disorderly conduct on the ground that the 
conviction and the State's statute are repugnant to the First and Four 
teenth Amendments. He also challenges the constitutionality of the 
enhanced penalty he received under Kentucky's two-tier system for 
adjudicating certain crim inal cases, whereby a person charged with 
a misdemeanor may be tried first in an inferior court and, if dis
satisfied with the outcome, may have a trial de novo in a court of 
general criminal jurisdiction but must run the risk, if conVicted, of 
receiving a greater punishment. 

* * * 
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Kentucky, like many other States,4 has a two-tier system for ad
judicating less serious criminal cases. In Kentucky, at the opti?n of the 
arresting officer, those crimes classified under s~ate ~aw as mlsde
meanorsmay be charged and tried in a so-called mferIOr court, where, 
as in the normal trial setting, a defendant may choose to have a trial or 
to plead guilty. If convicted after trial or on a guilty ?l~a, h.ow~ve.r, .he 
has a right to a trial de !1QYQ.,in a court of general crlmmal JurlsdlC~IOn, 
Brown v. HobUtzell, 307 S. W. 2d 739 (Ky. 1957), S? long as he ap~'hes 
within the statutory time. The right to a new trial IS absolute. A 
defendant need not allege error in the inferior court proceeding. If he 
seeks a new trial, the Kentucky statutory scheme contempla~es that the 
slate be wiped clean. Ky. Rule Crim. Proc. 12.06. ProsecutlOn a?d 
defense begin anew. By the same token neither t.he judge no~ t~e Jury 
that determines guilt or fixes a penalty in the trIal de novo IS In any 
way bound by the inferior court's findings or judgment. The case is to 
be regarded exactly as if it had been brought thiere in the first insta~ce. 
A convicted defendant may seek review in the state appellate .courts m 
the same manner as a person tried initially in the general crIminal 
court. Ky. Rev. Stat. §23. 032 (1970). However, a defendant. convicted 
after a trial or plea in an inferior court may not seek ordm.ary ap
pellate review of the inferior court's ruling. His recourse IS the trial 
de novo. 

While by definition two-tier systems throughout the States have in 
common the trial de novo feature, there are differences in the kind of 
trial available in the inferior courts of first instance, whether known as 
county, muniCipal, police, or justice of the peace courts, or are 

4E . g., Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann. 'a 22-371 et seq. (1956); Ark. Stat. Ann. 
§ 44-501 et. seq. (1947); Colo. Rules Crim. Froc. 37(f); Fla. Stat. Ann. § 932.52 
et seq. (1944), F. S. A. j Ind. Code 9-713 et seq. (1971) IC 1971, 35-1-11-2; 
Kan. Stat. Ann. § 22-3610 et seq. (Cum. Supp. 1971); Me. Dist Ct, C::im. Rule 
37 et seq. ; Md. Ann. Code Art. 5, 43 (1968 Replacement Y0l.); MlCh: Stat. 
Ann. § 28-1226 (Cum. Supp. 1972), M. C. L.A. § 774.34; Minn. Stat. § § 488.26, 
633.20 et seq. (1967); Miss. Code Ann.§ § 1201, 1202 (Supp. 1971); Mo. ~up. Ct. 
Rule 22, V.A.M.R.; Mont. Rev. Codes Ann. 95-2001 et seq. (1947); Neb. Stat. 
Ann. 29-601 et seq. (1964); Nev. Rev. Stat. 189.010 et seq. (1968); N. H. 
Rev. Stat. Ann.§§502:18, 502-A:l1-12 (1968); N. H. Stat. Ann. 36-15-1 et seq. , 
(Supp. 1971); N. C. Gen. Stat. 15-177 et seq., 20-138 (1965); N. D. Cent. Code 
§ 33-12-40 et seq. (1960); Pa. Const. Sched. Art. 5, § 16(r) (iii), P. S.; Tex. 
Code Crim. Proe. Ann. Arts. 44.17, 45.10 (1966); Va. Code Ann. § 16.1-120 
et seq. (1950); Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 3.50.380 et seq. (Supp. 1971); W. Va. 
Code Ann. 50-18-1 et seq. (1966). 
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otherwise referred to. Depending upon the jurisdiction and offense 
charged, many such systems provide as complete protection for a 
criminal defendant's constitutional rights as do courts empowered to 
trY,more serious crimes. Others, however, lack Some of the safe
guards provided in more serious criminal cases. Although appellant 
here was entitled to a six-man jury, cf. Williams v. Florida, 399 U.S. 
78, 90 S. Ct. 1893, 26 L. Ed. 2d 466 (1970), which he waived Some 
States do not provide for trial by jury, even in instances whe're the 
authorized punishment would entitle the accused to such tribunal. Cf. 
Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U. S. 145, 88 S. Ct. 1444, 20 L. Ed. 2d 491 
~1968). Some, including Kentucky, do n.ot record proceedings and the 
Judges may not be trained for their pOSitions either by experience or 
schooling. 

Two justifications are asserted for such tribunals: first in this 
day of increaSing burdens on state judiciaries these courts ~re 
desig~ed, in the interest of both the defendant' and the State, to provide 
speedIer and less costly adjudications than may be possible in the 
criminal courts of general jurisdiction where the full range of con
stitutional guarantees is available; second, if the defendant is not 
satisfied with the results of his first trial he has the unconditional 
right to a new trial in a superior court, unprejudiced by the proceed
ings or the outcome in the inferior courts. Colten, however, conSiders 
the Kentucky system to be infirm because the judge in a trial de novo 
is empowered to sentence anew and is not bound to stay within thelhil
its of the sentence imposed by the inferior court. He bases his attack 
both on the Due Process Cla:lse, as interpreted in North Carolina v. 
Pearce, 395 U. S. 711, 89 S. Ct. 2G72, 23 L. Ed. 2d 656 (1969) and on 
the Sixth Amendment's Double Jeopardy Clause. 'rhe issues a~pellant 
raises have produced a division among the state courts that have con-

o sidered them as well as a conflict among the federal circuits. 

CoIten'rightly reads Pearce to forbid, following a successful 
appeal.and reconviction, the imposition of a greater punishment than 
was imposed after the first trial, a'bsent specified findings that have 
not been made here. He insists that the Pearce rule is applicable here 
and that thel\0 is no relevant difference between the Pearce model and 
the Kentucky two-tier trial de !!QYQ system. Both, he asserts, involve 
reconviction and resentencing, both provide the convicted defendant 
with the right to "appeal" and in both-even thQugh under the Kentucky 
scheme the "appear' is in reality a. trial de llQYQ.-a pel1alty for the 
same crime is fixed twice, with the same potential for an increased 
penalty upon a successful "a:ppeal. " 
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But Pearce did not turn simply on the fact of conviction, appeal, 
reversal, reconviction, and a greater sentence. The court was there 
concerned with two defendants who, after their convictions had been 
set aside on appeal, were reconvicted for the same offenses a.nd sen
tenced to longer prison terms. In one case the term, was increased 
from 10 to 25 years. Positing that a more severe penalty atter recon
viction would violate due process of law jf imposed as purposeful 
punishment for having successfully appealed, the court concluded that 
such untoward sentences occurred with sufficient frequency to warrant 
the imposition of a prophylactic rule to ensure "that vindictiveness 
against a defendant for having successfully attacked his first conviction 
. • . [would] play no part in the sentence he receives after a new trial 
• . ." and to ensure that the apprehension of such vindictiveness does 
not "deter a defendant's exercise of the right to appeal or collaterally 
attack his first conviction • . . ." 395 u. S., at 725, 89 S. Ct., at 
2080. 

Our view of the Kentucky two-tier system of administering crim
inal justice, however, does not lead us to believe, and there is nothing 
in the record or presented in the briefs to show, that the hazard of 
being penalized for seeking a new trial, which underlay the holding of 
Pearce, also inheres in the de novo trial arrangement. Nor are we 
convinced that defendants convicted in Kentucky's inferior courts would 
be deterred from seeking a second trial out of fear of judicial vindic
tiveness. The possibility of vindictiveness, found to exist in Pearce, is 
not inherent in the Kentucky two-tier system. 

We note first the obvious: that the court which conducted Colten's 
trial and imposed the final sentence was not the court with whose woxk 
Co~ten was sufficiently dissatisfied to seek a djfferent result on appeal; 
and it is not the court that is asked to do over what it thought it had 
already done correctly. Nor is the de nQYQ court even asked to find 
error in another court's work. Rather, the Kentucky cou;rt in which 
Colten had the unrestricted right to have a new trial was-'merely asked 
to accord the same trial, under the same rules and procedures, avail
able to defendants whose cases are begun in that court in the first 
instance. It would also appear that however understandably a court of 
general jurisdiction might feel that the defendant who has had a due 
process trial ought to be satisfied with it, the de novo court in the two
tier system is much more likely to reflect the attitude of the Kentucky 
Court of Appeals in this case when it stated that "the inferior courts 
are not designed or equipped to conduct error-free trials, or to ensure 
full recognition of constitutional freedoms. They are courts. of convenience, 
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to provide speedy and inexpensive means of dispOSition of charges of 
minor offenses. 11 Colten v. Commonwealth, 467, S. W. 2d 374, 379 
(Ky. 1971). We see no reason, and none is offered to assume that the 
de novo court will deal any more strictly with tho~e who insist on a 
trial'in the superior court after conviction in the Quarterly Court than 
it wou,ld with those defendants whose cases are filed originally in the 
superlOr court and who choose to put the State to its proof in a trial 
subject to constitutional guarantees. 

It may often be that the superior court will impose a punislpnent 
more severe than that received from the inferior court. But it no more 
~ollows that such a sentence is a vindictive penalty for seeking a super
lor court trial than that the inferior court imposed a lenient penalty. 
The trial de novo represents a completely fresh determination of guilt 
or innocence. It is not an appeal on the record. As far as we know the 
record from the lower court is not before the superior court and i~ 
irrelevant to its proceedings. In all likelihood the tr.ial de novo court 
is not even informed of the sentence imposed in the inferior court and 
can hardly be said to have "enhanced" the sentence. In Kentucky dis
orderly conduct is punishable by six months in jail and a fine of $500. 
The inferio~ court fined Colten $10, the trial de novo court $50. We 
~ave no basls for concluding that the latter court did anything other than 
lnvoke the normal processes of a criminal trial and then to sentence in 
accordance with the normal standards applied in that court to cases 
tried there in the first instance. We cannot conclude, on the baSis of 

, the present record or our understanding, that the prophylactic rule 
a~ounced in Pearce is appropriate in the context of the system by 
WhlCh Kentucky administers criminal justice in the less serious crim
inal cases. 

It is suggested, however, that the sentencing strictures imposed 
by Pearce are essential in order to minimize an asserted unfairness 
to criminal defendants who must endure a trial in an inferior court with 
less than adequate protections in order to secure a trial comporting 
completely with constitutional guarantees. We are not persuaded, how
ever, that the Kentucky arrangement for dealing with the less serious 
offenses disadvantages defendants any more or any less than trials 
conducted in a court of general jurisdiction in the first instance, as 
long as the latter are always available. Proceedings in the inferior 
courts are Simple and speedy, and, jf the results in Colten's caSe are 
any evidence, the penalty is not characteristically severe. Such pro
ceedings offer a defendant the opportunity to learn about the prosecu
tion's case and, jf he chooses, he need not reveal his own. He may also 
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plead guilty without a trial and promptly secure a de novo trial in a court 
of general criminal jurisdiction. He cannot, and will not, face the 
realistic threat of a prison sentence in the inferior court without having 
the help of counsel, whose advice will also be available in determining 
whether to seek a new trial, with the slate wiped clean, or to accept 
the penalty imposed by the inferior court. The State has no such options. 
Should it not prevail in the lower court, the case is terminated, where
as the defendant has the choice of beginning anew. In reality his choices 
are to accept the decision of the judge and the sentence imposed in the 
inferior court or to reject what in effect is no more than an offer in 
settlement of his case and seek the judgment of judge or jury in the 
superior court, with sentence to be determ ined by the full record made 
in that courto We cannot say that the Kentucky trial d~3 novo system, as 
such, is unconstitutional or that it presents hazards warranting the re
straints called for in North Carolina Vo Pearce, particularly since such 
restraints might, to the. detriment of both defendant and State, diminish 
the likelihood that inferior courts would impose lenient sentences whose 
effect would be to limit the discretion of a superior court judge or jury 
if the defendant is retried and found guilty. 

Colten's alternative contention is that the Double Jeopardy Clause 
prohibits the impOSition of an enhanced penalty upon reconviction. The 
Pearce Court rejected the sam~ contention in the coni-~xt of that case, 
395 u. S., at 719-720, 89 S. Ct. at 2077-2078. Colten urges that his 
claim is stronger because the Kentuclcy system forces a defendant to 
expose himself to jeopardy as a price for securing a trial that comports 
with the Constitution. That was, of course, the situation in Pearce, 
where reversal of the first conviction was for constitutional error. The 
contention also ignores that a defendant can circumnavigate the inferior 
court simply by pleading guilty and eraSing immediately thereafter any 
consequence which would otherwise follow from tendering the plea. 

The judgment of the Kentucky Court of Appeals is affirmed. 

Mfirmed. 

[The dissenting opinion of Justice Marshall is omitted, as is Justice 
. Douglas' dissent on other grounds]. 
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